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PART  I 
EXPLANATORY  MEMORANDUM.· i.  INTRODUCTION 
1.  In its Report  pursuant  to the  Mandate  of  30  May  '1980,  the 
Commission highlighted the  specific problems  of the  M~di  terranean · 
:·egi.'b~s  and  stated that  a  number  of  Community  programmes .would  .. , 
be  impleJIIented  to  improve  agriculture  in, those  regions.  It also 
stated that,  in making its contribution,  "the  Community  must  keep  two 
principles in mind:  equivalence  and equity.  Equivalence  means  that, 
in line  with the basic principles of the  Treaties,  the  common 
agricultural policy must  apply without  discrimination to Mediterranean 
products.  Equity means  that  change  cannot  be  allowed to lead to  a 
, drop  in living standards for those  involved". 
2.  The  proposc..l  now  submitted  to  the  Coi.mcil  should  be  seen  RS  ~ne 
.  . 
element  in the  package  of measures  <-,nno;mced  by .the  Commission  in· the 
;'>.. 
. ·outline  programme  for 1983.  ;By  aiming  to  improve  the  employment  situation, 
reform  structures  ;:;nd  incre<;Se  pz:oducti  Vi ty in the  regions  concerned  1 
· this .proposi-!1  is consistent with the  pri,ori  ty· objectives underlying 
that  programme.  The  measures  envis<.<ged, ',while  designed  to  meet  the 
specific circumstances- both  handicaps  and  potentialities - peculiar 
. 'to  the  regions  concerned,  take  account  of  the  constraints  imposed at 
Community  level  and  are  compatible  with  the guidelines  c;.dopted  for  the 
common  policies  and for  the  Community's  many  initiatives concerning 
agriculture,  fisheries,  energy and  so  on. 
3.  This  new  initiative to assist the  Mediterranean  regions is neqessary 
for the  smoother  intermesh.ing of  Communi'ty  pohcies ··and  thus  the· cohesion 
of.the  Community:  which  ises~ential if the  Commtl.nity  is to  successfully 
overcome  the  problems  posed by the  continuing economic crisis and'the 
growing instability of the  international environment,  ·and  which becomes 
all the  more  transparently important  as  the  Gommtinity  approaches its third 
enlargement  and  is required to play an  increased ·role in the  Mediterranean 
area. 
.  il'' 
r,:..'.4o  . ~:r .. ·[  ·.· 
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4·  The  proposal;  both in conception·and a.im,  is o.  response  to 
problems  which  stem from deficiencies,  largely of  a  structural no.ture. 
'  :  '  ' 
The  results hoped for  can  therefore  only be  assessed in the  medium 
anQ.  long term.  The  measures  which  the  Commission  proposes,  and the 
resources needed,  are based  on  current economic  data which in some 
cases  may  change  over the  course of time  .• ·.  ·It is important ·in this 
regard that the  period between planning and  implementation  should 
t,  '· 
be  as short  as  possible~  The  success  of  the  venture will therefore. 
depend also  on  how  quickly it can  be  adopted by the  Community  ins.ti  tutions 
and  implemented  ~t national level. 
5.  Throughout  the  preparatory wo.rk,  the  Commission  has beenhelped. 
by  the  political impetus·provided by Parliament •.  Through  its many 
initiatives, Parliament has contributed greatly to  a  better understanding 
and  awareness  of the  problems  of  the 'Medi ~erranean regions  and·.has 
unremittingly supported the  Commission  in it's efforts to  .es~ablish  '.  . 
the  ways  and  means  of  ~olving them;  tt:has played a  fundamen'tal  pd.rt 
in creating and  shaping  the· instrument  proposed.by the  Commisston, 
and still has  a  crucial part  to  play:;~ in  ensu~ing that  thi~ initiative 
leads first to decisions  and  then to ·:practical achievements. 
i:. 
'. 
:·· 
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·.·l 
. II.  THE  SITUATION  IN  THE  MEDITERRANEAN  REGIONS 
6.  The  Mediterranean regions are  amongst  the  least developed and most  of 
them are among the poorest regions of the Community.  Geographically remote 
·from the heartlands of industrial development,  these  regions still depend 
heavily or predominantly on agriculture for  jobs,  and  in particular'on 
Mediterranean agricultural produce..  Industrial .structures are  weak, 
unemployment 'is high,  the  level of activity is very  low. 
7•  Agriculture in these  regions suffers from  major handicaps which  re'sult 
not  onlY.  from natural conditions but  also  from the  structural backwar'dnef!s  '~· 
of the production,· marketing and processing apparatus, the nature  of the· 
.  !  products and their conditions of access to the  market,  all of which are 
·thoro~ghly awkward problems. 
·  T~e fisheries sector is in a  somewhat  similar situation;  its difficulties 
.'stem'niainly from  a  largely ob::::olete  fleet,. ;inefficient p;rocessing and 
'·~rketing channels and the  lack of a  balanced  manage.ment  of resources. 
The'  weak industrial fabric of these  region:;;~ essentially compri'ses  small 
and  mediU!l}-sized businesses and craft  firms·,  lna.inly  in traditional sec:tors, 
which  lack the.services essential for their further  development. 
The  te'rtiary sector is in many  cases largely dependent  on  seasonal activities, 
particularly tourism.  It is quite substantial, but·. is generally unable to 
,make  up for the  shortcomings  in the fields pf administration and  information. 
This situation is generally aggravated by an economic  environment  which is 
inherently sluggish and at present seriously affected by· the crisis  • 
.  8.,  In all these  regions,  it is the  rural areas which. show  the  lowest  level 
.. ·of  development:  in the  inland areas,  owing to  a  fa'lling and ageing. 
· · .population the social and economic fabric  is in progressive  and possibly 
'irreversible decline;  the  lowland areas,  where  agriculture was  once  an 
important  source  of  income  and the basis for other  economic activities,  are .  ; 
'·  ~  _, 
-4 -·  .. 
now  encountering increasingly serious problems  in marketing their. 
traditional produce  and have not  got  the  necessary resources to  . 
consolidate efforts to  switch to new  crops and products. 
9•  Owing to their handicaps,  the Mediterranean regions  have  in the 
past benefited less than others from the advantages conferred by the 
Community  inteeration process,  a  favourable  economic  climate· and the 
.··  application of common  policies.  For the  same. re~sons, they are  now 
suffering more  acutely from the effects of.the. crisis  • 
The  prospect  of enlargement to include  Portugal and  Spain and the 
development  of preferential relations in the Iliediterranean area are 
accentUa.ting the problems by requiring adjustment  efforts  of  these. 
regions and imposing constraints on  their development  decision·s. 
10.  These  are all common  features,  but the intensity of the  problems 
varies from  one  region to another..  Greece  and the Italian Mezzogiorno 
are  the  most  seriously affected:  G:r;-ee·ce~·:because almost  its entire  .,  .  . . 
territory suffers the handicaps  pecu~iar to .lilediterranean regions and 
·because it must,  at  one  and  t.he  same  time,  successfully integrate into 
the Community,  prepare for a  further  enl~rgement and face  up  to  the 
economic crisis;  the Mezzogiorno,  because,  4espite the efforts made  at 
both national and Community  level,  its level 'of development  is still 
'.,.  . among the  lowest  in the  Community,  particulciriy in the  inland 'areas  •. 
. ·  ... 
11.  Although  less unfavourably placed than Greece  and the Mexxogiorno, 
some  of the  southern regions of France,  owing to their geographical 
position and the  importance  of Mediterranean agricultural produce  for 
their  econo~ey, will be  seriously affected by .the  adjustments  involved in 
. '• 
. enlargement  • 1! 
... 
'  f 
;  ,, 
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III.  ACTION  BY  THE  COMMUNITY 
12.  The  Mediterranean regions  have  benefited and.  continue to bene:fi  t 
~rom the measures taken to assist the Community's leas ·developed regions, 
measures which have  increased in scale in recent years.  S~nce 1978,  ·. 
the Community  has  stepped up  ita action and. all the  ~dge~S:ry and 
financial.instruments now  make  a  aigni:ficant  contributio.I,l in these 
regions.  Thus,  in 1982, for the Ita1ian regions,  combined  budgetary 
aid  (EAGGF  Guidance  Section,  E:RIF,  ESF,  ECSC  grants,  energy  gr~:t~, 
EMS  interest rate  subsidie~) totalled 1  ~98 million ECU  and  loans 
totalled 1  327 million ECU;  for Greece the figures are  302  million ECU 
arid  462 million ECU  respectively;  and for the five French regions with 
Medi terr~ean features  138 million ECU  and  111  milli_on ECU  respectively. 
The tables in Annex  VI  give a  detailed picture of the scale o:f  Community 
action benefiting these regions.  "  ·'·;· 
13  ~  But  despite the resources already deployed .and  although an 
exhaustive review is not possible at this stage, it must  be  admit~ed 
that the development  gap between these regions and  the others has not 
closed arid  in certain cases has ·actually· widened. · · 
,  I 
14.  There. are probably many  reasons f·or  the relatively. unsatis~EiLCtciry · 
result.  First, despite some  increase in  .. Pommun,ity  efforts, the funds. 
.  ~  '  '  . 
deployed are modest  qy  comparison with ·~he  sc~le of the taSk,  bUt  also 
qy  comparison with the size of ·the Comml.Uii ty '';bu4ge,t.  Taking the period 
1973 to  1982,  the total aid allocated to the ~Me~iterranean regions from 
the structural Funds already mentioned  repres~ts only  ~t% Of the overall 
budget :for these Funds  and  some  &fo  of  to~al c:qmmuni:ty  expenditure. 
Community  action is often piecemeali  with no  clearly defined overall 
.,. 
'  . 
'  . 
approach.  In many  cases,  insufficient allowance  has  b.een  m~e for the  ' 
socio-economic realities  i~ the recipient regions and for the. budget 
difficulties o:f  the Member  States which have to contribute. 
15.  Experience has  shown  the limitations oLan approach based on 
sectoral measures which are not dovetailed with  developm~nt strategy. 
.. 
,": -6-
'.!. 
It has also  shown  the need for implementing  arrangem~nts .that will 
·offset the lack of dynamism  and  ini.tiative and  the inadequacy of 
administrative structures which  are often overwhelmed  qy  the 'scale of 
the task confronting them. ·.· 
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IV.  THE  rnTIDRATED  MEDITERRANEAN  PROGRAMMES 
16.  The  Commission  now  proposes a  series of programmes directed towards 
the development  of the rural areas of the Mediterranean regions and 
applying both to the agricultural  sector,  which  is of fundamental 
importance for these areas,  and  to the other sectors of economic  activity 
best  suited to creating the  jobs which will absorb the labour  shed  by.  . :·,· 
agriculture.  Because  they are  pri~ar:Lly concerned with the rural areas, 
.  ·.:the  programmes~ while not  ignoring them,  do  not. set  out to solve the 
problems  stemming from  the general  shortcomings. of industry,  transport,  .. 
energy,  the environment,  etc;  these problems must  be  solved through 
the  sectora4  and  regional policies which will.continue to  be  applied, 
alongside the integrated programmes,  in  the regions in question..  The 
programmes  have  two  basic objectives,  namely  to raise  income  levels and 
to improve  the  employment  situation.  They  are intended to fit 
Community  action into  a  framework  that is respqnsive to the particul·ar 
features  and  the potential of the regions cqncerned,  but  also  t~es 
account of the constraints at Community  level. 
17.  The  measures selected and  the rates of financial  contribution 'by 
the recipients,  the Community  and  the Member  States have been 
differentiated to take account  of the type of measure,  the nature and 
intensity of the problems  specific to  ~ach region and  the capacity of 
the Member  States to contribute to the  fi~ancing of the programmes. 
Accordingly,  the financial'contribution of the recipient is greater in 
the case of  investment  which will provide more  immediate returns  (as is 
the case with  investment relating to the agricultural processing 
industry or the marketing of products),  and  smaller in the case of 
measures covering farm  structures.  Similarly,  ~he national  contribution 
is limited in the case of Greece,  but_greater for  Italy and greater 
'still for France..  With regard to the. compensatory  allowance,  th~ 
particularly high rate of the Community's contribution is justified by 
the fact that this measure is in many  respects more  akin to  a  market 
measure  tha.tl to  a  st:cuctmal measure,  For the development  measures 
outside the  agricultural  sector~ the ::cates. of .Community  assistance to 
the financing of infrastructures are differentiated according to  country. 
This method is also used for  productive  investments beca,.lse  the na;tiona.l 
levels of aid differ. 
,\.:;.;. ·  .. 
'I 
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18. ·  Since the  programmes  extend over six years and.cover a  variety of 
measures,  the  b~eakdown of the estimated budget  resources  among  the different 
sectors  of activity must  be  seen as· no. more  than indicative.  These  estimates, 
·given in  P.a~t  II of this document,  have been calculated primarily because 
an  ove~all expenditure limit must ·be set for the exercise as a  whole,  and 
.for each  programme  individually.  The  precise allocation of resources between 
the different  sectors of activity will  be  determined as the operation .gets 
imder1r.1ay.  This is the reason for proposing a  new budget  chapter,  which  will 
liiB.ka  it easier tv  tra.n~fe:i"'  the  ~Ul~d.r;  alloOatcd frc:j  one  b.udgct  headinb to  ..  · 
another. 
,.,  .... 
•' 
At  the  end of the six-year period,  the Commission  will decide,  in the light 
'  ' 
of the  experience gained,  whether it would. be useful to present further 
·proposals to the Council. 
~·. 
19.  The  programmes  subsume,  supplement  and expand a  number of measures 
.which the Commission is a.lread;y carrying out ·or has  proposed but  without 
'any overall coordination so far: 
- They  supplement  the measures carried out' at  Community  level by 'i;he .so.:.ial 
Fund  a.nd the  Regiom.l  P..md  ( quot<J.  and .. n~n-quota sect ions).  The planned 
·  stepping-up of Regionul  Fund mcacurcs  in some  of. the  regiono  covered b;y. 
the progra.mmcs  cannot  but  enhan.cc  the ch:mccs  of· success  of the new 
initiative to the ertent that it injects greater dynamism  into the· .socio-
economic  environment  of the regions and thus facilitates the mobility of 
the· agrioult~al labour force. 
-They supplement,  adapt  and  expand the measures  planned under the common 
policy for the structure of the fishing Jndustry;  these are measures  · 
primarily.designed to facilitate a  policy for conserving and manag:i:ng 
Atlantic' and the  North  Se~ fish stocks and they have consequently not 
taken sufficient  account  of the problems specific to Mediterranean fisheries. 
'}. 
Lastly,  the agricultural measures  f.orm  a  counterpart to the market 
proposals presented by the  Commission,·  notably, in the autumn 
of 1981..  The  success  of  structural measures  will  depend, 
';' ·.  ;·· 
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· at least to  some  extent,  on market  conditions for the  regions  1  products· 
being clearly defined.  Enterprising and  resourceful farmers  can.not  b~  :·  . 
'· 
expected  to remain on the  land  imd  to  embark  on restructuring and: 
conversion operations which,  despite national  and·, C~mmuiri.  ty assistance, 
' 
are costly for individuals and offer no  guarantee  qf success, unless. 
they can rely on sufficiently stable markets for their produce. 
Market  condi  tiona therefore pley an important role in· any  structu;t-al 
measure  aimed  at bringing about  a selective reduction in manpower· while 
I  '  .  ' 
'avo~ding a  disorderly exodus in which the most  capable  and  the  most 
enterprising might  be  the first to  leave.  Accordingly,  the  Commission's 
proposals  on the established legislative  f~amework in the  wine  sector, 
already adopted by the Council,  and  in the fruit  ..  and  vegetables  and  olive 
oi~ sectors, which  provide  for adjustments' to the ''community's  management 
mechanisms  so  that they can remain fully effective even in a  Community 
of Twelve,  are  a  corollary essential to  ~.he  suc.cess  of. any genuine 
.  .  .. 
structural action.  As  the programmes  are  implemented.  .. .'  the· Commission 
,may  put  forward  adjustment  proposals for other pr'oducts,  so as  to 
facilitate the  implementation of crop-change .and  conversion programmes  • 
. ··  20.  In conclusion,  the  Mediterranean programmes  are integrated 
programmes.  Besides the coordinate'd  procedures for their 
implementation, 'this concept  stems  from  "!;he  complementary  nature of 
the different  measures directed towards  the:developmerit  of rural areas 
imd  from the way in which they unfold over time.  The  measures 
proposed,  added  to the national  and  Community  meastiresalready'~in force, 
will have a multiplier effect and will aiso modify national priorities 
in relation t.o  the rural Mediterranean areas.  This  means  that ·where 
·.necessary th.e  regional development  programmes . (RI.lP)  forward~d to the 
Commission by  the  Member  States, into which  the. integrated programmes 
fit, will have  to be  adapted  and  broken 'iiown  into greater detail. 
,.- ...... 
·.i.· 
,:.,  . 
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.,  v·.  GEOGRAPHICAL  SCOPE 
•I' 
21.  The· regions in which the  integrated programmes  are to apply  hav~ be!Bn 
chosen  on the basis .of the  factors which suggested  ..  such. programmes  wer·e  needed 
. .'  and ·of  the objectives the  pngrammes  pursue,•·  They  are all regions with a 
·::, 
high degree of dependence  on what  are known  as Mediterranean products,- and 
,'  .  .·. 
·which- not  least because  of the  prospect  of enlargement- need  to restructure 
. their. agriculture and· create alternative  employment  outside farming. 
The  eccmomic  situation in these regions  is a  great  de~lless favourable 
than the CQmmunity  average,  so  that  the necessary adaptation is rendered  even 
more difficult. 
l  . 
22.  'The  Commission has  thus  selected the  foiiowing_ areas:  in France, 
Languedoc-Roussillon,  Corsica.,  Provence-Cote  d 'Azur,  Ac{ui taine and  M~di-Pyrenees·; 
1;he  whole  of Greece;  in Italy,  the Mezzogiorno,  Lazio,  Tuscany,  Umbria, 
.  Marche  and Liguria.  The  programmes  will not apply to the major  conurbations 
in a.ll of these regions  or,  in the  case of France  and central  and northe-rn 
Italy,  to the built-up coastal stretches  in which touris_m  is a  year-:round 
activity.  Exceptions ~  be ma.de  in both cases  • 
. The· agricultural measures are differentiated for  lowland areas  and  '~inlarulf' 
areas,  which are mountain areas within the meaning of Article 3(3) of 
Directive 75/268/EEC  on mountain and hill farming a.rid  farming in certain 
less-favoured areas. 
A map  of  the regions is given in Annex  I. 
I' !'• 
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. VI.  CONI'ENT  OF  THE  PROGRAMMES 
23.  The  detailed content of the  programmes. is given in Annex  II,  for  regions 
in Greece;  Annex  III, for regions in Italy;  and  Annex  IV  for regions in 
France.  Generally speaking the  programmes  are in two  sections:  . first, 
measures  to  improve  production,  marketing and  processing structures,  and  to · 
lfring agricultural  production more  inte line with. market'  .'~equireaients; 
·,secondly,  measures  to create alternative  employm~nt by  developing other 
economic  activities in rural areas,  and to previde the facilities needed 
to repair certain weaknesses in the regiolla.l  socio-economic·fabric. 
24.  Agricultural measures are at the heari of the  programmes  because 
·  ·.  :.agriculture is so  important in the economies.  o~ the_  Medi terra.nean ~·egions 
~nd must  become  more  competitive in the context  of.the enlarged Community; 
·'. 
These  measures fall  into three categories: 
·  ·1  ~ ·  measures  to improve  the general  condi~ions of .farming in,  rural areas: 
'  (a)  physical .(roads,  electrification, etc.),  and 
(b)  economic  (preserving,  marketing and  proc:essingt producer groups); 
' 2.  operations at  farm  level,  involving  measure~ 
(a)  a  technical,  and 
(b)  a  socio-structural nature; 
· ..  3.  back-up measures,  such as: 
.·.:''(a)  forestry and  land-use improvement, 
(b)· applied research,  and 
(c) vocational training. 
~( 
of: 
.  .. '·· 
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These  operations would  not necessarily apply to all the regions  covered 
by the  prolP-amme,  nor would  the scale of the  proposed investment  be  the 
same  for ail the areas in which they are  undertaken. 
25.  As  a  general rule,  the agricultural measures  are differentiated for 
inland areas  (uplands)  and  lowland areas.  This distinction diyides the 
regions into two  relatively homogeneous  areas.  The  measures  to  i~prove 
-the  general condi  tiona of farming and  the back-up measures  would  apply · 
.  -
thr~ughout the whole  territory,  but  their intensity would be higher in 
those inland areas whose  handicaps are greater. 
The  measures  to be  taken at  farm  level are more  selective,  however.  The~ 
take account of the potential of each area and  of the particular characteristics . 
·.of its predominant  forms  of production. 
.,, 
26.  In the irrigated lowland areas the  emphasis is exclusively on  operations 
to rationalize production and  improve  the quality of the products,  wherever 
..  possible by  changing to different varieties. 
27 •. · In the dry lowland areas the measures  are aimed  at conversion to types 
of product .which will improve  incomes  without aggravating the market situation. 
This is particularly the case in recently irrigated borderlands,  where · 
production must  not  be  allowed to swell  existing sprpluses.  A change-over 
to fodder  and  protein crops must  be  encouraged in order to promote  stock-farming 
in these areas and  build up  additional  fodder  reserves  for  livestock farms' 
in the inland areas. 
28.  In the inland areas  the scope for switching to new  products is generally 
limited.  Cattle farming can be  encouraged,  however,  and  traditional s.heep 
8nd  goat  farming can be  improved.  Agricultural  incomes  can also be  improved - 13  -
by ·introducing or expanding crops  suited to the climatic and  soil conditions, 
such as  nuts  (almond,  hazel  and chestnut  treesh  medicinal and aromatic  plants, 
. and. seedlings and seeds.  Forestry can be developed  significant~y.  The  programmes 
~leo .provide fqr  an increase in the deficiency  ~ents  made  to farms  in · 
particularly badly off mountain and hill regions. 
29.  A13  regards the fishing industry the measures  envisaged are aimed'j)rimarily 
at promoting the development  of the whole  industry in order to make  the most 
of the great potential of the regions in question,  to obtain the best return 
for  the products,  to increase the productivity of the manpower  and  inputs 
employed;:· and  lastly to improve the  incomes  of those working in the industry. 
Secondly,  all the schemes  provided for will have  a  positive impact  on  direct 
and  indirect employment  in the  regions  concerned,  thus contributing to _the 
.success of the agricultural measures,  and if not  increasing at least maintaining 
the  level  of employment. 
30.  According to the place they occupy in the production process the proposed 
measures  may  be classified under  three categories: 
(a) measures  to enhance the industry's environment  and  improve its general 
·operating condi  tiona: 
imp~ovement of berthing facilities and assistance for the fishing fleet 
(infrastructure,  land-based port  fa.cilit~es, simple shelters,  lakesid~. 
facilities);  the development  of lagoons  s~itable for  aquaculture; 
"'  and  the  establishment of protected ma.rineareas; 
'• 
'., 
(b)  measures  to  improve  the whole  production process:  . relating to both  ·.  ".' 
,..  fishing and  aquaculture and to the processing. and  marketing of the products; 
(c)  back-up measures:  taking the  form  of biological,  technical and  economic 
research,  and  technical assistance to those working in the sector. - 14 
Naturally the intensity and  exact details of the proposed measures: will 
vary  between regions  and  countries in accordance with local priorities and 
needs~  '  .l~  , I. 
31.  In the Greek regions,  for  instance, .the main effort will be  directed 
_  ..  .  _, 
towards  aquaculture,· which  has  great  potential,  and  towards  replacing the largely 
obsolete fishing fleet.  Aquaculture will also absorb the greater:,,part of the ..  ·· 
financial  resources set aside for the Italian regions.  Finally,  .in_  the_  Fre~ch  _;_, 
regions,  the accent will  be  mainly on directly productive  investment - the 
development  of  lagoons,  renewal of the fleet  and product  processing and 
marketing. 
1,."! 
32. 
l > 
The  measures  for  job creation in  no~agricultural sectors are of vital 
,··  . 
importru1ce  in the general  conception of the  progr~es.  A substantial 
.,  improvement  in agricultural  incomes will  depend  on':an improvement. in s'tructures 
and  thus,  to  some  extent  at  least;  on  a  reduction of manpower  in that sector. 
Measures  in this area must  therefore help to create the necessary conditions 
for  e~couraging greater mobility,  but without traumatic  change:  in other words 
. .  .without  a  repetition of what  has  often ruippened  in the past,  especially in the 
.}.· 
·  Medi terranear. regions, .the  permanent  departll!e of the most  dynamic  'i:i:nd  the most 
enterprising elements of the rural  popu~a:tion.  With.this in mind,  the measures 
-··  ai':'led  at non-a.gricul  tural sectors must  either create alternative  job opportunities 
·for those  leaving the  farm  or  provide addi:t ional  sourc.es  of income  for those 
remaining.  More  generally,  they must  improve  the socio-economic fabric  of 
the regions  by  making it more  dynamic. 
·33.  With this  end in view,  the non-agricultural measures  in the integrated 
programmes  are geared as  a  matter of priority to promoting small and medium-sized 
.  . 
business  and craft industry.  These types of firms,  which at present  show  the 
greatest potential for  creating jobs,. form  the  backbone of the economy  of the 
.  ... 
Mediterranean regions;  a.n.d  their wide  geographical,-dieipersion would. m'ake  them .,. 
;l ' 
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the vectors  for  increasing the vitality of business  enterprise in rural areas 
and  improving the genera_l  environment  for  farming.  ·.  Neyertheless,  given the 
. sp~cific handicaps  of small  and medium-sized firms  and,,,craft  firms  in these 
regions,  the development  measures  envisaged  go  beyond· mere ·aid for material ...  ,, ...  ·  · 
'·"  . 
'investment.  It is through measures  to improve  their "envir'onment" · j,n  .. its 
widest  sense,  and  to revitalize the economic  structure that it .will be  possible  · ,,  . 
to· ef:(ectively mobilize the development  potential of the Mediterranean regions 
and  in particular their human  resources. 
The  measUres  proposed are to enable small  and  m~dium-sized businesses: 
~ to  be  better informed about  potential markets; 
-·to adapt  their productive plant accordingly;  . 
to update their know-how  and  obtain assistance for  innovation; 
·to improve their management  and  organization capacity; 
.- to create or develop coiiiiiion  services amongst  themselves;· 
.to  im~rove their access to risk capital; 
to  increase their penetration of the  mar~ets ofnon-:-meuiber  countries around 
•. t}le  Mediterranean; 
to be ·better informed about  aid schemes  and  obtain :a.s~istance in utilizing · 
.  ·.,. 
them~  ·• ·  ·  ·  ·, 
These  measures  to strengthen small  and medium-sized firms  and  craft firms 
:.w~ll be supplemented by  other specific measures  also· aimed .at exploiting 
the development  potential of these regions. 
These· concern a  range  of activities linked directly to agriculture,  namely. 
'.  ' 
' the agri-foodstuf'fs' and  farm  equi}lBient' industries,. and .other' potential fields' 
of development,  namely  rural  to~sm and  renewable. energy sources. 
The  measures  planned to foster rural tourism are as follows: 
-i•  ., 
( 
aid for  investment  in increased accommodation capacity;' 
start-up aid for  bodies  responsible for  p:r:omoti,ng  to:urism; 
,·. ·.f 
!  .' 
.•; 
"  . ~ ... 
·.: 
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aid for  establishing facilities and infrastructure needed for the 
development  of toUrism. 
34.  The  measures  concerning renewable  energy sources  aim  to harness  local 
resources and at the same  time to increase employment  in Mediterranean firms 
aotive in this field.  Projects to be financed: 
small  ~droelectric projects;  wind,  biomass,  solar and  ge~th~rmal energy 
projects; 
'I' 
the dissemination of information on the.potemtial of such  e~ergy ~ources; 
- water-heating qy  solar panels. 
r·. 
35.  In conjunction with the above measures it is proposed to help build 
infrastructures which will facilitate the installat.ion or development  of 
.  •..  . 
job-creating activities and  improve. facillties ~  amenities in rural  ar~. 
As  regards  Greece,  it is also  planned to financ'e 'programmes  to relocate 
activities awa.v  from  Athens.  r  ,, 
36.  The  programmes  also take account  of environmentS:l aspects,  in so far 
as conservation of the  environment constitutes a  vi~al·factor in the 
deveiopmerit. of those regions.  ·It is important to. ensure that 'the  proposed 
measU.res  not only safeguard .but  aiso enhance the  environment,  particularly 
,· 
in view of the priority accorded to those regions, in the Community's  environment . 
policy. 
,.. .  ' 
'.,··. 
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,VII.  IMPLEMENTATION 
· 37.  These  programmes  must  be  implemented  in a  consistent  ~~coordinated 
manner.  To  that  end  the Commission  has  therefore devised a  strategy to 
facilitate the  task both. of the national  and  regional authorities and  of 
the  bodies  made  responsible for administration at Community  level. 
'38.  The  draft programmes  are transmitted to the Council in the form  of 
a  proposal  for  a  Council Regulation.  This Regulation wil~ contain a 
description of the .content  of the  programmes:  obj~ctives, description 
of measures, .·procedures,  areas  of application,  integi'atedness,  volume, 
meaps  of financing,  and  a  suggested schedule  for  implementation. 
39.  Adoption of the Regulation by  the Council mean!?  that the Member· States  ·•·  .,, 
concerned  m~st establish an operational  plan of .caiiq:iaign.·,  This  plan, 
consisting of all the measures  which  the Member. State must  take to enaole 
all the operations provided for in the Mediterranean programmes  to  be  implement~d, 
will include: 
the financial resources  needed and  the manner  in which t}ley  are to be made 
· available, 
designation of the authorities or bodies  responsible for  each measure, 
the necessary  laws,  regulations and  administrative measures,  particularly 
·for aids, 
the ordering of geographical  and  chronological  p~iorities for  the 
implementation of;the measures, 
a  description of the  investments  to,be· made  by  public authorities and 
the  location of such investments, 
implementation and  expenditure schedules; 
information concerning the mutual  consistency of. the measures and  their 
meshing with the regional  development .  programmes~; - 18-
In view  of the decisions  to  be  taken nationally,  the time  needed to establish· 
this  plan of campaign may  vary,  but,  for  the whole  programme .to  be  successful, 
must  not  exceed  one year. 
At  Community  level,  the Commission will be r:esponsible  for  implementation, 
·in aqcordance with the  procedures set out  i~ the Regulation.  This will define 
in particular the way  in which all Member  States are to be  associa,ted in the '. 
implementation,  together with machinery for  cooperation and  coordinati'on 
with the Member  States directly concerned. 
40.  All the Member  States will be  associated in the implementation of the 
programmes  through the existing Fund:Committees,  without  any  change  to their 
rules of operation.  The  Council Regulation will tharefore stipulate,  for  e'ach 
operation arid  measure  laid down  in the  programmes,  which  Committee  is to be 
consulted on  the decisions relating to  funds  pr:ovided  by  the Community. 
41.  The  Regulation will also provide for machinery for  cooperation and 
coordination with each Member  State concerned,., to facilitate implementation 
of the  programmes.  This will be  a  two-tier  system: 
a  Steering Committee at the political level,  which will meet  twice a  year, 
or more  frequently if difficulties needing settlement at this level arise 
in the operational  planning stage,  in the  prep~ation of the projects  anq 
sub-programmes  or at any  other stage of implementing the programmes; 
' 
a  technical Working  Party,  comprising representatives of the national and 
. regional authorities responsible for  implementing the programmes  and 
representatives of the  Commission's  departments,  to deal with all the 
technical aspects of  implementation.  This Working  Party will meet  more 
frequently.  It will also  prepare the  ground for meetings  of the Steering 
Committee • 
. With this structure for  cooperation and  coordination it should  be  possible to 
spot  problems,  gaps  and bottlenecks in good  time and,  by finding solutions, 
to provide a.eonstant  stimulus  to  the  execution and.  adaptation of the  programmes. - 19-
42.  The  programmes will actually be  launched once the Commiss.ion  has. approved  ' 
the operational plan of campaign,  after verifying that it meets  the requirements 
... 
of the Council Regulation.  ·  ·  · ·  .:-
.. , 
43.  In :the  case of certain more  complex operations  (for example,  the  · 
..  ()rganization of a  production chain comprising downstream infrastructure, 
production investment,  transport,  storage,  the necessary plant and facilities, 
.investments in processing and marketing,  etc),· it is possible ti:ia:t;  not all 
operational details can be  provided at the  star~-up stage.  It has  therefore 
:been provided that for such projects,  although listed in the operational plan 
of campaign,- more specific details will be given later in the form  o·f 
.:·sub-programmes. 
'44•  Accordingly·,  it will be  only gradually that the rate of implementation 
of all the measures  provided for in the Mediterranean programmes  will. reach 
top gear.  Expenditure in the first year  following entry into force of the  . 
'  . 
Co~cil Regulation will be only slight.·  Not· until t}le  second and especi~lly 
the third year will expenditure be substantial. 
45·  The  Commission proposes  that the amounts  allocated annually to the 
programmes  should. be entered in the Community  budget  in a  single chapt.er . 
'entitled "Mediterranean programmes". 
·.within that chapter,  each component  of the Medi terrane~ programmes  (the 
agricultural and fisheries  component,  the social 9omponent  and the regional 
component) will be allocated one  or more  separate budget  headings. ,  . Authority 
to draw on these headings will be vested  respectiv~ly in the departments 
· inanagi~g the existing Funds,  which will make it possible to utilize the 
p~oc'edures of those Fultds  as  regards consultation of their respective 
Committees.  This  method will make  it possible  t~ safeguard the unity and 
the integrated nature of the programmes.  From  a· budgetary viewpoint,  the 
fact that transfers will be  possible within the chapter,  in the light of the 
rate o.f  utilization of the appropriations allocated to the various  components 
of the programmes,  will allow for  flexible.management. - 20  -
.. i.  PAR'r  II 
"·.1· 
::h:STIMATE  OF  FINANCIAL  IMPLICATIONS 
.. , 
··,  1'. - 21 
1.  The' figures '"given in this chapter were' arrived  at·  by  aggregating· 
··. 
the  estimates of the .costs of  each of the  proposed measures.  In· the 
case of  both the total costs per country arid  the  c~st·s· by·  sector, 
the~efore, the  amounts  indicated are arithmetical totals;  they w.ere 
not  fixed  in advance  as target figures.  As  stated in  po~nt 18  of 
P<if,t  I,  the  breakdown of the budgetary  estimates between the various 
· r:;;ectors  of activity is. solely indicative;  the precise .allocation will 
be determined  as· the measures are  implemented. 
I.  O'Vl!lR.ALL  IMPLICATIONS 
2.  According to  the  estimates made,  the. Community  contribution would 
be  6 628  million ECU 1  an annual  average theoretical  expenditure ~.of 
~bout .1  100  million ECU. 
· Stimrnary  table  of the overall  costs of the various measures  ( 1982  prices) 
· . b,y  Member  State 
Greece  Italy  France  Total  % 
Agriculture  1  235  ' 941  '471- 2  647  40 
Forestry·  .120  ','.  190  so  360  5·5 
Fisheries  139  153  60  352  5·~ 
Increasing the market  value 
of products  172  235  63  470  7 
Non-agricultural measures  330  740  336  1  406  21 
Infrastructure  283  376  50  709  11 
Back-up measures  263  316  105'  684  ,·  10 
"  !•  ..  ..  ·,· 
1<'  . 
TOTAL  2  542  2 951  ~;r:··n5  6 628  100 
Annual  average  424  492  ''189  1  105 
... ? ' 
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3. ·'·  The  territorial basis of the programmes  used for the estimates is 
that described in Chapter V of Part  I.  So  as to  take  account  of t4e 
relative  SOCio-economic  situation in the three grOUpS  of regions 
considered  and the  capacity of  the  Member  Stat~s concerned to 
contribute to the financing of the measures,  the: r'ates of the  C<;Hnmuni ty'' s 
contribution have  been differentiated for measur,es  financed entirely 
out  of public funds  (infrastructure),  socio-structural measures  and 
labour 'market .and  vocational training measures.\.  The  proposed rates of 
assistance are  5o%  for  F~ance,  65%  for  Italy and  .75%  for Greece. 
·The Community's financial  contribution has  also  been differentiated in 
respect of productive investment  in the area of··marketing and  processing. 
The  proposed  rates  are  6CJ'/o  for  Gre~ce and  Italy and  45%  for France. 
This differentiation is in line· with  the ratio aP,plying' under  the 
current arrangements  (50%  and  35%  respectively). 
4.  The  estimate of the costs of the various measures is based  on the 
·following considerations: 
>  ·,, 
(a)  With  regard to agriculture and fisheries,  account  has been taken of 
the need  to  speed up  the  development of structures,· both technical 
and social,  through higher  investment.  For  certain schemes  already 
in operation,  the  aim  will  be,  through an  iricr~ase in the aid,  to 
speed up  implementation to rates up  to double  the present  r'ates. 
For  schemes  which  have  run into difficulties,  the  aim  will  be  to 
get  them  off the ground  either by  adding in new  measures or  b,y 
altering the grant  conditions  and  the volume  of aid. 
(b)  For the agricultural  sector,  one  must  not  forget  the financial' 
implications which  structural measures  m~ entail through their 
"mechanical"  impact  on gross production levels. 
However,  the  balance  struck between the  typeS' of production to  be 
increased  and  those  to  be  redU:c'ed  suggests ·that this aspect  of the 
cost of ·the programmes  need  be  noted  only· "!lro  memoria". - 23-
fc) ..  With  regard to the non-agricultural  component,.  the  job-creation 
objective arises because  the modernization of farming means  fewer 
agricultural  jobs in the region.  The  objective is therefore 
additional  job creation in activities outside agriculture.  'rhe 
rate of  job creation will differ as  between  inland areas where 
the rate of population decline requires that numbers  leaving .. 
farming  should  be  offset completely,  and other agricultural areas 
where  the objective  can  be  more  limited,  because there is no 
danger  of population falling below viable thresholds. 
Given these differences,  the overall  job-creation objective has 
been defined  on  the basis of the  current rate· of decline of 
employment  in agriculture. 
(d)  The  additional  creation of  jobs will also. necessitate. the 
building of infrastructures which  are to qualify for  an  additional · 
Community  contribution as against  present rates of financing· in 
order to  ensure that they  enjoy .priority ·treatment. 
·,. 
Infrastructures for  improving the facilities  and·  amenities  o:f. 
service centres in rural  areas will also  be needed. 
(e)  For work  and  vocational training schemes,  account  has been taken· 
of  expeildi ture  stemming from  increased Community  assistance. for· 
training,  in order to facilitate the  agricul~ural and 
non-agricultural  specific schemes  provided for in the integrated 
programmes. 
..l'f 
''··· 
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II.  BREAKDOWN  OF  EXPENDrrURE 
5.  The  breakdown of the overall costs  .. chargeable. to the· Community  by 
Mediterranean region is estimated in  ab~?olute figures  as follows. 
Breakdown  of Communit¥  expenditure 
•.'' 
Community  eipenditure 
Region  m ECU  % 
Greece  2  542  38.4 
Italy  2  951  44·5  .. 
France  1  135  17.1 
TOTAL  6  628  '  100 
This breakdown reflects the reasons underlying  t~e Mediterranean. 
programmes,  their objectives,  the levels of development  of.the various 
regions,  the problems in their rural  areas and  the nature and  intensity. 
of the measures  planned for  each region. 
6.  It is difficult to state what  would  be  the actual  breakdown  of 
e.x:pendi ture for  each year. 
. ·, 
It is however  cle&r,  on the basis of  experience .and  bearing in mind  the 
time needed  for.implementation~that the foreseeable  annual  rate of 
commitment  would  lead only to  a  relatively low  level  of expenditure in 
the first two  years. The  he· viest  e)(pendi ture.  m.:ty  be  expected  from  the  third year  onw3.rds. 
The  follp.wing estimt.te  can  be  made. 
Ahnt<i11  spread  of  Community  expendi  tun~ 
m  B:CU 
'·  '  '. 
lst yecr  2nd ye,,r  3rd year  4th year  5th year  ·6th ye_d.I 
1985  1986  1937  1988  1989  .1990 
I .  . . 
'  I 
I 
TO'l'AL  663  796  994  1  392  1  392  1  392  I 
; 
j .. ,  %  10  12  15  ?1  ?1  ·21 
!  '• 
,, 
Assuming  th!;J..t  the  progrununes  are  :.pproved  in  1983, · the·  .. .first really 
significc.nt expenditure  wo.1ld  be  the  advances  to  the  :Member  States  .. 
in 19851 •  The  fimmcing  would  be  on  c.  larger sc  .... le from. 1987  onwc.r<is 
and  would  concern  the  subsec;uent  budgets until  1990. 
1·.  Alongside  the  commitment  of  funds  at  Community  level  1  the· 
implementation  of the  progrs.mmes  will  ;.;.lso  entail  c.  financivl effort 
·by the  three  Member  Stc,tes  concerned  1  which  must  pay  thei.r  sha.res 
tow<. rds  the  costs  of  the  oper.::.tions  pl,-,.nned  (except·,  under  some  measures 1 
for  "  part  which  is  ch<·:rge<Jble  to  the  recipient)~ 
On  the  b;. sis. of  the  r .. ,tes proposed in the  programming for  ,,_ssistc.nce  from 
the.  Community's  F'unds,  the  contribution  of  the  Member  Ste:.tes  concerned 
to  the  implemenktion  of  the  programmes  would be  cbo,lt  4' 000  million ECU. 
1If. the  countries  concerned  set up  their  oper~·.tiono.l· plms promptly, 
the first expenditure  could  :;rise in  1984.  Howeve.r·,  the  ~,mounts 
involved would  most  probc,bly be  very  smc.ll. · 
:  ..  .  ,  ., \  '· 
; 
:·-! 
...  ':' 
'''.· 
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Sums  ch:,rge;;,.ble  to the  Member  States over  six years 
m ECU 
.. 
J 
Greece  Italy 
''•  France  Total 
,  .. 
' 
Total  (6 years)  chsrge?.ble 
to the  Member  State  1.300  2.050  995  4  345' 
d!  7<'  29,9  47,2  22,9  100,0 
'·  Community  expenditure  2.545  2  ·951  1.13?  6.628 
,. 
o1  7v  38,4  44,5 
'.  17 '1  100,0. 
,. 
'  Total  pu·blic  expenditure  3.845  5.001  2.127  10.973 
'  oJ. 
I 
35,0  45,6  19,4  100,0 
!  .. 
I 
Tot,<l  public exoendi ture  under  the  progr0.mmes  would. therefore  be 
.:tboctt  11  000  rr.illi0n ECU,  4CY/~  of  lvhich  wo;..tld  be  cha.rge<:tble  to the 
Member  States and  6af:,  to the  Community  budget  •.. 
't-·. 
% 
40 
., 
60 
; 
100 •' 
'' 
..  ; 
'';'. 
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IlL  EXPE:NDI TllHi!:  BY  TYPE  OF  SCHEME 
3.  Out  of  ~.n  estimc.ted  six-ye;-"r  tota.l  of  6  600  million ECU,  the 
·expenditure  on  me<>.sures  for  <.cgricul ture  would  be 'of the  order ·of  .. 
·2 ·  650  million  ECU  (40/~ of total expenditure);  for'. forestry 'C.:nd 
incre'~sin~S the  ma.rket  value  of  products  830  million  ECU  (12.  r:_;;£  of 
the· total);  for fisheries  350  million ECU  (5.3ic-);  for non-i.i.gricultural: 
. (  ')'  vnd. infrostructure  measures  2  115 million  ECU  327,.  ;  .:...nd  for 
the  :hack-up  meo.sures  684 million  BCU  ( lOf,). 
;  .. 
The  ugricul  t•.:tral  expenditure  pbnned for Greece  would  represent  ,,_lmost 
49;:.  of  the  estimded  tot;•l  expenditure  f.o.r  the  Greek ··:r:egions  c_oncerned,· 
whilst for  .F'r,~nce  '  .. nd  It~.ly  1  ,,gricul  t  Jr~l  e~~)Emdi  t:ur-~  wothd  .represent 
·'"bolt  42;:,  .-nd  30,'  respectively of  the  totc;l  expenditure  pl._nned 
for these  regions. 
·~. 
..-
.. 
!.', 
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IV.  BREAKDOWN  OF  AGRICULTURAL  EXPl!.'NDI'l'URE 
9·  Each of the  regions may  be  broadly divided into irrigated or 
irrigable lowland areas  and  upland or mountainous  inland areas' which, 
as  regards agriculture,  have  a  ver,y different  physiognomy  ~d·present 
very different  problems;,  and it has been dec'ided ·to concent.rate 
agricultural structural improvemen-;;  measures  in inland areas  whi.ch 
suffer the greatest handicaps  and yet  whose  economic activity mu!'lt  be 
strengthened in the interests of the balanced development  of  the~e regions. 
· Accordingly,  the expenditure  planned  for agricultural measures  ~n. the 
lowland areas  would  account  for no  more  than  about  37%  of total expenditure 
on  agriculture  over six years,  i.e. 1  150 million ECU. 
Of  this amount  only about  33%  (382  million ECU)  will  be  devoted.to general 
,measures  (reparcelling,  irrigation and  producer groups).,  the  remainder 
·being used  for investments for .the  following purposes: 
(i)  conversion  from  crops at  present  producing surpluses .(vegetables, 
wine  growing,  olive growing,  etc.)  to  other species or var1eties 
for which  there  are  no  market  problems; 
( ii)  encouraging crops  and  types of farming· oth.er than traditional  crops 
in lowland areas  which may  be  irrigated in the near future; 
(iii) socio-structural measures,  in particular to help young farmers  ~o 
set  up  on the  land. 
provide for a  total  expenditure  over six years of the order of 
2  000 million ECU,  about  63%  of expenditure for ·the  sector. 
For the  inland areas the breakdown of ·expenditure over six years by type 
of measure is as  follows: 
35%  (691  million ECU)  for the  genera~· meas~res; 
37%  ('728  million ECU)  for invee;tments'  and  improvements  in livestock 
. farming  (in particular sheep  and  goats),  and  promotion of other crops· 
(nuts,  et•..:.  ); 
.  .. - 29-
28%  ( 559 ·,million EC'\.1)  for. socio-structu.ral  expendl. ture linked to the 
grant  of a  supplementary allowance for ·.the  cessation of farming for 
certain categories of farmers  and  a  supplementary compensatory 
allowance for hill farmers  and  farmers  in less-favoured areas. 
'  'lviention  should  also be made  here  of the  forestry meas.ures.,  which  for the 
most  part ·.will be  applied  iri  inland areas at a  cost of  million ECU • 
.  f: 
.j. 
. 
\ 
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Estimated breakdown  of expenditure affecting farmers  in lowland areas· 
and  inland areas* 
General measures 
He parcelling 
Agricultural advisory service 
Producer groups 
Irrigation 
Infrastructure 
Sub-total 
Specific measures 
Land  improvement 
Livestock farming 
Other products 
Livestock farming  +  fodder ·  . 
cultivatior. 
Wine  growing 
Olive  growing and  permanent  crops· 
Annual  crops 
Sub-total 
Socio-structural measures 
Compensatory allowance 
Cessation of farming 
GRAND  'ID'rAL 
" 
' 
.. 
Lowland 
areas 
'. 
41 
75 
8 
258 
382 
-36  X 
342 
, 1.2 
14  7 
~6 
617 
46  X 
'158 
I 
·Inland' 
;,  ·.'rJ  .~reas  1 
" 
! 
'42 
''  110 
9 
258 
272' 
·' 
691 
.  '  '64  X 
I';· 
'. 
" 
·218 
230 
280 
728 
54 
359 
200 
X 
I, 
··Total  ---
'' 
;: 
83  ..  '185 
17 
S16 
?72 
·1  073 
100  ., .  ....  ' 
'' 
2i8 
230 
280 
'. 
342 
, 1 2 
, 4'7 
16 
, . 
1  345 
1  00·  ::: 
359 
358 
·================ =========":'======-========= 
1  157  1 '978  3  1,35  ,' 
37  X  6~  X  . 100  X 
,  _  _;___ ___________  ·-=---·-----..:..:__----'~-~-L-~~--_.;.----
*Agricultural measures  together with ·measures  concerning farmers  only: 
agricultural  advisory services,  pro'ducer groups,  agricultural  infrastructur~s. ··~ 
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V.  BREAKDOWN  OF  NON-AGRICUL'IURAL  EXPENDITURE 
10.  In an effort to  strengthen the  econOJ!lY  in the tural parts of' the. 
Mediterranean regio11 1  resources are being'targeted on  activities outside 
agriculture which  present the best development  prospects in those areas 
and are the most  likely to create jobs. 
Accordingly,  the bulk of non-agricultural  expenditure is devoted to· ·the 
promotion of productive activities:  1  050  million ~CU will  go  to the 
development  of SMEs  and craft industry,  453  million ECU  to the 
agri-foodstuffs industry,  353  million ECU  to fisheries,  213  million ECU 
to rural tourism  and  143 million ECU  to the development  of renewable 
energy sources. 
Such  an  expansion of activities in rural areas means  that.more must  be 
.done  to improve  infrastructures- both those  neces~ary''for the development 
of job-creating activities and  those to  improve  amenities in rural area.S; 
.. 437  million ECU  have been eamarked for this purpose,. largely by increasing 
the  resources.of the ERDF. 
'' il• 
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Integrated Mediterranean  programme 
Cost  of measures  to the Community 
Costs based on  1982 prices: 
AGRICUL'lURE 
General measures 
Reparcelling 
·Land  improvements 
Irrigation 
··.· 
Total 
Socio-structural measures  -.·- ---------- -
Cessation of farming 
Compensatory  allowance. 
Livestock farming 
Other products 
Total 
Total 
Livestock farming +  fodder cultivation 
Irrigat~d crops 
Crops  partly or not  irrigated 
Total 
Agri oul  ture:  Total 
FORESTRY 
· _!'o!e!t£Y 
Greece 
20 
14 
340 
374. 
173 
166 
339 
131 
97 
228 
212 
38 
44 
294 
,·1 
. ,  235 
120 
rtarr. 
35 
172 
207 
160 
144 
304 
72 
163 
235 
105 
10 
80 
195 
941 
Agriculture + forestry:  Total  1  355  1  131 
miliion ECU 
France 
28 
32 
176 
236' 
25 
49 
.  .,  74 
27 
20 
47 
25 
481 
75 
83 
21.8 
'516 
:81.'7 
358 
·359 
717 
230 
280. 
342 
1  271 
2  657.· 
385 
3 042 - 33-
" 
Greece  Italy  France  .:  Total ·  ·-
FISHERIES 
Port  infrastructure  13  21  6  40 
t··  ••  ·  · .Aquaculture  78  . 100  36  214 
. Restructuring of fleet  48  32'.  18  98 
Total  139  153  60  352  ,, 
·''  ,,. 
m!ANCING  THE  VALUE  OF  PRODUCTS 
Processing and marketing  165  228  60  453 
Support to producer groups  7  7  3  17 
.Total  172  235  63  470 
NON-AGRI CUL'IURAL  DEVELOPMENT  MEASURES 
· SME  and craft industry  174  566  261  001 
. Relocation of activities  49  49 
Rural  tourism  68  .107  38. 5.  213.5 
Renewable  energy.sources  39  67  36.5  14 2. 5. 
---- Total  330  740  336  1  406' 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
Infrastructure needed  for the  99  133  25  257  development. of job-creating activities 
'I, 
Facilities and amenities  100  80  '180  .. in ru.ral  areas  ·i'  . 
Agri c.ul  t'!ll'al  infrastructures  84  , 63  25  272 
-·-
Total  283  ' 376  50  709:  .... 
..~'I 
.... 
BACK-UP  MEASURES 
Agricultural advisory services  110  75  - 185 
Technical assistance to fisheries  1  5  3  9 
Training and  labour market  140  221  58  41.9 
Research  12  15  9  36 
Total  263  3,16  70  649 
'  IMP  total cost  2  542  2  951  1  135  . 6  628 - 34  -
,,, 
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ANNEX  I 
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.  . 
Inland areas  (mountainous  and upland  zones)  where all measures  are applied with maximum 
intensity. 
Lowland areas:  measures to  enhance the value of agricultural products and promote. conversion 
to new crops,. fishery measures  and  no~agricul  tural job-creating measUres. 
Lowland .areas eligible for the  same  t_ypes  of measures  at  lower intensity. 
. Areas eligible. f(;-r  limited agricultural sectoral measures  and  for some  of the  no~agrioul  tural  . 
. job-creating mea.Sures.;  .  .  . 
"  ~ 
\ 
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INTEGRATED  PROGRAMME'FOR  GREECE '·.· 
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I.  GENERAL 
1.  Thit;  progrCWJw:  ._.,,  ·  .~ B  tht:  whole  of Greece,.  with the exception of the 
prefecture At t. >  h::  .~ .. :i  . t;e  urban area of .Tliesaalonik:i,  although  the 
agricultural  tn::.~!C.:.•:·  ma,y  apply to the rural part· of Attiki. 
'  .2.  · T:1 e  aim  of:  ; J',  ,- r•,_,,,~rcwun:"  is t.1  promot a  the de'lelopmtmt  of th,e rural 
areas  of Greece.  ~-r .• ,;·.,  ar<:  two  main  objectives: 
(a)  to modcNll:  :.;.;:·~o.:J.t.l.to.re  and fisheries in order to  Dlaintain·e~_large 
enoueh  ,.,.ol- ""  c~·  ·.nabla activity in these fields for the requisite 
improvement in p·o,:uctivity 1:1.nd  an  improvement  in  incom~s,  while taking 
market  JJ!'UI:lp<~c;  t  B  into account; 
(b)  to cren.tJ  c.  L;..;·"~a  uwui·,.,r  of  jobs in .rural  zones  in sectors other t'ha:n 
a[;ricultur<-.  t,_ offset  ,iob  losses in agriculture  where this fi:ts  in. with 
regional  _r.L;.~.<Ld 1<,;. 
3.  A&  far  i:i.IJ  <..grict;i.t.:  ..  :·~  ll'.l  concerned the  programme  provides 'for a  set 
of  specl.fic  me .• uar.:::;  t a:tL:n·-:::d.  t a  the needs  of the various. areas.  ·'l'he 
•'.full effectiveness of the  measures for conversion to other lines _of 
production may  require  market  policy measures for most  of which the 
Commission has already taken initiatives.  aimed at . guaranteeing the  farmers 
concerned  a  satisfactory income.  · 
4o  In prder to expand  employment  the programme  relies on the development 
of small  and  medium-sized firms  and craft industries, especially in the 
sectors upstream a.nd  downstream of agriculture,. the development  of. ·rural 
tourism and  the exploitation of renewable  energy sources.  Over  40%  of the 
funds  allocated for measures  outside agriculture  (see points V  a.nd  VI 
.below)  are to be  devoted to investment in production,  the  remainder  being 
~vided  ·among  related measures to assist undertakings in fields  such as. 
seeking out  markets,  management  advisor,y services and  innovation and  the 
infrastructure required for creating jobs and  making rural areas  more 
·viable. 
5·  Since ·t'hetle  m~.;surea en1;ail  considerable additional  public  spending, 
Comwunity  ai<l  IDU:Jt  t..e  iL::r;::dsed  without ·a proportional rise in national· 
~fpenditure  be~.'l<~  e;q;(<Ct i>d. :,  ,· 
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ti.  The  measure:::;  j)r•w' :led for  in the  programme  will  have  a  .marked  im~;act 
on the  economy  Ofl.L.Y  •.  they  produce an  integrating - and thus synergetic,-
effect  on all  tl!u  nat; ,,na1.  i..nd  Community  inputs;  whether  under :this 
programme  or alre:;.dy .. existence. 
sO  that the Col!l!llissh1n  is able to ·contribute towards achieving  such.  . •. 
integration,  it will  have  appropriate means  at. ·its disposal  (see point  VII. c.'' 
below:  Commission initiatives) and will thus play an active part  in.tha 
implementation  of t.lle  ri·ogramme,  in liaison with the national  authorities. 
7.  The  integrated programme is part of regional.· development  programmes. 
To  the extent necessary,  these .programmes  mu~t be  altered and filled out 
so  as  to reflect the overall priori  ties and  <~:evelopment measures in the 
regions concerned  •. 
,,. "'  ·., 
.  ~ .. 
'· 
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.  :.;'tH'l8l'C.]  COndi  tiOllS  in farming and  income  SUpport 
'ro  e:n;·,.u:·t:  'oLcl  : ...  ~i:1..  .  •.. ,._.  c.:;·~iveness  of measures  to assist agricul  tUI·al· 
~ i  • 
production,  i!:,~;l'cv.::·  .tu  need  to  be  made  to .the prevail.ing ph,ysical  and 
socio-struc~h:,·a.l  ~·.rjtu,  :;1on~;.  Major  changes  are needed in the socio-structural  . .  ' 
Direct  i vu,. 
Some  of  tl::.,·.-.1,_~, •. t;..··  .;  .H.Led  in point  VII,  particularly as· regards  the  promotion 
of inforrriation  oJt!:·J~r:·.~s  a.nrl  vocational train:1ng,.are also prerequis.ites for 
· t'he  implemen·~.  o  :. :. "  :H·  t. he  J•,easures  in the agricultural Sector,  as are  the.· 
measures  lint~:·:  . •··  ~'ni.nt  ·: v to assist the processing and  marketing of products 
and to aid producers' .organizations. 
Much.  needs  to  he  done  in this area,  particularly as  regards  ir:d.gation. 
Vol~ntar:/ reparcellinF-; is to  be  encouraeed. by. tl:te,  financing of r·elated 
\vorl~s  Cevelling._  in;prov.::ment  of  embankments·and ·d.itches). 
Now  irr·:i ga.tior1  <~J;o  <i:·ahlage  schemes  are  proposed.  'f'h~y  include  t.he 
requisite  works  (reservoirs, boreholes, irrigation and.  dra,;nage 
s:rstems  rit~·ht  HP  t"  the  farm)  arid. are restricted'  to  the  production options 
prOvided  for  .ln  t h.;.  ~l!'(JgTamme.  ·  .  ' 
Land·  iwr,ru"c;(~iiiunL  :>~b',i•l•~s  1.;ill  be carried. out  only in the inland areas of the· 
· coU:n try  •.  Tl1d r  f1i Ll:o  a.re  t.o  protect  farmland  against  erosion and  to·.  improve 
unpr-oduc1  ~·:e  ,:nld  Jr,;u·l;itnl  land  and  prepa.fe it for  the·  .  .'<:J.eve.lopment  of the 
enter:priS<JS  C'CVOl'ed  t<y  the  programme. 
II  .A.?.  ~)ocio-l. true tuca1  Directives 
,. 
, .. 
ln  or'cter  to  ~.;r;,3c-'i  uD  the .departure of  eld·e~ly farmers  and  encourage .them to 
('iv"  up thdr  l'a.rrrn~  to ,younger  people,  tq¢, provisions  of Directive  72/160/~C 
ire to  l>F;  ac.,.::naed,  u:  [:.,l'ticular  ...  as regards  the'. terms· offered to outgoers. 
··'. 
.,.  ·  . 
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In order to  ensure  a  certain level  of population in the inland: areas  1 .  of 
the countr,r  and  an  adequate  economic  environment,  income  suppqrt for 
farmers  in these areas is called for  as one· of the essential features 
of:  the integrated  programme.  To  that  end  the'compensatory allowances 
provided for in Directive '75/268/F£C .need to  be as large as possible,  . 
scaled according to age  to  encourage young people to  remain  in: 
agriculture and  granted for .all  the lines of production covered  b,y  the 
integrated programme  in the  less-favoured areas within the· meaning of the. 
Directive. 
II.  B.  Specific measures for agricultural production in inland. areas 
1 
and the  islands 
The  main  emphasis  in the  inland areas qf the  country is on the 
development  of the various branches of  livest'ock farming,  with 
restructuring and  conversion aids for the tradit'ional crops. 
Alongside these provisions  are measures  to assist forestry. 
·rr.B.1.  Livestock farming 
Hegul ation (EEC)  No  19 7  5/82  covers measures  it;t,  thf. livestock sector, 
and  in particular the  improvement  of pastures,. {a.:pm  investment· and 
genetic improvement.  New  schemes will  back up,these measures.and. 
they  are to  be  extended  to all the  inland and  island areas of Greece. 
To  encourage  the  development  of  sheep  and  goat;. farming,  measures for 
improving grazing, .increasing fodder  production and developing 
mechanization  and the  infrastructure of  sheep and  goat  farms  are to  be 
encouraged. 
Sheep  and  goat  farming will  alr;o  receive aids for  ..  milk .:testing,  genetic 
improvement  of herds  and  animal  health  protection·~ 
As  regards 
whe:re  m·ost 
applicable 
there is a 
cattle 
cattle 
in the 
farming  the measures''.desqibed 
farming is concentrated  (point 
inland  areas  and  the  islands. 
below  fo'r  the  lowlands, 
II.  C. ) ,  are . also 
Parallel to this 
nationwide  health protection scheme  for pigs. 
1The  areas referred to in Article  3  of Directive '75/268. ''.· 
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As  far as wine-growing. is concerned,  there is to be a  special  schem.e 
for varietal conversion and the restructuring of vineyards in areas 
. producing quality wines p.s.r (produced in.specified regions), 
aimed at  improving wine  quality.  As  for dried grapes,  the meaBl.U'eB 
envisaged are :designed to renew  and relocate some  vineyards 
currently sited in unsuitable low-lying humid  zones •. ·Lastly, 
there a,re  plans for conv.ersion from  vines to other· crops· (primariiy 
nuts)  • 
.  ·.· 
In the olive oil sector encouragement  is to be  given to conversion 
of some  olive groves to other·crops (subtropical crops,  nuts). 
Measures  to assist olive growing· are to include res'tructuring and 
renewing oil-producing olive groves  on  some  of the.islands  (Euboea, 
Lesbos,  Corfu, etc.). 
The  schemes  envisaged for fruit and vegetables relate .to the 
standardization,  rationalization and  improvement  of quality of 
vegetables presenting no  marketing problems  and  some  aromatic  and 
medicinal  plants•  There are also plans for restructuring apple 
orchards· in the mountains  and  extending specialized crop  growing 
in the· islands  (subtropical  crops,  medicinal. and.aromatic plants). 
A similar extension is planned for nuts  (pistachios, walnuts, 
.. hazelnuts,  almonds)  to replace the traditional vines  and  olive trees. 
,1'•. 
Pilot  projects and  ~::;:.emes  to promote  and increase the·· returns from subtrppical ·  ... 
crops.are to be·carried out  in connection with the Commission  initiatives· 
·(see point  VII.C. ).  'flhc:  schemes  are associated with: the  development  0{  the 
;use of collectively owned  machinery for permanent  crops~ 
r.r.c.  Specific measures for agricultural ·prbduction in the  iowland.s  and 
. coastal areas  of the Greek mainland  · 
In the coastal and lowland areas the .emphasis  is· on  the.d~vel~pment of 
:protein and fodder  crops,  principally on  sites to be.· irrigatJd. in ·th.e  near 
.  future,  and restructuring and varietal conversion schemes  f~r the traditional 
...  ·permanent  crops in line with market  require:m~nts.  ·  ' 
''  .; •  t>' 
t, 
t··· 
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II.  C. 1.  Fodder crops  and  livestock 
In order to  improve cattle farming  in  th~ newly· :irrigated areas,  measures 
under the programme  are to encourage the development  of fodder and protein · 
·'·  crops by assistance with the supply of  selected ·seed,  water  supplies and 
mechanization  cif  production on  a  group basis  •..  · ·  ·  ·  · 
_.,. 
The  improvement  hoped for in quality and productivity of livestock is to 
be achieved by means  of a  genetic  improvement  scheme,  by the development 
of animal  health protection {this also  applie~ to pig farming)  and 
incentives to keep beef calves 'on the farm for at. least  12 months." 
'Aids are also to be granted to  f~rms for building and improving l'ivestock:  ·. 
housing. 
II.C.2.  Irrigated crops 
··.· 
'· 
There is prOVl.Sl.On  for  a1d  in the fruit Sector  (peaches,·apples  clnd 
pears) for conversion to varieties meeting market  requirements,  for· 
both fresh  produce  and  fruit for processing.  As·regard13 .  .table  grapes, 
the  measures will encourage varietal conversion locally.  ,.  ,, 
Special measures will be  taken to ·de.velqp  some  rmt  crops. 
'r  :, 
II.C.3.  Non-irrigated  and partially irrigated.crops 
I;, 
These  are  represented  iri  the ,areas in ques':tion by  table grape's,  o],ives  and 
tobacco.  The  measures  proposed  are'aimed at  encouraging varietal 
·Conversion of  table  grape  vines  locally and  relocating 
some  vineyards  producing poor-quality curr-ants,  sited at present 
in certain lowland  areas.  ·'  · 
As  far as  olive-growing is concerned.·,  there  are plans for 1imi  ted 
conversion to  table olives.  Where  'olive .plantations and  vineyards  .  ·· 
are  to be  replaced  by  other crops,  the  aim is to develop  traditional 
tree crops. 
·.! 1 • ~ 
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Il..D.  Forestry 
Regulation  (EEX;)  No  1975/82,  which  covers_ only certait;t_ inland  are_a~ 
of Greece,' proVides for forestry improvement and  t;!XJlan.i:lion  mea8urea·, 
better fire. preventi.or  ~Tld  fire-fighting~· and iniproV.ement of  ·:'  '  _· 
condi  tiona· of exploitation.  In view of the irOpor:tance  of ·'forestry . 
: .,,_  in the conserV.ation  of the countryside in the inJ,and areas,  these  ·· 
·.  ·  measures  are being extended to all the  inland anci  ~sla.D.d :areas, · 
,-:·i .covered by the U1P  and are  a~companied by new· scheme's  relating· i,n 
'  particular to the forest  env~ronment·, the  creatio~-. of forest  _  .. 
·nurseries,  the  creation of Productive forests,  th~··,.·resiructuring ·cind.  .l-
reno'vation of chestnut plantations, the exploitation of the  Aleppo ' 
,,  pine  and  the development  of- forest-exploiting  bodies'~- In marginal 
. areas'  the establishment of. parks or wooded  reserves. will be,, encour8.ged 
not  only from the .-Point  of view of land  improvement·, ibut  als'o in order 
to' provide the local  communi ties 8.nd  farmers with  ex~;ra income _.from.  . 
.  ·tourism or rearing game.  :,,:  ., 
·'·.  ! 
The  value 'of forestry products  and  by-pr~ducts (t66d~  cor~;  'etc~:):}~·-.: 
will be  enhanced by the  schemes to prom()te  SM.Es  .a.p,d ;craft  iridus~riE!~· ·· 
provided for in point V.  ·  ~>  .. - ' 
,.-
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. III.  FISHERIES  AND  AQUACUL'l'URE 
Based on the·. potential  of the sector,  and  in particular the  scope  for 
. aquaculture,  the progranuo  aims  to i)1crease  overall productivity ~d 
incomes. · 
III.A  •. InfrastructurJ and  port facilfties · 
Four  measures  are called for in this field. 
~·. 
Firstly, provision bas to be  c:.ade  for 'the building of new fishing ports where  . 
. the  most  fishing is uone  and for the modernization of -existing ports  (most  ·  . 
of  them  came  into  service  in 1968).  Work  includes  infrastructure and  shore 
facilities  (unloading quays,  auctions,  cold stores,  revictualling facilities,· 
water,  ice  and fuel  supplies,  etc.). 
·.In adr.iition,  shelter areas need to be built,  as do  small..:.scale  .. 
·.facilities on  lakes where  a  lot of fishing .i.s  done·'· wit.h  the  aim or  improving 
product. quality. 
III.B.  Aquaculture 
.,  '  .. 
Mariculture has not  yet been systematically developed,  despite  the  many 
·~dvantages offered by the  Greek climate  arid  water conditions.  This is 
mainly for administrative reasons  (duration of concessions),  financial 
reasons  and  technical reasons  (~oderri: .. tech~iques not  very widespread).  . ·  . 
.  Consequently,  the  development  of  lagoons  (extensive  and  semi~EErten?ive  ... 
··fishing) first calls for  major  changes to infrastructure  (dredging,  new··:'· 
cpannels, ·installations and  collection faCilities) and then  incenttves for 
setting up  and  modernizing of fish-farms.  Without. prejudice  to certain  . 
advanced-technology pilot  projects to be  carried out  under  i;he  Commission 
initiatives  (see point  VII.C),  priority will be  given  to faciliti.es 
consuming smaller quanti  ties of  intermediate· products. 
In addition,  the  construCtion of public or' semi-public hatcheries is  , 
required for  the  restocking of  lagoons  and; lakes and for supplying fi'sh-
farms. 
1see point VI(a), last indent. 
'' '1, 
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III.c. 'Restructuring of the fleet 
About  75%  of the  Cree¥  .1eep-sea fishing fleet consists at present of' 
vessels of  over  20  years of age.  A major  renovation  scheme  is therefore 
required~  In addition,  most  of the  inshore fishing fleet  (about 
10  000  vessels operating on  a  commercial basis)  does not  have what  ~·a. 
considered to be.the  minimum  navigation and.fishi:rig equipment.  The  main 
~bJectives of restructuring the fleet are energy  Saving,  versatility · 
of fishing activity'  improved  f~sh storage facilities and better W()rkirig 
conditions and  safety  on  board.  A specific·measure for the  modernization 
.of. the  sponge· fishing fleet is to be established.  These  schemes are  in no  )Ia::! 
to  .. provide  for an;y  overall  increase  iri fishing actiyity,  given the  state 
of fish  stocks in the Mediterranean.  Lastly,  in connection with ·the  ·, 
policy for the  management  and conservation.of resources,  specific 
measures will be  required for the adaptation of fishing capacity by .means 
of. the  temporary  or perrra.nent  halting of the activity of certain fleets. 
... 
'•  .. 
·. 
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IV •  INCflli.ASING  THE  MARKE'r  VALUE  Olt'  PHODUC'rS 
·IV .1  Processing and· marketing 
In  the  N!editerranean regions processing and  marketing are  traditionally  .. 
among  the main  sticking points with regard to developing  agri~ulture and 
fisheries.  The  financing possibilities offered in this field un"der 
Regulations  (EEC)  Nos  355/77  and  1361/78  at present  enable  only·a very 
· .  small  proportion of applications to  be  met. 
(a)  Given the limited financial capacity of  investors  in this: sector  in 
the regions  concerned,  the Community  must  increase its maximum  aid 
rate for all agricultural  product~and it must  be possible for the· 
beneficiary's financial contribution to be  reduced from its present 
level. 
(b)  In addition to financing under Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77;  which will 
still be available,  _it  is important  that  development  of processint;. 
and marketing should aim not  only to  increase  returns  from  products 
directly covered by ·the  programme,  but.~. also to help  create  jobs  in · 
related sectors at  the  same  time.as  increasing producer.~'  incomes1. 
It is necessary here that: 
finance  be  ensured for projects for the processing of agricultural 
produce  into new  products and  by~products,· even ones  ndt  covered. 
by Annex II to the Treaty.  The  processing·rnust  be  ofdirect  . 
advantage  to the  producers  and  must· help in achieving the  programme is 
. objectives; 
promotional  measures be  financed to facilitate and  encourage  the 
marketing of the  products referred to apqve,  provided that these 
measures  are  undertak.en  by  groups  or bodies representing the 
producers.  ·.  ' · 
IV.2  Support  for  producer  groups 
Co"mffiuni ty aid for establishing producer  groups  and  seeing them through  the 
,initial stages must  not  only be  increased but also extended to all 
agricultural  and fishery products  covered by  the Mediterranean· programme •. 
!  ' 
1  See  also V. 1 • - 47  -
. ,-~~  NON-AGRICULTURAL  DEVELOPMENT  MEASURES 
Modernization  of  the  agricultural  sector  and  the  ~remotion of  non-agri~ul~ural 
job-creating .activities  in  the  rur~l areas  of  Greece  presupposes  the  · 
development  of  a  number  of  urban  centres,  selected on  the  basis  of  the 
ahticipated expansion of  agricultural  activities,=the scope  for  dev~loping 
other activities and  the  part  these  centres  can  play.i.n  improving  the 
viability of  rural  areas. 
ithe  fact  that  the  urban  and  industrial  fabric  and_the  s~rvic~s sector  are 
not  very  highly  developed  outside of  Athens  and·.Thessaloniki  means  that 
additional  measures  are  necessary  in order  both  to create  jobs  and  to  improve 
·infrastructure  in the  centres  best  suited  fcir  industriaL and  tertiary  ·:··• 
development  such  as  Patras,  Volos,  Larissa,  Heraklion, .Kavalla,  Ioanni~a, 
Kozani ~ · Ptolemai s  and  Alexandropi s  but  also  in  th.e  smal.ler  towns  that ·are 
·.,  c.~·pable  of  enlivening  the  rural  areas  which ·the  Community  will  be  assisting 
.·~~~st,under the  agricultural  part  of  the  Mediterra~ean programme.  .  :.  '  .. 
~~.1  Promotion  of  SMEs  and  craft  industries 
-The  industrial  and  services  sector  of  the  rural  regions  of  Greece  consists 
almost  entirely of  SMEs  and  craft  industries,  which  must  be  developed  in  · 
order  to  improve  the  situation,in these  areas.  This  is particularly the 
. eas~  w~th enterprises  upstream  a~d downstream  of  th~ agricultural  sector.  · 
It  is  also  true of  other  enterp~ise~ which,  ~Y  c~eating jobs,  may  indi~ectly 
facilitate modernization  of  the  agricultural  ~~ctor and,  particularly  in 
-~ertain districts,  enable  the  population  to  be  mai~tained at  such  a  level 
that  a  fairly full  range  of  services  is available  to  the  inh_abitants~-
To  develop  SMEs  in  the  peripheral  regions  of  the  Community- which  are  a 
·long  way  from  the  most  buoyant  markets  - it is necessary  to  go  beyond  aid 
for  physical  investment  alone.  Firstly,  the  fi~ms concerned  must  b~  linked 
up  with  the  growth  markets  so  that  they  are  able  to,seize the  opportunities 
arising  and  are alerted  in  time  to  th~ changes  to  b~ ~ade.  Only  when  they 
.~have access  to  wider  markets  will  they be  brought  i~to the  innovation 
process  and  be  able  to  manage  and  organize  their. growth  and.benefit. fully 
from  aid  for  physical  investment.  For  this to  happen,  business  consultants 
must  inform  small  businessmen  of  aid faci liiies .and  services  for  which  their 
firms  a~e eligible  and  help  them  to make  ~~e of  them. 
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1  On  18  November  1982,  as  part  of  the  second  series of  specific :community 
. re~ional  dev~lopment measures,  the  Commisiion  propbsed  to  the  Council 
that  a  specific  Community  operation  be  lat:m.ched .to·.  help  the  Greek  islanqs; 
it -would  be  similar  to  the existing one  :for  cer.tain  French  and  Italian  · 
Mediterranean  regions  but  wo~ld be  adapted· to  the  specific  characte/i~~ics 
of  the  Greek  islands.  ··  ·  · 
It  is  now  proposed  to  establi~h under  the  Mediterranean programmes  an 
operation  to assist  the  regions  covered  by  the  progra~~e which  would  be 
.~imi lar  to  the  existing  scheme  referred to above  and  would  involv.e.: 
·'  ''· 
. •:  (a)  aid  for  the  preparation of  sectoral  analyses ·intended  to provide  SMEs 
with  information  on  the  potential of  nati6na\~' cb~munity and  exte~nal 
markets  and.  on  the effects  to  b~  anticipated·.ther~from on  ~h~ 
production  and  organization of  SMEs  (e.g. ·study 'on  the  market  f.or 
wood  abd  wood  products); 
'  ', .. 
(b} ·additional  aids  to  investments  in  SMEs  designed  to  create  new 
enterprises  or  to assist  in  the  adaptation. of. production to market 
potential  by  existing enterprises  when  justified by  the  analyses 
:mentioned  under  (a)  or  other·~arkei studies.  Such.  investments  may 
also  concern  common  services  pro.vided  for  a  r:iumber  of  enterprises,: 
(c)  degressivi aid  over  a  three-iea~ period to  i~prove the  manag~men~ 
and  organization  o~  SMEs  and  to encourage  .. the  establishment  or 
development  of  consultancy  firms  or  bodies  in  these  fields~ 
Activities of  such  firms  or  bodie~ may  includ~ temporary  assistanc~ 
to enterprises  for  implementing  their  recommendations; 
(d)  degressive  aid  over  a  three-year period  to  encourage .the  SMEs  to 
get  together  in  order  to establish  or  develop  common  .services  for 
handling  goods,  accountancy,  etc.; 
'1.  • 
.. (e)  aid  for  the  organization of  information  semin~rs  desi~ned to  enable 
SME  management  to  adapt  better to  changes  in  production  methods; 
(f)  degressive  start-up aid over  a  three~year period  for  bodies 
responsible  for  collecting  informati6n  relat~ng to  prod~ct ~nd 
technological  innovation  and  its di.ssemination  among  enterprises 
in  the  regions  covered  by  the  programme,  which  may  include 
experimental  work  on  such  innovatio~; 
... 
.·,: 
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(g)  encouragement  of  the  implementation  of  product  and  technological 
innovation  in  SMEs  by  means  of  aid  for  the  drawing-up  of  feasibil~ty 
studies; 
(h)  better  access  for  SMEs  to  risk  capital; 
(i)  for  craftworkers,  in  addition to  the  abdve,  ~id to  improve  ~he 
technical  and  economic  information  available  to  them,  thei~  mas~ery 
of  the  technologies  specific  to their  trade  and  the .marketihg of · 
their products;  · 
(j)  measures  to  boost  exports  from  the  Mediterranean  regions  to  non-EEC 
Mediterranean  countries  (industrial  products,  arid  also  services, 
building  and  public  works).  'These  measures  will  involve  seeking  out 
partners,  arranging  exhibitions and  demonstrationi and  providing 
assistance  on  techniques  and  know-how~·  They  witl·.~over the  mission 
expenses  of  technici~ns  in  non-EEC  countries  and  the .cost  of  training 
courses  fortechnicians from  those  countries  in  SMEs  in  the  regions. 
covered  by  the  prog~amme; 
(k)  establishment  or ·extension  of  busines~  advisory_~er~ices: 
-for opening  up  possibilities,  through  dir~ct  ~dnta~ts. at  Local 
level,  for  economic  ventures  by ·giving  ad0ice.~bout  ~ccess tb 
available public  aids  and  services,  particulsr~y~hose ~ro~ided 
for  under  the  special  programme,  and.  ·  ·  · 
- for  contributing to  the  success  of  these  ventures  by  helping 
existing or  potential  enterprises to take  ad~~hta~~ oi  sue~ aids 
:and  services. 
V.2  .. Relocation  of  businesses 
This  measure,  which  is  complementary  to  those  set  ou~ above,  is  aimed  at 
e~couraging certain businesses  located  in  Aihen~ t6·move  to  rural  areas. 
To  that  end,  the  cost  of  relocation  to  firms  and  th~ir staff  who  agree 
to  leave  Athens,  must  be  reduced  by: 
(a)  aid  for  dismantli~g, transferring  and  modifying  equipment; 
(bj  aid  for  the  construction  and  modernization of  housing  to 
accommodate  the  staff  accompanying  firms  leaving  Athens. 
,. 
.:. 
I: 
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V.3  Rural  tourism 
After  agriculture,  rural  tourism  is  the  sector.most  Likely  to  help 
maintain  a  minimum  population  in  sparsely populated  areas •.  ;t can 
provide  inhabitants  of  rural  areas,  particularly  far~~rs,  wfth  . 
additional  sources  of  income,  contribute ·towards ·t.estoration of ·buitdings  ... 
and  make  it easier to  maint~in an  adequate  Level  ot:~ervices;  Local 
crafts and  infrastructure  • 
.  On  18  November  1982,  as  part of  the  second  se.ries. of  specific  Community 
m~asures,  the  Commission  proposed  to the  Council  that  a  i~ecific Community 
,operation-' similar to  that  existing for  certain··French  and  Italian· 
Mediterranean  regions  - be  launched  to  help the  Greek  islands.  ·  - · 
·It is  now  proposed  th~t  measures  similar to the existing ones  referre~ to  : 
·above  be  established to assist  the  regions  covered  by  the  programme. 
Thes~  meas~res will  involve~ 
(a)  construction or  conversion  of  small  hotels;  preparation of  farm 
holiday  accommodation,  camping  and'  caravanin~ sites; 
(b)  establishment  and  ~evelopment of  joint  servi~es or  bodies  re~ponsible 
for  promotion,  publicity,  stimulating tourist  interest .and 
coordinated management  of  tourist  acco~modation and  fa~ilities, 
including the organization of  i~fo~mation seminars  for  the  $t~ff 
concerned. 
In  the  case  of  regions 'on  w~ose  terri~6ry the  level  of  tour~st 
activity is  unbalanced  in  favour  of''coastal  zones,  these  bodies 
may  also  be  responsible  for  measures  to  redress  the  balance, 
including  studies  of  appropriate  tourist·itineraries.  They  may 
also  have  the  task  of  organizing  chfldren.•s  holiday centres  and 
open-air  school  classes; 
(c)  in the  regions  covered  by  point  (b),  secorid  subparagraph, 
~evelopment of  transport  undertakings  en~bling tourists  staying  on. 
the  coast  to  have  easier access  to  inland tourist  zones  and  also 
to provide  transport  to  children•s'holiday centres  and  open-air 
schoo (  classes; 
. Cd)  restoration  of small  architectural. features  of  local  interest 
which  could  enhance  the  areas  concerned  and  make  them  more 
·attractive to tourists. 
'  ·. ~: . ,. 
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~ene~able sources  of  energy 
(1' 
,  .. 
~Renewable sources  of  energy  may  be  developed  Qn  the  basis  of  decentralized 
ventures.  Such  development  has  the  t1~in  adv.antages .of ,exploiting  loc.al 
resources  having  a  captive  market  and  of  pro:moting  loca'l  .. emplQyment  in 
craft  industries  and  SMEs. 
\1' 
. On  ··18  November  1982,  as  part  of  the  second ·seri.es  of  specific:Community  .. 
measures,  the  Commission  proposed  to  the  Council  that  a  spe~i·fic  Community· 
operation  similar  to  that  existing for  the  inland. areas  of  the  It~·lian 
Mezzdgiorno  should  be  launched  to  help  the  Greek  ist~nds~ 
··,· 
· It  is  now  proposed  that  an  operation  similar to  the  ~xi sting one 'referred 
·to above  be  established  under  the  Mediterranean  programmes  in  order  to 
as~ist  the  regions  covered  by  the  programme.  This  operation:would  involve: 
. (a)  installing mini-turbines  usirig  low-head  falls;  win,d-P.~~ered generators; 
equipment  utilizing solar  ene~gy;  installations to  recciver  energy  from 
biomass  {e.g.  use  of  olive oil  and  w1ne  residues~ cither  food-processing 
waste, ·the  by-products  of  wood  processing,  vines, .nut  and  fruit  trees, 
etc.);  and  the  equipment  for  and  work  involved  i~ ex~loiting  ~eothermal 
energy;  . •' 
{b)  dissemination  of  information,  including  demonsi~at\ons, ~n the  pros~ects 
offered by  mini-turbines  and  alternative  source~ of  energy.  Feasibility 
studies  for  potential  private  users  wishing  to proceed  themselves  with· 
installations  related  to  such  energy  sources;  ' 
{c)  organization of  basic  technical  instruction_ to  ensure  additional  local 
jobs  linked  to  the  maintenance  of  mini-turbines; 
(d)  the  use  of  solar  panels  to  heat  water. 
VI.  INFRASTRUCTURE 
·•.• 
(a)  Infrastructure  needed  for  the  development  of  job-creating activities. 
This  kind  of  infrastructure  is  given  priority under  the  ERDF  and  is 
eligible for  additional  Community  assistance  under· the  programme. 
_,  .. 
.~ '  ~. 
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.  .  . 
The  following types  of infrastructure are covered: 
the  development  of industrial 'zones,  possibly involving adVa.nce  factories 
in the towns  (development  centres)  hav~ng priority ranking; 
communications infrastructure between: these towns and Greece•s··ma.in 
.. netwofk;  road links,  telecommunications and  data-transmis'~;~ion networks, 
Wa.ter  and energy networks,  data-processing and telecommuni9ations centres; 
infras.tructure and equipment  directly·.related to the development  of 
rural .tourism; 
- buildings and major  equipment  of higher instit:utes for technical  educat'ion · 
in industrial  or agricul  t_ural  subjects or services; 
- bUildings and major  equipment for research institutes in industry, 
agriculture and fisheries; 
.-,·port  infrastructure,  referred to in the chapter on fisheries  • 
. (b) .  Infrastructure to improve the viability .pf  rural areas. 
.·'· 
. ,. 
Since this infrastructure is to contribute to the  development  of the  services 
needed to keep people living in rural areas,  it will be eligible for special 
.. financing under the integrated Mediterranean programme.·  This will cover: 
~ the construction and equipment  of small medical  centres,  multi-ptirpose 
..  cultural centres,  local markets,  vocational training,  advisory and 
technical assistance centres; 
-'improvement  of the road network  betwe~n these areas and the  to'W!ls  ·which . ·' 
are  11cehtres of services".  ·. 
(c)  Infrastructure directly related to-agriculture: 
These measures,  which are currently pr'ovided for under  Regulation 
(EEC)  No.  1975/82,  will be  extended t.o· all inland areas of Greece and to 
the Greek islands . .and will qualify  ·ror,~a.'dditional  Community  assistance 
under the  programme.  · 
.  ' 1 
- farm roads,  mains  water  supplies.  a,nd  elec,tricity networks. 
1 Such  measures will have to be devised:bearing in mind the need for overall 
administration of  water resources. 
,'0. •  ,4· 
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VII.  BACK-UP  MEASURES 
VII. a  . Advisory services,  technical assistance and vocational training 
The effective dissemination of information and optimum  utiliz~tl.on of manpower 
is a  factor in the development  process,  Which.oan be achieved through the 
provision of technical assistance and vocational training,  are essential 
·adjuncts· to the measures referred to above. 
·Thus  farmers  in· these regions cannot  successfully implement  measures  provided 
for in the  programme,  in particular the conversion measures  and those  .. 
'involving a  switch to a  different line of production,  without  effective 
technica.l and economic back-up.  The  Community  will participate in the 
·.·.exceptional  effort  which the regions in question will  have to make  in order 
. to  provide  such.advisory services.  Community  aid will  cover the training 
. and  rec~uitment of additional advisers;  a  common  measure' similar to that 
provided for in Regulation  No  '40/79 for the  development  of agricultural 
advisory services will  be  introduced for those regions of Greece covered by 
the programme.  · 
In some  cases,  particularly in the fisheries  sector, .it· is necessary to 
fa9ilitate the recruitment  of technical assistants.  In order to achieve this, 
temporary  Community aid is needed for launching the operation··a.nd helping 
to pay salaries.  · 
Lastly,. with  regard to non-agricultural vocational  train~ng, it is necessary 
to: 
·- step up  Community  assistance for  supplementary vocational training measures 
to facilitate and provide the back-up for the activitie!s included in the 
integrated programme  (in particular for training middle management,  and 
·for development  and multi-activity training);· 
- encourage the progressive  development  of ·activities designed to increase 
•'  awareness,  provide information and promote+local  i~i:tiative in the various 
·,.fields cover.ed by the integrate'd programm!3; 
.. 
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develop the services  which guarantee  integrated operation of vocational 
training at  its various stages (from  surveys  of the local  labqur 'market 
to promoting the  placement  of trainees).  If necessary,  the  development  .. ·:· 
of these services must  be  supplemented by the  establishment .of.structures'· · 
to watch  the labour market  and of tripartite struct.ures - or. other l'ocal 
bodies - to ensure that  it is managed effectively. 
YII. b.  Research 
Research is of cardinal  importance under this programme.  ·The·  proposed· 
mea.sures reflect the policy which the Commission intends to pursue.  They 
are concerned in particular with agriculture,  fisheries,  renewable  sources 
..  ··  of energy,  the  environm~nt and industry.  The practical  scope for  implementing 
the many measures  envisaged and making  them a  success  depends· primarily on 
·the contribution made  by  research.  This contribution must  not  be restricted 
to the publication of  research results;· an appraisal  must  also be made  of 
· ·  their feasibility and evidence must  be  furnished 'of the  economic ·advantages 
they will  produce  when  applied in practice.  In addition,  this c,ontribution' ."· 
must  enable them to be applied directly on  a  large scale,  but  iq a  manner 
.that takes account  of  the distinctive features  of  each region.· 
.  ,· 
',  •' 
,; 
Agriculture 
The Community's  programme for coordinating agricultural research already 
gives special attention to the problems.of  improving productivity in a  wide 
range of enterprises.  Efforts in this.direction must  be  supplemented, 
ext ended and strengthened _under  this programme,- if necessary .by  ad hoc  .  . 
measures  enabHng the. urgent  practical problems· which  will undoubtedly. arise' . · 
during  implemr~ntation to be  dealt  with' rapidly  •. 'In addition,  the  Commission 
will take all the necessary measures,  in particular as  regards the budget, 
'to ensure that research- both basic and applied- makes  an increasing 
contribution towards attaining the programme's  objectives. 
other sectors 
The  Community's  research policy,  set  out  for the period 1984-87- in the 
outline programme  submitted by the Commission·;to the Council,  provides for 
· a  number of measures and initiatives which can play an  important  role in 
the  develoPment  of·the Mediterranean  regions~ to which  priority is given. 
These  include research designed·to refine· a_~d develop biotechnology' and 
information technologies to promote industrial competitiveness,  the  Ul3,e  of 
new technologies (such as  remote  sensing),  and research measures  covering 
~and use  planning,  pollution,  conservation of resources and renewable  sources 
of energy. 
Of  the research projects to be carried out  under the  programme  in conjunction· 
with the above measures,  special mention. should be made  of that .concerning . 
the  environment.  This  will  concQUtrate on the  management  and use of limited 
water resources  • 
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.. Fisheries 
'  ··' 
It is necessary in Greece to build and equip public centres,  national and 
.  ·regional,. for biological,  technological  and economic research  on fisheries 
and aquaculture and on the processing of the products of this sector.  · As 
part  of· the  equipment  of those. centres oceanographical research .vessels  will 
~veto be acquired.  Provision must  also be made  under the,Commission1 s 
initiatives for the coordination of national research programmes,  aid for. 
joint  research programmes and participation in··research  programmes  drawn  up 
by international bodies.  · 
VII.c  Commission  initiatives 
These measures will  cover the various research studies specified in this 
integrated programme  and will  embrace: 
~ preparatory studies and schemes for  development  p~ojects (in particuiar 
feasibility studies and technical projects;  . sectorat[: analyses ,and  mar~et 
. research;  reports by  experts;  environmental  impact 'assessment· of ,  ... 
. economic activities;  a  stud;y defining the biotopes of  Community  imp'ortance 
to be  preserved); 
- pilot  experiments  in the various fields covered b~ the integrated programme; 
investigations and studies evaluating development  projects; 
special temporary aid for trial improvements in the operation of certain . 
Greek government  departments,  upon  which t):le  .success  o:C  the  development 
schemes  will  depend.  .  . ' 
. ':•  :,:: 
'  ; 
~. ' .  ., ; IMP 
Measure 
[M;I-c-~uR!J 
Physical  improvements 
Repa.rcelling 
Irrigation · 
Land :improvement 
Socio-structural 
Directives 
Cessation of'farming 
Compensatory allowance 
Specific measures  in 
· inland areas and the 
islands 
Livestock farming 
~\ 
Permanent  and annual  crops 
.t!iS'tl.mate<1-cost_s  of  the integratfd prograDIIIIe 
for ·the Gre_ek  regi,on,l'l. '  .  .  ..  ·  56 
Present  level 
of assistance 
5rffo 
5rffo 
25% 
5o% 
5rffo 
35%  (win.: 
growing) 
•  I 
- . 
Level  of assistance· 
proposed in the proK:r'amme 
7.5% 
75% 
so% 
75% 
75% 
'. 
so% 
5o% 
-:~ 
I 
I 
cost to.tne·proiDamme 
·  (million ECU 
20 
340 
14 
17~ 
166 
131 
97 
T;ype  of measure  2 
_,  ;.·· 
New  measure 
Broadening the geographical 
coverage,  increasing the level 
of asSistance 
I  Broadening the geographical 
, coverage,  extension of the 
measure 
Cessation in favour of 
yo'IIIlger  people,  increalll of the 
premium  and the 1 evel  of 
assistance 
~ension to other products, 
supplement  for young, farmers 
increasing the 1 evel  of 
assistance 
Broadening the  geographical 
coverage  and  reinforcement 
of measures 
.; 
New  measures for all products 
except collective 
restructuring of vineyards 
for which the level  of  .-
assistance is inc:i:'-easad. 
.. , . 
Measure 
Specific measures  in 
the  lowlands 
Livestock farming and 
fodder  crops 
Irrigated crops 
Non-irrigated and 
partially irrigated crops 
Forestry 
I  FISHERIES  AND  AQUACULTURE! 
Infrastr:ucture and  port 
·faCilities 
,. 
Aquaqultilre 
Restructuring of the 
fleet  · 
I· 
Present  level 
of assistance 
5o%  (livestock 
farming) 
5o% 
4o%  (port 
infrastructure) 
~ 
40%  (fish farm~ng) 
35% 
-57 -
Level  of assistance  I  Cost  to the~We 
proposed  in th_e  programme  - (million  . _ 
5o% 
5o% 
5o% 
5o% 
212 
38 
44 
120 
I  7  •.  75%  -I- 13  -
I ·.:.-
-I  _, 
~::':_ 
5o%  I  78 
(pilot projects  6o%) 
50'fo  .  . 48 
;0  .. 
'IYpe  of measure 
Broadening the. geographical 
coverage and  reinforcement 
of measures  for  livestock 
farming.  New  measure  for 
orop products 
New  measures 
New. meas·ures 
Broadening the  geographical 
coverage  and reinforcement· 
of measures · 
Supplementary measure  and · 
increase in the level of 
assistance for  port  infra.-
-· structure.  New  measures 
for port facilities,  simple 
shelters_and facilities on 
'lakes 
Supplementary measure  and 
increasing the level of 
assistance 
Supplementary measure  and 
increasing the levei o·f 
assistance .·· 
.:f''  ::·'  .-::~,58 
------~--------~--------------~-~  ~ 
Measure 
INCREASilfG  THE  MARKET I 
VALUE  OF  PRODUCTS  ._. 
Processing and  marketing 
of agricultural  and 
fisheries products 
Support  for  produc~r groups 
I  NON-AGRICULTURAL  SECTOR  \ 
SMEs  and  craft industries 
Sectoral analyses, 
informat~on seminars 
Productive  investment 
Present  level 
· of e.esi stance 
5o% 
25% 
(Rates applied to 
Sout~West France and 
the.Mezzogiorno  and 
proposed  for  the 
Greek islands) 
7o% 
5<$ 
·(public  expenditure) 
max•  3o% 
(investment) 
Advisory activities  .  jnegressive rate 
common  services, .gathering·-:  (average =·55%) 
and  diss~mination of  .  · 
informat1on on  1nnovat1o~ 
Level  of  assistance 
proposed  in  th_e_  proKramme 
6o% 
5<$ 
7<$ 
5<$ 
(public expenditure where 
public aid is higher than 
existin~a}.d scheme)  ) 
..max.  3  ~investment  vegress  ve rate  . 
(average  =  55%).  . 
the 
cost·. to  ..  the prozje.mme .·. 
(million ECU  · 
165  (11  for 
fisheries 
products) 
1 
174 
'tYPe  of mes.Sur.e 
Increasing the level of 
assistance.  Measure 
according priority to the  ". 
production chains 
specified in the 
programme,  although it may 
extend  to the whole  range 
of products,  including 
products  not  listed in. 
Annex  II.  The  IMP  provides 
finance at the  proposed 
rate,  as far as  possible on 
top of.  th~ financing under 
Regulation  (EEc)  No  355/77 
~~ension to all.products 
covered by the programme 
Increasing the level of 
assistance 
Broadening the geographical 
~overa,ge 
Supplementary aid and 
.. broadening the geographical· 
•coverage 
Broadening the  geographic~ 
coverage _  ....  59 
Present  level  Level  of assistance  cost  to the ;eroGram·e  'I':Y1J e  o  t'  me a.s ur  e  Meas-ure  . -
of assistance  ;eroEoBed  in the :ero!!amme  - - ~million ECU 
Implementation of  7o%  (cost of studies)  7o%  (cos~ of studies)  Broadening the  geo  innovation  coverage 
;.1 
Risk capital  7o%  7CI'/o  Broadening the geo  a1 
coverage 
Business  advisory 
services  - .  50%  New  meaBUre 
' 
Mediterranean third  .  ' 
country markets  - 5CI'/o  (  public expenditure ) - New  measure 
Relocation  of 
businesses  - 50%  49  !New  mea..ure 
-..... 
·.·· 
·- •,  J~ 
.. 
-. 
--
•  . 
..  -
- .•  . 
.  .  • 
- -· 
- .- ....  .  ' 
~ 
- ... 
'  .-· 
·• 
.  -~-
... Mea.a·ure 
RurE\.l  touris.m 
" 
Present  level 
of assistance 
- 60 
Level  of  assistance 
proposed  in _the ·pro_gramme  · · 
unrest:me:mt  in 
s.ct>:<!S.Kodation  5Q%  (public expendi  turel  5~ (public expenditure} 
T{;u.:d st.  promotion  d.egressi  ve rate 
(average =  55%) 
degressi  ve rate 
(average =  55%) 
'L':'~?~&.srp:~M  UB.d.ertakings  50%  (public  e:.tpeD.di ture]  5o%  (public  expeD.di ture) 
A.;;;•cltJ. tsotural lileri  ta.ge  so;t  (public  expeD.di ture) . 
Re~e:;ah.le sources of energy 
!nstallati@as and W$rk  3o%  (inves_tment)  ·  ·~  I 3o%  (illvestment)  .·  ·  · 
.150%  (publfc" 6xpendi  ture~  so%  (public  eXJ>endi ture) 
Dlss~ination of 
i~ornatioa 8.Dd  studies  1o%  j1o% 
:B.£;si ~ t ee.ii.JU cal 
iz:stl'l:.:r.ctima  1o%  · · I tcy, 
Heati~~ by solar paaela  -
i:GfFRisTRifc ~RE  j 
l-M·~-··-·  ·--:..  -----'• 
(a)  Infrastructure to deveiop  ·~4CJ% of public  . 
j:Jb-creating actiV:i ties  ·eXpenditure under  ERDF 
(b)  Infra.  structure to  ·.imp:t:()ve  quota aectien and  50% 
"i:he  viability of rural  .under non-quota 
areas  section 
(c) Ag-.cic;d.ltura.l  infra- .  ··4
r.d  f'  .  t 
.  .  ,  •  ·  '.  •  ·  ·  .  vro ·o  J:nvestmen  st  r;;:.ctu.re. l.EI.  l.nla.nd. areas  .  .  .  .  . 
:·  ·?. ·5  -~:&e islaDd..s  -
• 5o%  ~public expenditure) 
3o%  investment) 
1  ryfo  (  4o%  Under  ERDF  quc{ta 
section  . 
+  35%  under the  IMP) 
75%  unde~ the  IMP 
75% 
Cost  to the prozjamme 
(million  ·ECu  · 
68. 
.99  (7  for  ~nvestment 
projects a.Di'5  for 
research insti.tutes in 
fisheries and 
agriculture) 
100 
-84  '•  .. 
'• 
I 
.·  i 
Type  of· measure 
Broadening the geographical 
coverage 
Breadening tlile  geographical 
oeverage 
Broadening the  geograph:ical 
coverage 
!Tew  raea.sure 
!few· measure 
t
lnoreasing the ·level of 
. asai  stance and  financing . 
certain types of infra-
structure not  currently 
, financed tmder. the  EID>F  · 
Increasing the level af 
·assistance and broadeni-ng 
the ge·ographical  coverage Measure 
[ BACK-UP  MEA~~ 
Advisory  services, 
training and 
technical assistance 
Agricultural advisory 
services 
Technical assistance, 
particularly for fisheries 
Training and  labour 
market 
Research 
Agricultural research 
and other· sectors -
Fisher~es research4 
TOTAL 
Present. hvel 
·of assistance 
50%  (public bodies) 
5o%  (Agrimed) 
.:..  61 
Level  of  assistance 
proposed in the  programme 
75% 
75% 
.75% 
50% 
75% 
Cost  to :the  prot(I'BIIlii!e 
(million Eet.!} 
110 
1 
140 
8 
4  -, 
2  542 
T;ype  of measure 
New  measure 
New  measure 
Supplementary measure 
Reinforcement ·of measure 
New  measure 
~The amount  of these  costs In 1982  and their bPe_akd!Wn.  _are  approximate  fiiures. 
Measures  described as  "bro dening the  geographical  cov.erage",  "extension"  measur~'s,  "increasing the  levellof assistance". and 
"extending the  duration. of  planned measures''  relat  to existing measures.  , 
3The  data relating to port  nfrastructure involving a  cost to the HlP  of 7  millio  ECU  are given-in the  oh~pter on infrastructure. 
4The  data relating to the  c  nstruc·tion of research  nstitutes involving a··cost to- he· IMP  of 5  million ECU  jare  given in the  chapter. 
on infrastructure.  ·  ·  '"  ·  ·  · · 
.'.• 
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ANNEx;'  III 
INTEGRATED  PROOR.i!MME  FOW  ITALY 
. '· 
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.'INTEGRATED  MEDITERRANEAN  PROGRAMME  FOR  ITALY  -----------------------
·I.  OENERAL 
'  ' 
.  1.·  This programme  covers  (a)  the whole  of the Mezzogi'orno1,  except for the 
· · Rome,  Naples and  Palermo  conurbations  and. (b)  the regions of LigUria,  'fusca.ny~ 
· .:.  Umbria.  and Marches,  except for the  co~urba..tions of Florence and Genoa.  and  th" 
built-up tourist area along the  coast  • 
Most  of the operatione under the  programme  are concentrated on the Mezzogiorno. 
Fewer  operations are planned for the  centrl!-1  anQ.·northern regions referred to 
above  and  they are aimed  at  dealing with  thoee·regio~s' specific n&ndicaps. 
· ·  2.  'Ihe  aim of  the programme  is to  promo,te  the development  of the rU.ral  areas  •... 
'Ibere are two  main  objectives: 
(a) to modernize agriculture and  fiBheri.es in order to maintain  a.  large 
enough volume  of viable activity in these fields for  the. requisite . 
improvement  in productivity and  an  improvement  in -incomes,  while 
taking market  prospects  into account; 
(b)  to create  a.  large number  of  jobs in sectors other than agriculture to  .. 
offset  job losses in agriculture where this· fits in with regionai  planning. 
'·· 
.~o~ the purposes  of this  programme  the Meuo~orno covers the  whol~ of' 
Latium.  With rega.rd to infra.structure,  account  will,  however,· be· 
taken  of areas  covered by the Cassa del. Mezzogiorno  (DPR  No  1523  of 
30  June 1967),  berea..fter  referred to as  "ERDF  zimes".·  '  ·' 
. /  " .  '  . 
2risheries and aquaculture  schemes  are,  however,  possible.· 
"  .~  ' 
... 
·, 
··.  ,,.,. J·,·,  . 
•  ,t:~t,  ' 
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3.  In so far as agriculture in the Mezzogiorti6  iEI  concerned,-.t.wo  major 
lines of action have  been defined,  based.on the distinction between·· 
inla.11d  .and  mountainous areas,  and  co.a.stal  and lowland areas.  ·In inland 
and mountainous  areas it is planned to apply the measures more· 
intensively in order to take account of the low  incomes  there and to 
ensure the maintenance of agricultural activity.  The  latter will pe 
, achieved in particular by granting an adequate  compensatory allqwance, 
infrastructure measures to  improve  living and  working conditions and 
·structural measures for  intensifying specific non-surplus lines of 
·production (sheep- and goat-farming,  traditional tree-crops,  etc.). 
In so far as farming in the irrigated lowland  ~~as is concerned,  the 
emphasis is on the rationalization and  conversion of enterprises in 
order to have better control  over lines o.f  production subject  to  . 
marketing problems,  to make  qualitative improveinent.s  arid  encourage 
specialization.  In the lowland areas.which are soon to be irrigated, 
a  special effort is to be made  to use· the newly  irri-gated .land to grow 
a  number  of products,  such as fodder,  protein and  other crops,  enabling 
farmers'  incomes to be  improved without aggravating the market 
situation.  · · 
The  full effectiveness of the measures for conversion to other lines 
of production ma,y  require market policy measures· for most  of whi'ch  the 
Commission has already taken initiatives aimed  at guaranteeing the 
farmersconcerned  a  satisfactory incomeG 
4.  In order to  expand  employment  the programme relies on the development 
of small  and medium-sized firms  and craft industries,· especially in the 
sectors upstream and  downstream of agriculture,  the  dev~lopment of rural 
tourism and the exploitation of renewable  energy  sources.  Over  5o%  of  · 
the funds  allocated for the measures o-qtside 'agriculture (see points V. 
and VI  below)  are to be devoted to  investment in production.  ·The 
remaining funds  are to be divided among  back-:up measures for the. 
development  of undertakings in fields  such as  seeking out markets; 
management  advisory services and.innovation and measures for  improving 
the infrastructure required for creating jobs .and  making rural· areas 
more viable.  In view of the difference in tP:e 'degree of development  · 
between the central and  northern regions and the. Mezzogiorno  (ERDF  zones) 
infrastructure-related measures in the former· regions will be  confined 
to the development  of small  industrial  zones. 
,., 
;,' ·i. 
,. 
·.,,·!.'  f. 
'  ~ :· .. 
,'. 
.  :~ 
' 
':--.. 
'•. 
<'  ~. 
'•  '< 
.  ...... 
5  •.  · -~Hnce these measures  entail considerable  addit_ional  public 
sp!m,ding,  Community  aid muet  be  increased without;i·;a ·proportional ·rise 
in national ,expenditure being expected. 
,·;  '  6.  ::  ' The  measures  referred to above will have a marked  impact  on the 
ec~;~nomy only if they produce  an  integrating - anct.thUB  synergetic -· 
effect  on all  the national and  Community  :~nputs, ·whether under this 
programme  or alrt)a.dy  in existence.  ·  '  · 
So  that  the  Commission  is able to contribute towa.r<J.a  achieving such  .. 
Integration,  it will have  appropriate means  at  1ta··~'d.isposal  (see  ·  ... · 
p~int VII.c.  bl'llaws  Commission  initiativ~EI)  and will thus  play an·:  .. 
~:.  active part  in the  implementation. of the, programme,  in liaison with 
.,.  ··::the 'national authorities.  ·t.~ · 
..... 
7.  ·The  integrated programme  comes ·under the  regi~nal development 
programmes. 
'·~·  .... , 
For _the  southern regions,  these  programm~s  .. must, :to the extent 
necessary,  be  altered and filled out  so.  'as to-reflect the overall 
'priorities and development  measure~ in the  regi~~s.concerned. 
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II.  AGRICULTURE 
The  measures  set  out  in points II.A,  II.B and  II~'c afe applicable  in the 
.Mezzogiorno.  The measures applicable ·in  t~e inlaqd and  mo~tainous areas 
'of Marches  1  tbbria1  Tuscany and  Liguria are  set  out  in point  II.D. 
II.Ao  Improvement  of eeral conditions  in fanning and  income ·support .. 
T'o  ensure the maximtnn  effectiveness of measures to assist agricultural 
production,  improvements need to be made  to. the prevailing physical and 
socio-etructural conditions.  Major  changes are needed  in the  eocio-structural 
Directives which,  generally speaking,  have not  so far been  implemented 
· satisfactorily in the Mediterranean regions. 
Scme  of the me4eures  listed  in· chapter VII,  P,&rticularly as regards the 
. pranotion  of  advisory  services and  vocational training,  are prerequisites 
for  the  implementation  of the measures  in the agricultural sector,  as are the 
·measures listed in point  IV to assist  processing  .. and marketing and  for  . 
producers'  organizations.  ·  · 
II.A.1.  Physical  improvements 
)n. view  of the action already taken  or  planned with regard to irrigation in 
Italy, the new  measures are  confined  .. to encouraging reparcelling and to  ...  · 
schemes  for developing unproductive  land,  with  special support  for  operations 
undertaken by producer  groups  or associations. 
-:·voluntary reparcelling is to be  encouraged by the  fina,nou;_g  of relate.d . 
. 'works  (levelling,  improvement  of Emlbanlonents  and  dii;ches)~ 
Land  improvement  schemes are to be  confined .to· the  inland areas of the country. 
Their aims are to  improve  unproductive  and marginal  land  and  prepare it  .tor 
the developnent  of the enterprises covered by 'the  integrated  programmes. ·, 
These  schemes are to cover  1111all-acale  :fann  irrigation  1  including related 
drainage.  · 
1The  areas classified under Article 3 of Directive"268/75/EEC. - 6'[  -
In order to speed up  the  departure  of elderly farmers  and  encourage  them 
:to 'give  up  their farma  to younger peoph, the  provisions of  Directive 
'·  72/160/EEC  on the .cessation of  farming are to  be .~ended, in particular 
·,as  regards  the  terms  0. ~ered to older outgoer.a  to encourage  them to 
leave  farming  and to young farmers  to help them settle in.  ·:·· 
In order to eneure  a  certain level of population in the  inland areas of 
. the  country  a.nd  a.n  adequate  economio ·elnvironment,  income  suppoM  for 
·.farmers in theae  areas is called for ae  one  of the .essential features 
of the  integrated programme.  ·.To  that  end  the  compensatory  allowances· · 
,.,_  provided for in Directive  75/268/EEC  need .to  be  as  large  aa  poaoi ble  I 
.scaled according to age  to encourage  young. people  to  remain in 
· ·•  :a.gricul  ture· and  granted for all  t,he  lines  of  production  covered  by the 
.,  integrated programme in the less-favoured.' areas \'ii  thin the meaning of 
the  Directive. 
II.  B.  Specific measures  for agricul  tura.l  productiod in inland  and 
·'  mountainous  areas 
The  main  emphasis  in the  inland areas  of the.oountry is on  the 
. development  of  the various  branches  of  livestoCk farming,  with  restructuring 
and conversion aide for  the  traditional·crops. 
Alongside  these  provisions are  measures  to· assist forestry. 
II.B.1.  Livestock  farmi~ 
Regulation  1944/81  on  the  development  of  s~eep,  goat  and  cattle  farming 
in Italy provides for the  implementation of  a.  number  of  measures  to 
promote  these  types  of enterprise.  In order to accelerate  development 
of  this .aactor under  the  programme  certain provisions  of  the  Hegt!.lation 
ar~ to bo  adapted  to  simplify the  procedures  for financing  schemes  antl  . 
...  to  make  those  achernoe  more  effective •.  New  rneasur·co  axo  to  back  up  . 
these  nchomes  and  Hi.den  their  ~cope to  j:nclude  ho:raosQ  Liveototk  . 
'. 
producHvi  ty  Hill  be  inc:roasod  hy  means  qf  ir.nprovcm6n'tn  in  brc eding  1  ,  , 
rc:procluc·~ion,  c1.ifJt)DOa  control  ancl  prese:..1t  b.u.abE:md.r:y  cyst.ems,  A big· 
c.f fo:f·t  ~ :J  ;.·).{.;=o<lvcl  to  improvt:~  tl·Hj  fQ·~d.  ba&C.  for·  ::rnch  1  ~.\'ea1:cck  'b.Y  I'e.nc\r.Ln.g 
pc;..~tu:c~  u.:cd.  i;;ced.O~{fJ  Hnd  ue:\.:t}g  w~-:hor::.  fhO:re  ~:.::rttfit£ivcJy  1  ?.."n(l  i 1)-:~;~0dlJ.C;.ng 
· .:rc.chl.;;r  c;,-opc,  Idt.\atjy.:,o i:utegrnt.;.ng  etoc.k  i.n  '.nlP-ocl  r:~ci..s 
. ·t,rj~ ·lh  f:i.:n:i ulJ:u:;.g  ente~x"p.Y"i s(,. e  in  1 o.ttle.ncl  a.:~;·~as  r.~~·-:.- -;_:  o_  bt,  cP(': nn.t~r\c:·~d 
., .. '  ~. 
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II.B.)  Crops 
,i, 
In viticulture,  existing vineyards are to  ... be r'estructured in those  . 
cases where quality wines  can be produced;  in viney.ards producing 
poorer quality wines measures are to- be taken·  .to .  encourage grubbing 
up  and  switching to fodder or protein crops and alternative tree 
crops. 
Olive-growing;  which is very widespread in. these areas, must. be aided' 
with a  view to rationalizing.production or conversion to produce  · 
table olives,  or other permanent  crops not  in surplus  • 
. Measures  encouraging the development of the production· of seeds· arid 
seedlings and medicinal  and  aromatic plants are: planned, in the hill 
areas• 
In so far as fruit- and vegetable-growing are ·concerned the measures 
provided for in the programme  are aimed. at varietal improvement  8nd 
rationalization of production.  :•' 
Changing to different varieties will permit  a  greater degree of 
specialization'  in particular for processing. 
These measures are to be backed up by the development of small-scale 
irrigation and mechanization for associations. of producers. 
Protein and alternative tree crops are to be particularly encouraged. 
.,·,. '· 
,• 
.:r  . ' 
.II .c.  Specific measures  for agricultural production in the  lowlands  and 
coastal areas 
·.  I 
In the coastal and  lowland  areas the  emphasis  is on  the  developm~nt .of  ., 
·protein and  fodder  crops,  prinCipally on sites to  be  irri'gated  in the  near· 
-future,  and  restructur~.,g S:nd  varietal conversion schemes' for ·existing 
crops  in line with market_ requirements. 
Il.C.1.  Fodder crops and livestoCk 
In  addition to  the measures  provided for. in the  ~forementioned Regulation 
1944/81  there is to be  further aid for  livestock farming in these areas. 
The  new  aid  is aimed  at  encouraging the  introduction of intensive fodder 
orops  (maize 1  tJOrghum 1  etc.) and  protein 'Crops  in !lBWly..;irrigated  areas' 
and  wil+  be  for mechanization on a  group'basis 1  the supply of  selected 
seed and  the cost of water.  The  schemes  wil~·be carried out  jointly in 
order to avoid  increasing production of surplus.crops  {such as  ~egetables, 
· tomatoes,  table grapes  1  etc.)  in these areas.  ·  · 
Aid  is also to  be  granted for  fatteningunits;·whi6h will  provide-lucrative  .. 
outlets for cattle from  the  inland areas. 
II.C,2.  Existing irrigated. crops 
Specific action is  planned  in order to  encourage  switching to different 
varieties of fruit and  vegetables,  which are  grown  intensively in these 
regions.  Varietal  improvement  is to  ena·ble  s~andardized products  to  be 
.obtained and  to  promote  specialization .either for.the fresh market  or for 
processing.  This action will  be  aimed:at  improving  p;r_oduct  quality and 
must  not  allo"1  output  to  be  increased.  ·  .. ·  · 
,  . 
. II.C.),  Non-irrigated and  partially irriga.ted crops · 
These  crops  are represented  in the areas  in question by  wine  and  olives 
in particular. 
.  ·r 
The  -proposed  measures  are concerned  not~bly w'ith further restructuring· 
of wine-growing by  cutting back  on  the areas' given over  to  producing table 
wine  and  using them  to  produce  quality wine  instead and  by  getting .the 
·growers  concerned to change  over  to other crops, .particularly nuts. 
r'·, 
::: '  .. 
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Aid  is to  be  provided .for the o:)ive-growing seotor in order  to  encourage 
locally the conversion of olive  plantations ·rn order to achieV.e  .  · 
(a)  rationalization of  ~xisting olive  plantatic;>ns  in .order _·to·  enable 
guali  ty to  be  improved  and cultural  opera  tiona  to  be  mechanized  and  . 
. . lb)  switching of production either· to table olives Qr  to  fodder  and/or 
pr_otein. crops (e.g.  sunflower)and traditional tree crops.  : ..  · 
II.D.  Measures  applicable  in the inland and mountainous  areas  of 
Marches,  Umbria,  Tuscany  and Liguria. 
In these regions  Community  assistance  is to  be· more  selective and  on 
a  smaller scale  "fc  take  account  of the level  of.  handicaps  compared with 
the Mezzogiorno. 
Only the land improvement measures-referred to ·above  (point.  II.A~1 
second indent)
1are to apply.  Such·measures and those relating to 
.infrastructure  and forestry  (II.E) will,. whez:e.  necessary,  be integrated 
and coordinated with existing joint schemes - which ma.y  be  adapted to  '.·  . 
take account  of the specific features of.these areas.  '  · 
II.E.  Forestry 
These measures are to apply  in' .·all the inland areas covered lzy'  this. 
programme. 
The  various forestry schemes  currently provided for in Regulation 269/79  · 
are  to  be  adapted and  incorporated in full in  .. the  programme.  In view 
of  ~he extreme  importance  of forestry for the ·area's  econo~, its 
reg1.onal  development  and  the  improvement  of .11  veato~.  and  crop farming, 
measures  are proposed for controlli:ng mountain streams,  fire-fighting, 
productive  woodland,  renovating chestnut  and  aork plantations and  .·· 
promoting fast-growimc varieties. 
In very mareinal  areas the establishment  of parka or wooded· reserves will 
'.·.  be  encour9.ged not  only from  the  poi.nt  of view of land improvement  but 
also in order to provide  the  local· communi ties and  farm·ers  with extra . 
income  from  tourism or rearing game. 
The  value  of forestry  products  and by-products  (wood,  cork,  etc.) will 
be  enhanced by  the  schemes  to promote  SMEs  and craft industries 
-provided for in point  V. 
1  . 
See  al. so  Section VI.  C. ,· .•. !· 
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III.  FISHERIES  AND  AQUACULTURE 
·The  fisheries  sector offers  great  potential  1  particu"iarly in  the Mezzogiorno. 
There ,are,  however,  structural  co~traints.:which present  problema  restricting 
the  efficient development  of this sector.  These  proQlems  include  insufficient. 
berthing facilities  bnd  inadequate management  and  resea;rch infrastructure, 
·an  obsolescent  fleet  which  is often technically ill.,.sui  ted to current  .  :  .. 
fishing practice,  uriderdeveloJillent  of lagoon or marine .si tea  sui  table  ·  .. 
for 'aquaculture  and  inadequate marketing channels,  al'l of which necessi  tat"e 
a  large-scale operation to exploit the potential  and  increase  employment. 
All  the measures  provided for  for this  purpose  apply  to. the Mezzogiorno,i 
some  will be  extended  to  neighbouring regions  to  take .'account of handicaps . 
sp~cific to  those  regions  (point  III.D). 
III.A.  Port  infrastructur~ and  facilities 
,.  · Various  meas\U'es  are  needed  in this field.  Firstly, ·it is necessary to 
protect·the coastal marine  areas  by.improving the spawning grounds  ,of  the 
. main marine  species that are  today  being overfished·;  .Such  a  measure,· 
., . 
involving in particular the  installation of  submerged ·artificial structures,, 
. will· ac::celerate  reconstitution of the ·fauna,  facili  ~ate control· of. dangerous 
,fishing methods,  enable fiCtivities  to  be  developed  which will create many 
'jobs  and  will  have  a  direct  effect  on the  productivity  and  incomes .of  · 
inshore  fishermen.  ~ 
It· is also  essential  to develop  or  estB;blish many  cdi;istal  shelters_;· i;rh_ich 
are  needed  fof  rational  geographical  dii:itri  but  ion of .the  fishing fl,eets  1 
and  to modernize  the infrastructure in existing fishing ports  (basins, .qua.ys, 
jetties,  breakwaters).  · 
Lastly,· improvements  in the  shore facilities in these ports;  the  present· 
limitations of  which  hinder efficient management  of the  productive,.plant  1 
are  riecesscU-y  to  ensure adequate assistance  for  the  fishing vessels  .. 
(unloading facilities,  revictualling,  ice  proP,uctioz:i, ·supply .of fuel, 
equipment  stor_es,  etc.).  · · 
.,r. 
1see ·below,  point VI(a),. last indent. 
,(  ·r 
..  ~· .. 
·''•. ·>. 
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III.B. .  Aguaoulture 
This sector .is traditionally important  in Italy and is one of the  priori~y 
aspects of the programme.  There are lll8ll.Y  lagoon a:r.eaa  along ;the  Italian 
coastline which are  sui  table for aquaculture.  Some  of these areas  hS.ve 
been  exploited for  a  long time,  others· more'··reoenti~,  but  their pro,d.uot'iVity 
hAs  decreased. sharply for insf'raatruoture reasons,  and this baa he4  ·  . 
·repercussions on  employment.  It is therefore necessary to r.ecreate, ·by  · 
means  of water and civil. engineering works·, ·the basic conditions for increasing 
production  (improvement  of the  exchange  of water with the sea,  cl:!annela,  .· 
dredging,  protection of a.ccess to  sea,  creation. or mo"-ernization ,of harvestirig 
·systems,  etc.)  and to  promote  subsequent  development  of the lagoons by 
encouraging the establishment  or restructuring of. small- and  mediWII-capacity 
fish and  shell  fi  eh  farming units.  ··· 
Some  pilot projects will also be carried out  to-iritrod~ce new  fish-farming .. 
technologies.  Freshwater fish farming is also 'to .b~· encouraged,·. thus  enabling 
emp~oyment levels to be maintained in certain rurai areas that  a.r~ threatened. 
with depopulation.  Lastly,  aid is necessary for. establishing multi-purpose 
· hatcher~es for  supplying rearing units· (sea bass,  sea.pream,  eels)· or  .  · 
restocking .the lagoons.  · : ,, ·  .. 
III.C.  Restructuring the fleet 
On  the whole,  the  Italian fishing fleet  requires radical restructuring in 
order to enable its capacity and  technology to be arlapted to meet  the. 
conditions currently obtaining for  exploiting marine  resources. 
Some  4o%  of the fleet  is obsolete  and is more  than  ~  years old.  To  start 
with,  it is necessary to  encourage modernization of  t~e'fleet.  The 
investment  Jl!Ust  be aimed  at  bringing into operation multi-purpose. vessels 
which have  low  fuel  consumption  and offer better fa.cili ti  ee  for preserving 
catches and  improved working  condi  tiona and  aafety,on· board.  Howeve~,  in 
view  of the  State of fish stocks,  this investment 'ought  not  to  lead to· an 
.increase in overall fishirig activity.  '· · 
Also,  specific action must  be taken  \oli th regard to coral fishing,  involving 
the adoption of selective fishing methods' (diving sui  t,s)  under adequate 
condi tiona of safety (decompression  ohamber's).  ::·,  :, 
~.  ' 
;  .  i',, 
.•. 
,,  ,. 
,;· 
:.·.  l 't  •. 
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La61ly, 'in' conjunction with resource management  arid  conservation policy, 
specific measure~ will be required to adapt fishing capacity,  in particular 
qy  means· of measUres  for the temporary or definitive cessation of fishing 
qy  cer~ain fleets. 
III•D.  Specific  "non-.Mezzog!.orno"  measures 
Of  t~e measures  referr.~d to above,  the only  on~s which .vill to  some  extent 
b!'  imple111ented  outside the Mezzogiomo  reg?.on  a.re  the e.stablishment  of 
protected marine  areas .{artificial underwater .atructi:tree)  and  measures to 
develop., lagoon a  and  set up  fish farms,  priority being given to  extensive, 
lo,w·-'t echp.ology  aquaculture.  With  regard to aquacul  tuie,  in order to .. 
ensure. the technical validity of the whole  set of measures  envisaged for 
these lagoons,  some  investment must'be encouraged in the lagoons of t~e 
Northern Adriatic,  between the Comacchio  and Marano  Lagunare  comp~exes~ 
.. .. 
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IV.  lll"CBEASING  THE  MARKET  VALUE  OF  PRODUCTS 
IV .A.  Preserving,  processing and marketing industries 
The  measures under  {a)  apply to the Mezzogiorno,  those under  (b) to the 
Mezzogiorno  and in inland areas of  th~ centre. and north.· 
In the Mediterranean regions processing and marketing are trad.i  tionally 
among  the main sticking points in developing agriculture and fisheries.  ,J, 
The  financing possibilities offered in this field Under  Regulation  (EEC)  ., 
Nos  355/77  and 1361/78 .at present  enable onlY  a  very  small proportion 
of applications to be met. 
(a)  Given the limited financial  capacity of investors in ~his sector 
in these regions,  the Community:  m·ust  increase its maximum  aid  r~te 
for all agricultural products in the Mezzcigiorno,  and. it,:·must  be 
possible for the beneficiary's. financial  contribution to  be reduced 
from its present level  •. 
(b)  In ad.di  tion to financing under Regula:tion  {EI!!C)  No  355/77,  which 
will still be available,  it·  is· iniportant  t~t  deyelopment  of 
processing and marketing should aim n9t  only to increase returns 
. from  products directly covered by  the-programme  but also to help 
create jobs in rel,ted sectors at the same· time as increasing 
producers•  incomes  • 
In this connection: 
finance must  be  ensured for the processing of agricultural 
produce into new  products and/or by-products,  even where these 
are not listed in Armex  II t·o the Treaty.  The  processing must 
be of direct advantage to the producers and must. help in achieving 
the programme's objectives; 
in order to facilitate and  encourage the. marketing of the products 
referred to above,  promotional measures must  be financed provided 
that they are undertaken by  ~oups or associations representing 
the producers. 
1 See  also  Section V. A. 
·1.·. 
l, 
'  '  ' 
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. IV. B.  Support for producer groups 
Coinmunity  aid for establishing producer 'groups in' .th13· Mezzogiorno  and 
seeing .them  through the initial stages inust  not only. be .increased but 
i:i.lso  e:itended to all agricultural and· fishe:cy products covered by the 
Mediterranean programme. 
.·,. 
':-
·.:. 
:e' 
'';j 
'" ,  .. 
~·  :·" 
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V •  UON-AOR!CULTURAL  DEVELOPMENT  MEASURES 
,  ... 
These meaaures  apply in all the regions  covered by' the. programmeo 
. V .A,.  Promotion  of SMEa  and craft industries  · 
In the  nroas  covered by the  programme 1  particularly in the hill and 
mountain areas,  SMEa  and craft industries.  account ,for the. major  . 
proportion of industry  and  services,  ~d· this· proportion increases as • · 
one moves  from  large towns  to medium-a.ized  al'\.d  small  townso  The· 
development  of ffi.ffia  and craft industrie.s. ia thus  essential in order 
to improve  the situation in the rural  a.i-ease  This is particularly 
the oasa  w1 th ent  erpriaes upstream  a.nd  downstreruil  of the a.grioul  tural 
eeotor.  It is also true of other enterpris·aa which,  by creating jobs, 
may  indirectly facilitate modernization  of the agricultural  sector 
and,  particularly in certain inland areas,  enable the population to 
be mainto.ined at such a  level that a  fai.rly tull· ra.nge  of Bl!lrvioes  is 
available to the inhabi  tante., 
To  develop  ~·1EB in the peripheral regions of the Community- •hich are 
a  long way  from  th~ most  buoyant  markets.:- it i·e  necessary to go beyond 
aid for physical  investment alone,  Firstly,  the fi·rms  concerned must 
be linked up  ;d. th the  grow:th  markets  ao  that .. they are  able :to  seize  . 
the  opportu.nitiea arising and are alerted in "time·to the changes' to be 
m~e.  Only when  they have  a.coeea  to wider markets will  they be ·broUght 
ill. to the innovation prooese  and be able to. ma.nage  and  organize t.heir 
growth  and benefit f'ully  from  aJ.d  for physioa.l investment. 
Thi's was  the thrust of the development  measures ·implemented aa Pati 
of the specific Community  regional  development  measure oontributing·to · · 
the  develo~ent of the  Mezzogio~o in the context of Community 
enlargement  o 
In order to achieve the  job-creating objectives set under the Italian 
Medi terra.nea.n  programme,  the Community  proposes to establish an 
c)peration to assist the areas  covered.;by the programme  which would 
be. similar to the  Boheme  referred to above  1  with more  substantial 
finn..noial  reaouroes 1  and  would involve: 
'  t;;:,,  .  ·t  •. 
i Regulation  (Em)  No  2615/80,  OJ  No  L  2718  15  October 1980 •. · 
'~  ·. 
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,. 
(a)  aid  for  the  prepar.dion of sectoral  analyses  intended  to provide· 
,,> ..  SMEs  with  inforruati on  on  the potential  of national,  Comrruni ty 
and  external  ma.rket s  and on  the  effects to be antiCipated 
therefrom  on  the production  and  organization  of  SMEs; 
(b)  additional  aids to  investment  in  SMEe  designed to  create  new 
enterprises  or to assist in the adaptation of production to 
market  potential by ·existing enterprises when  justified by the 
analyses  .. mentioned under  (a.)  or other market  studies.  Such 
investments  may  also  concern  common services ·provided  for  a 
number  of enterprises; 
(c)  d~gressive aid over  a  three-year period to  ~prove the  management 
and  organization  of  SMEs  and  .to  encourage the  establishiDent  or~  .. 
· d,evelopment  of  conGUl ta.ncy  finns. or bodies in these fields.  .  · 
Activities ·of  such  firms  or botl.ies  may  include  te~porary assiatan~e 
t9 enterprises for  ilnplementing their recommendations;  · 
(d)  . d.egressive  aid over  a  three-year period· to  encl:1UI'a.ge  the  SMEs  to 
get  together in order to  establish or develop  common  services 
(handling goods,  accountancy,  etc!); 
(e)  ·aid for the  organization of information  seminar.s  designed to  .. 
enable  SME  management  to adapt· better to changes  in production·· 
methods; 
't.' 
.(f) 
'  ' 
.  . 
degressive  start-tip aid over  a  three-year period.for bodies 
responsible for collecting information relating to product  and 
technological  innovation  and its dissemination among  enterprises 
·in_ the  regions  covered by the  programme,  which mny  include 
experimental  work  on  such  innovation; 
(g}  encouragement  of the  implementation of product  and  technological 
· innovation in SMEs  by means  of aid for  the  drawing-::up  of 
feasibility studies; 
(h)  better access for  SMEs  to risk capitalj 
,,  . 
<I 
'J• 
,  ·r I!  ...  ';•.t·  '-.'·  ' 
·:·  ~ .. ,  +~  .•  r .•  :. 
'. 
' (i) 
'(j) 
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for craftworkers, 'in addition to the above,  aid to improve 
the. technical  and  ecc.aomic  information availabl'e to them, 
their mastery of the technologies specific to their trade 8.nd 
.the marketing of their products; 
measures  ·to boost  exports from  the Mediterranean'regions ~o 
non-EEC  Mediterranean countries (industrial products,  and also 
services, building and public works)o·  These mea~es will 
invol  va  seeking out partners,  arranging exhi  bi  ti  ons  and 
demonstrations  and providing assistance on techniques and 
know-howo  They will cover the mission expenses  of technicians 
in non-EEC  countries and the cost of t~aining·caurses for 
.technicians from  those countries in SMEa  in the regions  covered 
by the programme;_  . ,, 
··. (k)  establishment  or extension of business advisory services: 
for opening up possibilities,  through direct contacts at local 
level,  for  economic  ventUres by giving advice abtJU;t  access to  ·. 
available public aids and services, particularly those 
provided for under the special programme,  and,  ' 
'';. 
- for contributing to the nccesa ·of  these ventures by helping 
existing or potential  enterprises to take advantage  of such 
· aids ·and services  • 
.  · V.B~  Promotion of rural tourism 
·  After agriculture,  rural tourism is the sector moat  likely to help·: 
. maintain a  minimum population in sparsely populated ·are'aso  It can 
provide inhabitants of rural  areas, particularly farmers,  with 
additional sources of income,  contribute towards restoration. of 
buildings,  and make  it easier to maintain an  ad~te  l~el of. 
ser,vices,  local crafts and infrastructure.  ;' 
. , ·in view· of the objectives ·of the. integrated  .. Mediterrane~ program.ml!t,,  . 
measures similar to those prOvided for under the abovementioned  .. '  .·.· 
Specific measure will be established,  employing increased. resources. · 
·These meam;res will involve: 
.;. 
..  , . _e,,). con:· tructic/n  ,~L'  I'O(".v:·c:U:>n 
. acco:.muod.a ti•!''r  cwn,~.i.ng. ~;td 
of  ~,n,al1  hotels 1  preparation of  farm  holiday 
caruvo..ning sites;  ~:· 
' ( t)  e';itab:tisbment  '"nd  ,: evelc.jJment  of  joint services  or ·bodies  resp6risi  ble. 
for  pi·omotions  P'~'·:  •. ci  t.:r,  stimula.ting tourist interest  and  co-ordinated 
·management  of  t.our; :';t  aecouur;odation  and  facilities,. including the 
organizat:lon· of  ir;  .• nation seminan; for  the staff concerned. 
~  .  . ' 
:.··In the  catJe  of  re;G~.01lS  on whose  territory ·the  level'  of tourist activity  '· 
·  is' tinpalanceq  in favour  of cioastal  zones; .these  bodie~ may  also  be;.···  · 
re.sponsi  bl  tl  for .mean 1.~res  to  redrem1  the balance  t  including studies of· 
appropriate. tour-i.nt  :.tineraries.  They  may  also  have  the task of 
organiz.in{{ ::hildren 1 >1  holiday centres and  open-air .school  classes; 
(c)  in the  regi~tl~\  :;overt.ld  by  point  (b),  seco'nd  subparagraph,  development. of 
transport  Ul,rie•).ald.ngs  enabling tourists .staying ori  the  coast  to have· 
eash:r  acces:-:  l,·,  inland tourist  zones  and  also  to  pr.civide  transport  to 
children  1 s  hG 1  .i.cit,,y  :cen trel:l  ar1d  open-air  schoo  1  classes; 
(d)  the restoratic:D  •.>f  small  architectural features  of local  interest which 
could  enhance  the  areas concerned and  make  them  mor.e  attractive to 'tourists. 
V.C.  Promction ·of  rer;<:~n,:ole  sources  of energy 
··Renewable  sources  or  energy  may  ·be  developed· on the  basi~ of decentralized 
., ventures.  Such develo!Jment  has  the  twin advantages  of ;exploiting local· 
···resources  having a  captive market  and of  promoting local employment  in 
':craft .indw3tries  and  SME:s •  . r- . 
ConseC(;.uently,  bt!;;.rhlg in mind  the objectives ·of  the·r.tediterranean programme; 
.the Community,  which  ah·.o:.'.d,y  provides assistance· in the inland areas of the  . 
Mezzogiorno  for  ~he  p~·otlot ion of rene\mble  sciurces  of energy,  will make  more 
·substantial  fina.ncial  resources available,  in' all the areas covered by the 
·  Mediterranean programme,  for  the. following operations:;· 
..  ~ ' 
'=: 
:.(a)  Installing mini-turbines using low-head falls;  wind;.;.powered  generators; 
equipment utilizing solar  energy;  installations to recover  energy  from  biomass· 
;r· (b) 
,  ... 
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(e.g.  use  of olive oil and  wine  residuest  other  food-pro?essing waste, 
the  by-products  of  'dood  processing,  vines,  nut  and  fruit'tre!!s,  etc)i 
and  the  equipment  for  and  work  involved  in exploiting geothermal  energy. 
" 
Dissemination of  information,  inoluding demonstrations,  on  the  prospects" 
offered  by  mini turbines  and· alternative  sources  of  energy.  Feasi.~ili  ty · 
studies  for  potential  private users wishing  to  proceed  themselves  with 
·installations related to  such  energy  sources. 
"(c)  Organization of basic  technical· instruction' to ensure  additional  local 
jobs  linked to  the  maintenance  of  mini-turbines. 
(d) .The  use  of solar  panels  to  heat  water. '. 
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;·d. th the exception of tbe  d'··velopifi<:lflt  >·I'  um~ll indush i0.l  zoner> w  which 
~;;.tends  to all th.::  regionti  covered  h.'.'.;,;,,,,  )liogra.lll.lile,  ,o.nd  the 1nfractructun:' 
lih.JiiSUl'eS  directly related  t  ":·  <l~rh:t,.; '\."c:.·c: 1  Whil:h .are  a.pplicalJle  to all the 
1.nland- areas  in those region",  thef;i.l  fl''.:•t ;'n-:-·es  apply only  -to  the areas in 
the Mezzogiorno  eligible for EHDF  ar.:si ,·:.:.nee.  ' 
.(a)  InfrastruGturo to  develop  jo'b-cre<1i.:!.itt'~ activities. 
':. 
This  kind  of  infrastructur-e  L;  {!..i -,,-.;::·,  p·i.ority imd;;r  the EHm·,;  and is 
eligible for  additional  Community  :tc=;:,_;~; :,::tance  under  the  prog-ramme·. 
·.:The following' types  of  infra<.;n·twtu  ..  :.'  are  covereJ~ 
the  devdopment  of small  indioc;tr·i;d  .:.-:.ones,  pos;3ibly  :~nvolving advanc·8 
factories in arean  having  pri.~.d  i::·.·  ranking; 
cormnunications  infrastructure  l:..:\,:!1<,<·.'-,  Lhese  priori t,y  areas  and  the  n•;::in 
networ~~ in the Mezzogiorno:  1·q~  .. d. :tiuk~, · telecommuni.::ations  Wid  d<ida 
processing networks,  and  e11e:·c:.l'  h>t\..rorks; 
in:f'ra1:1tructure  and  equipme!!t  J.:i.J·'.::<.: ;.J:r ·related to  the development  of 
:rural tourism; 
buildingB  and  major  equiptu.::ml.  i\;1'.  L;'ain1ng· and;  resuiiX~h institutes 
in industry,  the services  <><.~Clor  1  ·ag:r·i.cul ture ar1d  fisher:;,_es j  . 
por·t  ii1frastructure  t  referr-,c:d  to  :i.n  t.l'ta  chapte.r  on fisheries. 
(b) .Infrastructure to  improve  tha viabi.l·i ty  of rural  a.reaf;. 
.  '· 
Since  this type  of infrastrnc  i;u.re  io  t(;  c;;J~tri1mte  to  the  d.evelopmeni. ·of 
.services needed to keep  people  i.n  rm~a.l  ar·eas,  it will  be  eligible foT 
'special  financing under  the  programme,··  It cove:r·s: 
in the areas  stricken by the earthquake ·of  1981,  basic village 
infrastructure,  workshops for craft  activi~ies, and  social and 
cultural infrastructure (e.g. multi-purpose halls,  11poliambulatori11 
medical  services); 
'·· '"•'. 
•:•, 
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road  access  infrastructure,  social  and  c~ltural  infrastructu..~e in toi;i·ns 1 
and  service centres  in intensive-farming areas; 
(.c)  Infrastructure directly related to agriculture 
1  .  ...  .  .  .  .  .  ' 
farm  roads,  mains  water  supplies  and. -electricity  n~tworks  i  ..  ·compared  wi  t.h·. 
the  provisions  in Hagulation  (EEC)  No  1760/78,  these measures  qualify  for 
additional  Community  assistance  under  the.progr~e.  ' 
. ,.;  '  ,  . 
,-::-
.'  These  ':teasures will have  to be t·mrked out  taking account  of the  need 
·for management  of water resources  in general. 
·'· ,·'  i 
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VII.  BACK-UP  MEASURES 
These  mea.suree  apply throughout  the regions covered by 'the  programme,. 
,  :B.lthough they are oonoentrat:  .::.  part ioularly in the  M~zzogiorno  •. 
VILA.  Advisory  services,  technical assistance and vocational training 
·;.The  effective dissemination of information and the  optimum  utilization 
·  of manpower  as  a  factor id the development  process,  which  can be achieved 
:·through the provision of technical  asoistance  and vocational training, 
·a.re .essential a.djunote  to the measures  referred to a.bo've • 
.  ,  .  '' 
Thu.S,  farmere 'in these regions cannot  eucoesafully imp,lement  m.eaeures  . 
provided for in the  programme,  in particular the conversion measures  and 
· those involving a  switch to  a  different  line of  production,  without. 
effective technical and  economic  back-up.  The  Community  will  participate 
in the  exceptional  effort  'Which  the  regions· in question  will  have  to· make 
·in order to provide  such advisory  services  Community  :~id will  cover the 
· train'ing and:.recruitment  of additional advisers;  the·~-.a-ida  provided for  in 
Regulation  No  Zl0/19  will  be  reinforced and  ertimded accordingly. 
'I 
In the fisheries  sector,  provision needs to be made  f9r aid  to¥ards the 
eetablishment  of technical assistance centres. 
·.In order to facilitate the  recruitment  of te'chnical .a'eeistanta,  notably  iri 
.the fisheries sector,  temporary  Community  aid is  nee'~d.  for  launchi,ng  the' 
operation and helping .to  pay salaries. 
Lastly,  with  regard to non-agricultural  vocational training,  it is 
necessary to: 
(  ·. 
step  up  Community  assistance for  auppleme~tary.vOoationa.l training measures 
to  faoilita~te and provide the back-up for the activities included in 
the integrated programzne  (in particular,  for training middle  m8.nagement 
and development  and multi-activity training);  · 
encourage, the progressive  development  of. actiVities. designed to inorsase 
awareness,  provide  information and promote  looal  fni tiative in 'ths 
va.rioua  fields covered by  the integrated programme;,:. 
·\ 
.. 
.~.:,I 
,• 
.  ' '  ~ 
,•'· '. 
:.  ' 
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- 'develop. the services ;;..:..ld.ng  for integrated ~peration 'of vocational · 
.training at its various stages (from local labour market  surveys to 
prom~tion of trainee p- :  .. Jement).  If  necessary~  the development  of th19se 
services must  be  supplemented by the  establishment  of agenoies'to  . 
morlitor the labour market  and of tripartite bodies - or other local 
bodies - responsible. for  effic~ent  manag~ent of the labour market. 
,. 
VII.B.  Research 
,. 
Research is of cardinal  importance under this .prograJiliDe.  The proposed· · 
measures. reflect the policy .  which the  Commission lnt  ends to  pursue~  They·  ;:i·. 
are  conc~riled' ln particular with agriculture,  fisheries,  renewable .sour.ces .of  . 
energy,  the environment,  and industry.  The  practical  scope for  implementing  th~ 
many  measures  envia~ged and making them a  auoce~s· depends  primar11y on 
the contribution made  py research.  This contribution must  not  be restricted 
to the publication of research results:  an appE"allsal  must  also be made  of · 
their feas.ibility and evidence  must  be furn1shed ,of .the economic  advanta:ges  .·.  ". 
they will produce  when  applied in practice.  In addition,  this contribution·. · .: . 
must  enable them to be applied directly on a  large 'scrile but  in a  ~er  ·l:.  ·· 
that takes account  of the various distinctive features in each region  •. ·  .',..  · 
AJrricul  t ure 
The  Community's  programme for' coordinating agricultural research· already 
gives special attention to the problem  of improving productivity in a  wide 
range of enterpris'9s.  Efforts in this direction must  be supplemented, 
·extended and strengthened under this programme,  if necessary by ad hoc 
measures  enabling the urgent  practical problems  which· will  .undoub~.edly 
·arise during, implementa-tion to be  dealt  with rapidly.  In addition,  the 
... 
· .  Commission  will take all the necessary measures,  in particular as' regards · 
, 'the budget,  to ensure that  research - both basic and applied- xnB;ke's  an 
increasing contribution to'ltlardS  attaining the programme's  objectives. 
~  ..  I 
'  . 
'I  , 
other  sectors 
'·. 
Community  research policy,  outlined in the Framework  Programme  1984-87  which 
the  Commission has laid before the Council,  provides for· a  number  of 
measures whose  emphasis  is on  the  development  of the Mediterranean regions, 
and which  could  pl~ an  important  role here.  ~mong these. are  research into 
the  refining and  development  of ~iotechnologies and  other technologies,  the 
use  of  new  technologies  such as .remote· sensing,  and  programmes  of research 
into  land use  planning,  pollution,  conservation of.  ~esources and  renewable 
,I  ;;"  ',  energy sources.··  ,;·  . 
'  . -~.'. 
. .  ~ 
.  ., 
Among  the  lines of research to be  pursued  under the  programme  in coordination  \;. 
with  those already  mentione.d1  .environmental  research  is particularly relevant •.  ' 
It will  concentrate  on  the  management  and  use·of limited water resources.  · 
Fisheries 
.Measures in this sector will need to be geared to establis]ling  ~egional 
:centres for biological,  technological and economic ·:research into' fisheries 
and aquacUlture,  to constructing and fitting out  oceanographical research 
vessels,  to coordinating national  rese~h programmes as part  of the Commissionis 
initiatives and to ensuring Community  participation in joint  research··  .· 
.  programmes~ ·~ . 
''• 
•!'\. 
VII.C. ·  Commission initiatives 
These measures  will cover the various research st.udies specified in this 
'  \  . int.egrat  ed programme  and r.'ill  embrace: 
- p~eparatory .studieG  a.>1d  measures for  development' pro.jects (in J>a.rtioular, 
feasibility sludies a.nci  technical projects;  sectoral analvses and market 
'surveys;  report  a  by'.experts;  environmental impact assessment of economic 
activi~ies!  a  stud;y identifying  biotopes which should  b~ conserved in the 
· · Commum.ty  ~nterest);  ··  ·  · 
pilot  experiments in the different fields covered by the  integrat.~d 
pr.cigi'amme; 
inveot~gat~ons ani studies for appraising  deve!opmen~  project~; 
:spe0ial temporary initiatives for  experimenting with  improvements  in the 
operation of certain government  departments  on Which.the  success of the 
development  schemes  will  depend; 
special'tempora.ry initiatives for  experimenting with financial  mechanisms 
which  will make it easier for cooperatives and·SMEs  ~~~t have undertaken. 
new  investment  to borrow operating capital and' Whic~  "are  designed .to speed· 
up the rate of  public  spending earmarked for them.  ·: 
.,·· 
'· 
.. 
l  ;·.,.· 
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Integrated Mediterranean Programme 
Estimated costs of the integrated programme  :for  the Italian regions1 
Measure 
!AGRICULTURE  -, 
?hysical  improvements 
leparcelling 
Sand  improvement 
So cia-structural 
Directives 
~essation of farming 
Compensatory allowance  _.,__ 
<:>-Specific  measures in 
'Ninland and mountainous 
:.~ 
:;; Si  vestock fami!}g · 
Permanent  and  annual 
crops 
' 
Present  level 
of assistance 
65% 
5o% 
40'fo 
3o{o  (vine-
growing) 
., 
Level  of  assistance 
:propose<!  in the  prop;ramme 
I  ~ 
65% 
5o% 
65% 
65% 
5o% 
5o% 
·-_ .. 
Cost  to  the  pro~amme 
(million ECU  · 
35 
172 
160 
144 
72 
163 
.·,,-
-·  .  .\ 
I 
! 
ANNEX 
Type  of  measure2 
Ne~ measure 
New  measure· 
Cessation in favour  of young 
farmers;  increase in 
premium 
Extension  of the measure  to 
other products;  supplement 
for young  farmers;  increase 
in level  of assistance 
Broadening of geographical 
coverage,  intensification 
of,m~asures·,. increase in 
level  of ass'iatance 
New  measures  for all 
enterprj_ses ,·  except  for 
collective restructuring of 
vineyards,  where  there  is 
to be increase in level 
of asaista.nc·e Measure 
SEecific.measures in 
lowland areas 
Livestock farming  and 
fodder  crops 
Existing irrigated crops 
Unirrigated or partially 
irrigated crops 
_Forestry 
.. 
!  FISHERIES  AND  AQUACULTURE  j·· 
Infrast~ctur)  and port 
facilities 
Aquaculture 
Restructuring of the 
fleet 
·~·. 
Preseht  level 
of assistance 
40%  (livestock 
farming) 
3D%  (vine 
growing) 
5o% 
·  4o%  (port 
infrastructure) 
25%.North 
4ofo  South 
'35% 
·- 87 
Level  of  assistance 
p_rojloeed  in the programm·e 
5o% 
5<Jlfo 
5o% 
5o% 
65% 
' 65%  (  cor  .. strU.cti  on of · 
·hatcheries) 
-5lf~ (fish farming) 
60%  (pilot projects) 
5o% 
cost  to·  the proij)amme 
(million ECU 
105 
10 
80 
190 
21 
100 
32 
:!)=pe  of  a:ea..sure 
Intensification of measures 
for  livestock  fa~ing 
New  measure  for  fodder  crops 
.New  measures 
New  measure,  except  for 
vine  growing 
Intensification of measures 
Supplementary measures  and 
increase in·the level  cf 
assistance for 
infrastructure.  New 
measures  for  pc~t 
facilities,  shelters  and 
protected marine  zones 
New  measures,  reinforcing 
existing measures  and 
increasing the level  of 
assistance 
New  meas~res, reir-forcing 
ey.i sting measures  and 
increasing the level  of 
.assistance 
- ~--
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·.: 
- -Present  level  - Leve}  of  e.sEistar.ce  I  Cost  to  the _£roJZT8.!Il!:e  r
~----~T~--~----~ 
Me  e··-- -- - - ·  --- ~.....---
'  a.  ......  e  of  assist;;:nc:!.  I  £.[0TlOf!~~  j  n  thE<  Pl'Ot:r;:e..-r;;ne  J- r~,!~_!:£.1U 
INCREASING  'T·HE  V.tARKET 
1 
I  r 
vALUE  OF  PRODUCTS  I  l  -
Processing  and_  ~arketinc 
of  ~~icultural products 
Support  for producer-
groups 
I  ~NO~AG.RICUL'l'URft~- SECT~ 
Sl.:Es  Md  craft- industries 
Sectoral  analyses 
Information·  seminars 
Productive  investment 
-.. 
c-- - .. 
Advisory  __  activities,  jo'int 
sin··nces,  gathering and 
dissemination ·of· 
information on-innovation 
5~ 
25% 
7cr% 
70% 
·--~·: 
50%  (public 
expenditure) 
max._ 30%-. (invest!flent 
degressive rate -
(average  =  55%) 
60,( 
50% 
7cr:'o  '.  7L"i'o 
50%  (public  expenditure 
-,where  public  aid is higher 
than under  the  existing -· 
aid  scheme) 
degressive rate 
·(averat;e =  ssro) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
>  I 
I 
228  (incl.  31 
for fisheries) 
7 
566 
'1\,:•~;  of· mea..!~. 
lncreasir~ the  level  of 
.assistance.  J-.:easure  accordir · 
priority to the produce  lineE 
speci-fied  in the  programme, 
althougr,  it_ rna,y  extend to  the 
whole  range  of products, 
including products not_listec 
in Annex  I.  The  HP 'provide! 
finance  at the proposed rate 
as far  as  possible  on  top  of. 
the  fina~cing under 
Regulatior,  (EEC)  Iio  35~/77 
Extension  to·al:_prod~cts 
covered ,by  the rrogramrie 
Increase  in the  level of 
assistance 
·--
) Brcad.eniq;  -D-:e  gecigra;hical 
) coverag€, 
S11.pple:nen.~tar;:;  aid  a"ld 
broadening the geographical 
coverage 
.  ,~. 
·Broadening  the·g~cgraptical 
coverage ·.~ 
Measure. 
Lupleruentation of 
i1movation 
Risk capital 
nusiness advisoFy  services 
Mediterranean 
· third-country  markets 
Rural  tourism 
Investment  in 
accommodation 
Tourist promotion 
Tr~>sport undertakings 
Architectural  heritage 
Renet,•able  sourcer £f 
e"::Jert;'~-
Instailations ar,d  wori: 
Dissemination of 
information  a.11d  studies 
Basic  technical 
instruc";;ion 
Eeat"ing·lzy'  sol_ar  panels 
... 
Present  level 
of assistance 
7Cf/o  (cost of  studies) 
7Cf/o 
·5o%  (public 
expenditure) 
. degressive rate 
(average = 55%) 
5Cf/o  (publiCi'-. 
·  expenditure) 
30'f <  inves-t'ment).  -· · 
5"-::'  (  " ' '  .  v;o  JJUCl:OC 
expenditure)· 
70% 
7o% 
'·  .. •: 
., 
.  ..:.  89 
Level  of assistance 
Jl!'9posed_in the programme 
?Cf'/a  (cost  of  studies) 
70% 
so% 
so%  (public  expenditure) 
5o%  (public  expenditure) 
degressive rate 
(average  =  55%) 
5o%  (public expenditure) 
5o%  (public expenditure) 
30%  (investme~t) 
50%  (public  expenditure) 
70% 
·7Cf% 
sa%  (public  expenditure) 
max.  3:>%  (investment).·· 
Cc£t  to  the  pro~~~~ 
(million ECU1 
l 
~  J  .  ·..  101 
l 
l 
[ 
t 
( 
I 
c~ 
67 
"  .. 
·-·  ~ 
•.. 
T,:;=pe  of  JI:ea.sure 
Broadening the geographical 
coverage 
Broadening the  geographical 
coverage 
Uev;  measure 
Nevi  measu::--e 
Broadening the  geograpbcc.:-c 
coverage 
. Broadening the geographical 
coverage 
Broadening the  geographic&~ 
coverage 
New _measure 
Broaden:int; the  gE::Jgtc:.pl:icaJ 
·co·rera.ge 
B!oa.d.er~ir.s  the  fCC:f.T-2..;:-::ica! 
coverage 
Broadenir.:.g  the  geogray:hi_cal _ 
coverac;e 
Ne1-;  r.:Eas~e Measure  ·· 
r  -~-~  INFRAsTRUCTURE. 
_,a) Needed for development 
of  job-creating 
aftivities 
b) To  improve  viability of 
rural  areas 
c )Agricultural 
infrastructure in inland 
areas 
BACK-UP  MEASURES  E-~-1 
Advisory  services, 
training and  technical 
assist-ance .. 
Agricultural  advisory 
services 
Technical  assistance 
for fisheries 
Training  and  labour 
market 
Research 
Agriculture  and  other 
sectors 
Fisheries research4 
TOTAL 
Present level 
of assistance. 
4a%  of public· 
expenditure under  ERTIF 
quota section and  5o%-
under  no~quota 
'section 
4o% 
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·,.Level of assistance 
proposed in the  pro_gramme 
(a)  65%  under ERDF  quota 
section and  25%  IMP 
(b)  65%  IMP 
(c)  65% 
so%_,  :  .L  65%  (advisory  services) . 
55%  (Mezzogi'orno) 
5o%  (Centre-North) 
(public bodies) 
50%  (.Agr:imed) 
65% 
65% 
5o% 
6s%· 
Cost  to  the  proPJamme 
(million ECU 
(a)  133  ( 16  for 
infrastructures and 8 
for fisheries_and 
aquaculture research 
centres) 
(b)  80 
(c} 163 
5 
221 
10 
5 
2951 
Type of  mea.sur:e 
~  ~>?:-~ 
Increasing the level of 
assistance  and financing. 
certain types  of 
infrastructure not  currently 
financed under the  ERDF' 
Increasing the  level 'or 
assistance 
Reinforcir~ the measure_ and 
increasing the level  of 
assistance - Ne>.;  measure 
New  measure 
1  Supplementary measure 
'Reinforcing the  measure 
Ne·~-r  measure 
1:)I'he  tot.al. amount  oi these~osts in 1982  and  theirlbreakdown are  app~oxima:te fi~·  es.  ··,-
tleasures~i:i~scribed.·a~. '-'._br.o  . ening the geo.g;raphical  coverage"-,  "e-xtension''  measur  s 1  "incre~sin~-_tt1e.leve~~  o_f-,ass~zt_ance"  and 
"extending the duration of  larmed measures"  relat  to  exist~ng.l!leasur_es. _- ·.  ·  ··...  ·_  . ·.·  ·  ··  •  _..  •  -_  ·.  _ 
J~gures for port  installa~ions; at  a  cost  to' the  progr8JIII!Ie  of  16  millio~.  ECU,  are  incluc_ied  u.J1der .the  head~ng  '"Infrast_ructures"; 
FJ.gures for the  ccm.struct:.o~::. of research centres,  at  a  cost to the  programme  of 8  milli~m·Ecu, are included under the heading 
"Infrastructures".;,; - 91  -
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ANNEX  IV 
INTIDRATED  PROGRAMME  FOR  FRANCE. 
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INTEGRATED  MEDITERRANEAN  PROGRADE  FOR  .FRANCE 
I.  GENERAL' 
.;.  · 1. ·  Tliis  programme  concerns the regions  L~guedoc-Roussill~n, Corsica, 
· Provence-Alpes-c8te d•Azur,  Aquitaine and Midi-Pyrenees,  with the  exception 
·of the Urban areas of Marseille,  Bordeaux and  Toulo11se  and the b¢1  t-up 
·tourist area along the coast.  ". 
·.2.  The  aim  of the programme is to promote the development  of the rural areas. 
There are two  main objeoti  ves: 
'  (a)  to modernize agriculture and fisheries in order to maintain a,large 
·  ., enough volume  of Viable ·activity in these fields for the requisite improvement·', 
in productivity and an improvement  in incomes,. while taking market 'prospects  ·· 
into aocount; 
" (b)  to create a  large nl,Ullber  of jobs in sectors other than agriculture to 
offset  job losses in agriculture where this fits ·in with regional planning. 
',, 
3.  . As  far as agriculture is concerned the·  programme  breaks down  into two 
parts. 
·Firstly it provides for an integrated set of measures for the three regions 
that are most  strongly Mediterranean in character:  Corsica,  Provence-Gate d'Azlir 
and La.nguedoc-Roussillon.  In these three. reg:l.ons  two main areas of assistance 
are defined on the basis of the difference .betweeri inland and mountain areas, 
.. 'and coastal and lowland areas.  The  agricultura.i. measures are concentrated in  '• 
the inland and mountain areas,  where 'farming' needs to .be maj,ntained.  This· will 
be achieved in particular by granting a  sufficient  compensatory allowance and 
by structural measures enabling specific enterprises to be intensified (livestock, 
traditional tree crops, .medicinal and  perfume plants).  In .the  lowlands,  on 
· the other hand,  the objeoti  ve of maintaining income .  will be pursued primarily 
by  schemes  for conversion to crops for which there.a.re proper market  outlets.  . 
The  full effectiveness of the measures  for  convers.ioh  to other lines of production ·. 
m8¥  require market  policy measures  for most  of which the Commission has ·already.·  : · r ·· 
taken initiatives aimed at  guaranteeing the farmers  concerned a  satisfactory· 
income. 
Secondly the programme  proposes more  selective assistance in agriculture· for the 
two regions which are less strongly Medi terra.nean as regards their agricultural:' 
. production:  Midi-Pyrenees and Aqui taine  •.  · .  Tb.e  measures  provided :for  aim  to  ·  :·  · 
·create - in the context· of future  ~nla.rgememt .of the Collimuriity  - the  conditions 
for broad diversification of agricul  turai production.  " 
4.  In order to  expand  employment  the programme  rel~.es on the development  of 
·  SMEs  and craft industries,  especially in the  se·ctors ·upstream and downstream 
>  . · ~f agricul  tlire,  the development  of rural tourism  a.ri.d.  the ·exploitation of  ,  ·  .' · 
renewable  energy  sources.  Over  60%  of the funds al'iocated for measures outside 
agriculture (see points V and VI  below)  are to be devoted to investment in 
p~oduction, the remainder being divided among  measures related to the 
development  of undertakings,  such as seeking out markets,  management  advisory - 93  -
services.  innovation,  etc.,  and  schemes  for improving the infrastructure 
. reqt?.i~ed .for creating jobs.  In view of the difference in the levels of 
. develcipment  between  the regions  covered by the  programme.  the i:q.frast'rU.eture 
sch,emea  will relate,  in the  case of the areas of Provence-Alpes-cote d I Azur 
not at present  cov:ered  by the ERDF,  only to the  development  of small  industrial  · · 
zones~ 
5.  The  abovementioned measures will have  a  marked impact  on the  economy  only 
if they produce  a.n  integrating - and thus synerget.ic - effect on all the 
national and community inputs,  whether under this programme  or already in 
existEmce.  .  . 
S()  that 'the Commission is able to contribute towards achieving such  . 
integi-atiop.,  it wiil have appropriate means at its disposal  (see point VII(c) .. 
below:  Commission initiatives) and will thus  pla~ an active part in the . 
i:Jilplementa.tion of the programme,  in liai  s~m with  th~ national authorities.  ;; 
.  l  ,, 
6.  The  integr~ted programme is part of the  scheme  of regional  develoP.IJient 
programmes. 
~s far as Languedoc-Roussillon,  Corsica,  Aquitaine .~d Midi-Pyrenees are 
concerned the regional development  programmes must;· to. the extent necessary, 
be ·altered and filled out  so as to reflect the overall priorities and 
development measures in the regions  concerned. · 
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II •.  AC:fHCULTURE 
'1'11e  rneas'ures  set .ou:t  in points  II.A1  II.B and  rr..C:  ..  are  applicable  in  the  ··' 
re·~ions Corsica,  Provence-Alpes-Gate  d 'Azur  and .La.riguedoc-J;loussillon •.  The) 
measures applicable  in Aqui taine  and  l4idi-Pyrenee~ are  contained  in. 
point  II.  D. 
II.A  Im-provement  of general  condi tiona, in  fanning  and .income  support 
.~ ', 
To  ensure  the  maximum  effectiveness of measures  to assist  .. agricultural 
production,  improvements  need. to  .b~  made  to  the  prevailing physical  and 
socio-structural  condi tiona.  Major  changes are  needed  in  the· socio-structural 
directives which,  generally speaking,  have .not  so  far  been. satisfactorily 
implemented  in these  regions.  Some  of the  measures listed in p.oint  VII, 
particulariy as  regar.ds  the  promotion  of advi'sory' services and  vocatio~al 
·trainin£{1 .represenf-:part  of the  essential  back-up· for  the ·iniplefllentation 
of  the  measures  in  the  agricultural  sector,  along  with  the  measures  li'sted' 
in point  IV  to assist  the  processin& and marketing of products and. tor 
producer groups.  · 
II.A.l  Phjsical  improvements 
The  measures  listed below are  aimed at  ~pgrading unproductive  land  and 
spec:ific  irri:~ation  schemes,  with  particular support  for operations carried-
out  by  producer groups  and associations-of such.grdups.  · 
.- .The  development  of voluntary  reparco'llinG  is .t·o. be en~ouraged by. the 
financing  of related  works  (levelling,  improvement. of em bankrneT)t s  and 
ditches).  .  . 
Some.  new  local  irrigation and  drainage  schemes: .are  provided  for  •... ·  '!'hese 
.comprise  improvement  of collective  systems  and: are  limited to  the:-
production options  provided for in the· programme ... 
Land  improvement  schemes  will  be  carried  o~t-~Dly in.the  inland  a~eas. 
Their aims  are  to  improve  unproductive  and  marginal ,land  and  prepare 
it for  the  development  of  the  enterprises  covered  by· .the  integrated 
programmes.  They  include  small  irrig-at{on 'proi~cts  o11  fanns; ·including 
the  related  dr~inai~e  work.  ..· 
'l~1e  main  aim  of this measure  is to  ~evelop fodder  crops  and  improve 
grazing  land. 
·II.A.2  Socio-structural directives 
In  order to  speed  up  the  departure  of elderly fanners· and  encoura,:;e 
them  to  give  up  their fanns  to  young· people,  the  prov,1sions. of 
Directive  72/160/EEC  on  the  cessation of  farming  are  'to  be  !iin~nded,  i'n · 
particular as regards  the. terms  offered  t.o  oi.itgoers  and  to  youn{~ fa.rm·ers 
to  help  them  establish themselves. 
In  order to  ensure  a  certain  level. of population  in. the  inland  ~reas of the 
country and  an  adequate  economic  environment,  income  support  for .famer·s. 
in  these  regions is called  for as  one  of  the  essential  features of the 
integrated  programme.  To  that  end  the  compe~satory allowances  provided  · 
for  in  Directive  75/268/EEC  need  to  be  as  large  as  possible 1  scaled accordin;:i 
to  age  to  encourage  young  people  to  remain  in agriculture  and  granted  for· 
all  the  lines ofagricultural production  covered  by the  integrated  programme 
in the less-favolired areas  within the meaning of the· Directive. 
· ... 
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.II.B  . Specific measures  for agricultural  production  in inland and 
mountain areas  1 
The  ma'in  emphasis  in the  inland areas is on  the  development  of the  various 
branches of livestock fanning,  with  restructuring and  conversion aids 
for·the traditional  crops. 
Alongside  these  provisions are measures to assist  fore'stry. 
II•B.l  Fodder crops and  livestock 
Tci ·encourage  the  development  of sheep,  goat .. and  cattle  fanning,  any means 
of improving  farming  conditions is to  be  encouragedz ·land improvement 
measures,  expansion and  improvement  of. fodder  growing. (zoning,  expansion 
of areas unds r  fodder  crops,  improve!flent  or:" crop quality)  and  the 
development  of mechanization and  farril  infrastructure. 
The  various  branches of livestock farming are  to benefit  from  similar 
measures aimed at increasing the  productivity of herds.,  The  measures 
prop9sed are  to encoma€e  the  development  of }?.eal th  pr()'tection and  genetic 
improvement  (measure.s  extended to  Corsica for pigs), ·milk testing and 
the  improvement  of feeding  and  rearing  systems.  · 
Sheep  farming is also  to  receive aid for farr,n  equipment,  and  extensi've pig 
farming aid for the construction of shelters. 
1  Ar.eas  referred to in Article 3 of Directive 75/268/EEC 
·  ..  ;. ·,  ·  .... 
-... 
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The  improvement  of  ~live-growing may  provide extra income  in the inland 
areas ·and  ~hUB contribute towards maintaining rural economic activity._ 
Schemes  to assist the  renovation of olive groves  and  encourage  a 
switch to growing table olives are proposed.  · 
Priority is to be given to the modernization  of oil mill's  ·under the 
measures  to assist processing and marketing.(point  IV.I). 
'·. 
The  same  type of meS.:s.ure  (restructurlng  .. and conversion)  is proposed for 
the traditional  permanent ·crops (nuts;  ~to.).  There  will  be  the  same  type 
, of assistance for  wine-growing in some  looa~ities as for  vineyS:rds  in . 
the:lowland areas (point  II.C.2). 
As  regards the traditional growing  '~f  lavender,  there are 11easures  al.med 
at varietal  conversion to  ensure that  it is easier to dispose  of.,produc.e. 
•i.• •··  ·'I,;  ····. 
· II~C. 
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Specific measures  for agricultural production in the coastal 
areas ·and lowlands 
··  In the coastal  and  lowland areas the emphasis is on the  development  of 
protein and fodder crops and on restructuring and varietal conversion 
sohemes for the traditional. permanent  oropa to, IU.'Iet  market  requirements. 
.  ,•  .', 
'•.' 
II.C.1  Irrigated crops 
The  development  of fodder and protein crops  ia·.:to be  encouraged as -an 
economically attractive alterriative to traditional crops (particularly 
:::vi·nes),  by means  of assistance with· water supplies  and the  provision  . 
of .sel eat ed seed and  with  mechanization .of  production within  farud.ng 
. sjndioatea.  .. 
Aid is to be provided in the fruit  sector (apples,  pears,  peaches,  cherries, 
apricots and plums)  for varietal  conversion to encourage·the  planting of 
.varieties meeting market  requirements. 
Community  assistance is proposed for annual  crops  (particularly ricie') ·in 
the  form  of  finance  for the  supply of  suitabl~ seeds.  Some  lines of· 
production may also qualify for aid for irrigation and drainage. 
II.C.2  Non-irrigated and :partially irdgated crop·a 
Win&-growing merits particular attention by reason  of  it's  economic  and. 
sociological  impor-tance.  The  schemes  propose4 aim .to  develop the  · 
restructuring of  win&-;.powing  by  extending  a.na.·  expanding the  .  :  i 
scope  of Directive  78/627/EEC  in order 'to  reduce the area under 
vines producing table wine  and  encourage  conversion to the production 
of quality  wine  or a·  &witch  to other crops,  p~ima..rily exotic  fruits  and nuts  ." 
and,  to  a  limited extent,  vegetables,  so· as .to diversify the  sector to ·some  ··, 
degree.  Conversion will  be facilitated by the combined application of the· 
measures  proposed for irrigation (point  II.A.1)  and  producer groups 
(point  IV. 2).  · 
In addition,  the  d~velopment of new  wine-based products  and the  improvement 
of  wine-making techniques  by the  exclusi~e use of concentrated musts  will 
be given priority  under the measures to .assist processing and marketing. 
Aid is to be given to olive-growing to  en·courage  conversion of olive groves 
on  a  local basis to achieve  economically  viab~e pr,oduction' of table olives 
by concentrating  on quality and individuality. 
'' 
.'' 
.  .. 
•.''. 
..t  .. 
·,· .. 
•.'·' . 
. .  II.D.  Agricultural  measures  ap~licable to Midi-Elrenees  and  Aqu!t~JE!· 
The  aim of these measures is to  ensure broad diversification .and 
improvement  of quality in agricultural  production, "the  emphasis being .. 
on  p'roducts  of which  there is a  Community deficit  ( e  .•. g.  protei:t;~- plants). 
Of  the measures  referred to above,  only those for irrigation and 
reparcelling will apply,  as will those for back..:..up  and advisory sez:vices 
referred to· in point  VII( a) below. 
The  general  aim  of these measures is to  put  farms  in a·position in which 
they .have  no  trouble in switching to other enterprises. 
f· 
II  .E.  Forestry 
In  view  of the  importance  of forestry  in  the  conservatiqn of the  countryside  .: 
in  the  inland areas  and  in  the  improvement  of  U;/es'tock. and  crop  farming,  · 
·the  forestry  schemes  provided  for in  Regulation  (EEG)  No  269/79  are  included 
and  reinforced in this programme.  . 
'  The  aim  is to encourage  conservation  and  development' of' forestry  and at 
·.the  same  time  improve  exploitation of forest ·resources  •.  New  measures 
are  provided  to  that  end  to  speed  up  forest  improvements,  also including  .. 
the  establishment  of nature  reserves,  road building,.  improved  fire  p~vention'/'· 
be~ter exploitation  systems,  the  creation  of nurseries and  the  establishment 
of productive  plantations.  In addition,  the  reno,~tion of chestnut  plantations 
and  cork  productiov are .to  be  encouraged,  primari::..y  by restructurinG  schemes. 
The  value  of forestry products and  by-products  (w0od1  cork,  etc.),  will  be 
enhanced  by  the  schemes  to  promote  SMEe  and  craft industries  provided  for 
...  i:n ·point  V. 
·,( 
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~;c Huli  +.~.r·r;;ru_,~;a  pJ~rJgrauie eir;as  to  ·.Lun-'i'E•s~,  ,,.,r~:.:·f:.ll  p:r·~·ll'u'cti.Yl.ty ia  ·the 
z.:~dcr~  tr~tiw..g  dt<®  a.ccGUlltt  of its  potc~·-;·.(r,.l.  l'b.lt~.,~"'-~clll.Z'lY  <t.M  1':!1lgarda 
t<pt.ftQrl'tYl.ra,  !J.,lf!d  th.e diffienlttes  falcH%Cl,  'lli'ipelCi.e$11;'{  U:<.t·  regiU~da. mc.rketing  .. of ·  .. 
.  J?ro-duots.  It appli111a  maimly  to  Prc<ra!ac®-G@te  drl\.:Mil.Z",  Lm.nguedoc-Reut:ieil'l«~~n.ruad, 
Cc.rsica~  but  l.'10B0  l\l\GiiUlillr$8  will alae be  illliploo.elll.ted:  ii!a  t.)ae  C@S.Stal  area. of 
·,  Aqtdtl!dll.e  (peimt  III.B). 
III~  A 
,•' 
'l'M:6i ·lElo&sures  aro called for im this field.  Firstly.  facilities :!.a  tla"'  ports 
!1l.G1Bt  ll..Becl  by tho  fishimg fieet D.&ed  to be' liiiOde:11'J'd.zed  u.d.  lll0W  facilities -need 
te be  croa.ted ··im.  sens etlaer perts suitablG fcir  devi!J.'llp!lllOt.  The  fa.cili,ties 
im'questiom are beth  ~pstreaa ~f fishiag (revictualling,  water,  ice and  fuel 
Supplies.  eto.) awi de1mstreaa ef fislrlmg  ( unleadilig ·qlley'S,  m.uctie.ras,  eto. }. 
El>1ooure.geumemt  is &ls~J to.  be gi vu to tlao  esta.blisumnt  a>f  protected .marime 
.~•~es, equipped wi tlil..  lmd.erwahr structures tho use of .wh.icln  is h  be ·strio·tly. 
comtr~lhd wi  t.b.  tlae  &iz ef reple:siiillrl:ng fish  stocks, aad tln.us  improrlJa8  . 
· product hi  ty  • 
•  ·•l •. 
Thl.s is Wit  as ;ret Ultder-exploited. ·sector vitll great petu.th.l.  Ita developl!le.ll.t 
fi:i·st · ud. ferUtost  requires major al  terati8.D.S to· si  tea sui  table for  S\lCA  · 
pred.uc:ti••·  btvol  viag i:m.frta.stru.cture werk  ( d.r~lllg. ·new c1a.mels, · imst&lla.tioas 
ud collectiem facilities) t&  be  carriQid out Daialy by tlae  State or  local  ' 
autlaerities.  It is alae mecessary to oaeourage tlle creation or aoderaizatiom 
ef. pri  Va.te  fa.oili  ties fer aqua.oul  ture so tlaat  bemefi  t  O&B. be derived. fra tkese 
iapr0vaeill.ts u.d froa tll• protected 11a.ri.11.e  zeaes.  Witlaout  prejudillle to certaia 
advaaoed-teoJutt»logy pilot projects,  priority will be gi  vem  te facilities 
I!IO.II.BUIBillg  R&ller qu&tti  ties of i:ratemedi&h :  prOd.lllcts. 
III.C  Restructuriag of the fleet 
T~e Fremck  !ishiag fleet  epora.timg in the  Mediterr~eaa  consists of a.beut 
2  200  vosaels,  sao 3o%  (If  w.ldcll  a.re  ever  25  iears.-'old.  It is tllua ·a re.tlaer 
old. fl111et  1• aeed of aoder:aiza.tioa  aJa.d.  renovatiea.  , I• view of tlae  level of 
fiala  stoeks,  aewever,  amy  iacrease ia everall fishiag.activi.ty aust be 
pr~ve'ated.  'rlae  aaia •bjecti  ves ef restrueturi-8 tlae. neat are  eu.ergy  aavi.ag, 
>  ~·rsa.tility ef fisll.tag a.ctivi  ty.  iaproved fish. aterage facilities aad  better 
workiag oeaditioae amd  safety o•  b~ard.  In additioa,  ~peoific aeasures will be 
required fer o.:rtaia types of fislaiag,  particularly a:l~lat  fisAillg (aids fer 
.  PfiU'!'I&Ileat  cosaa.tioa bri:agimg about tke gradual decline of tlds type  r)f fialdag) 
-,  · ,"Pd.  tuna.~ fislaimg  ( slaeal  detectiea eqtdJBellt ) • 
•  l  ! .• 
.  .. 
,..~··-
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III.  D  Specific &f!&_:sures  f0r Ae  taiae 
As  far as  t1Ae  ooasta.l  area of  Aqui  taimo is eonoerliled,  eml;t tho  eo measures 
rel&timg to tho a@d.ernrl.zation  of  fiahiJ~~g pert  fa.eiliti,es.  the develepalieat  ·or 
lagoo.~as ud the moderlrlzatien of aquaculture  a.ra.ci..  lastly.  tke processing and 
aarketiag of products will be implemented. 
::'.·: 
·.~' 
,  .  . ,. 
.:  ··:· 
:·.· 
.~  .. 
·.· 
,,, 
•," 
·  ... '  '' 
,  .. 
,i; 
.,; . 
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.  TJ11.e  ~eeRsnrcs Hated ht;J. q.,.  m~e applicabl6 ila  CEtrsi.ca,  L&:!tbrt:,;.,d<!}c·-Rm.tssill>t>n  an;;!. 
:. Prwvcnco-G$t1.'1  d'  A..zur.  'fiHs  _Rte~.surem for  inoreaeiag the llHJ.rkot  value  6~ 
· aqU.acl.!.ltural  pr~d.ucts 11.lao  apply t®  Aqu.lt&.i!le. · 
IV."1  . f!:eser..!~~-~~ti:l,t..~r?.o.e.s_si!f5  ... ~d  m.ar~eti!f;> 
IN t.la6  Medi  to:t·l~liW.tlru&.  ::reg1.eJ.uJ  pro0enaing Utd a.<!U"keti.l!lg  fliie~  tX>eid.iti®nui;r  &J!Hmg 
the ll!IUJt  stiold::ng poillltl!l  'lrlt.la  regard to clneioping &griou.ltu..re  and  fiali!'eriea. 
The  finu.oimg pessibilities offered in tlrls field wruler· Regulations. (EEC)  · 
· · Nee  355/77  and. 1361/78 at present  ema.ble  only a.  wcy  ia!rae.ll  propertion  ~af.' 
'e.pplieatiems to be 111.et.  ·'·: 
It .is taerefore imperta.mt to ensure the  financing of the processing and 
marketing projects needed to guarantee  that the sectoral measures  provided 
for'.above  imder II and III are fully effective.  ". 
'' 
: The  effecti  ve11.ess  of aid for  t.lAe  agri  -foodstuffs i:wiustry ht cenmectioa w1 t1l  t.b.e,. 
.  liites of agricultural·  prgduoti~m wllicll  e.re  covered by measures under the 
prQgrmaae will be ensured by widening tae r&Jtge  of products  a.nd  by-prCDducts 
, ·included,  whetaer· or not  tllle.r  e.re listed in Annex II to the Treaty,.  provided 
tlaat  suck  sche~~es help to i.aprove fe.raers'  ineoaes and te' create  jobs. 
Im  order to fa.eili  tate u.d encourage tke aarksting  ~tf, tlae products referred to 
above, ·promotional aea.sures are to be  fia&Aoed  on tae saae preferential 
. '. 
tenilla,  provided tll.at  tkey e.re undertaken by groups· or bodies representing th.e 
· piooducers.  ·'  ·  ,.  , ·' 
In view of tae li•i  ted.  fi:aance available froa· investors :iD  this sector 'SJ!ld  in· 
these regions,  tke CQaaumity must  increase its aaxizua aid rate and it must be· 
possible for the beneficiary's financial  participation to be  reduced· from  i.ts 
..  present  level. 
IV.2  SuppQrt  for producer grGups 
Couuni  ty aid. for  esta"'bliakiag producer greups and seei:ag tllea tllrouga tlte 
hi.  tial stages aust aot  o:aly be iRcreaaed but  also extended to· all agricultural 
and fi  ellery product  11  covered by tlte Xed!  t erraneaa,  ~rograiule.  ;, 
·  ..  ·. 
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V.  NO~AGRICULTURAL· DEVELOPMENT  MEASURES. 
·These measures  apply  to all the regions  <::overed  by  the programme. 
V .·1  Promotion of  SMEs  and craft industries 
The  economic  fabric  of the rural areas  of the French Mediterranean regions 
consists  to  a  very large  e.xtent  of SMEs. and craft industries,  which must 
be  developed in order to  improve  the situation in these  regions~  This is 
particularly the case with enterprises upstream and  downstrerun  of  th~ 
agricultural sector.  It is also true of other enterprises which,  by 
creating jobs,  mey  indirectly facilitate modernization of  the ·agric:ultural 
sector and,  particularly in the most difficult areas  (mountain ar,eas},  · 
enable  the  population to be maintained at  such a  level that a  fair.ly full 
range  of services is available to the inhabitants. 
To  develop  SMEs  in these regions  - which are for, the most  part  a  long way · 
from  the  Corrunu.nity's  most  buoyant  markets- it is nece·ssary to  go  beyond 
aid  for  p~ysical investment  alone.  Firstly,  the.firm~· concerned' must  be 
linked up with  the  gro'I-Tth  markets  so  that. they are able to seize.the 
opportunities arising and are  alert~~ in ·time .to_i;he  changes  to J>e  made. 
····  Only  when  they  have  access  to vdder  mark~ts will,.they be  brought  into the 
'>J.'  ,. 
in'novation  process  and  be  able to· manage  ·and  orgaru.ze  their. growtl1.·· .and  .  ··  · 
· benefit  fully  from  aid  for  physical  investment,.  For· this to  happen,  business 
comml tants  must  inform  small  businessmen ·o.f  aid fac:i.li ties and  services  · 
for  which their firms  are eligible and  help ,them to make  ~s~ of  them.  . <··. 
··,·, 
'l'his ·was  the thrust  of the development  measures  ii!Jplemented  as  part of the  ·, 
specific Commur1i ty regional  development  measure contri.buti'ng to the· development 
·of the  Aqui taine,  Midi-Pyrenees  fld Languedoc-Roussill:on regions  in the 
context  of Community  enlc..rgement  •  In order to achieve the  job-creating 
o uj eoti  ves  set  lillder  the  integrated Medi terra.llean programnie  for France,  the 
Community  proposes  to establish an operation to assist t!J.e  regions  covered 
by  the  programme  which  would  be  similar to  the scheme  referred to above, 
with more  substantial  financial  resources,  and woul'd'involve: 
(a)  aid  for  the  preparation of sectoral  analy,B:es:.,in~eDded to  provide  SMEs  · 
with information on the potential of.·national,'Community and'external 
markets  and  on the effects to  be  anticipated  ther~from on the production 
(b) 
~nd organization of SMEs;  ·,  ·, 
addi  iional aids to  investments  in SMEs  desighed to cr·eate  new  ~nterprises 
or  to assist  in. the adaptation of production' to market  potential by · 
.existing' enterprises  vlhen  justified by the analys'es mentioned under  (a) 
or  other market  studies.  Such  investments mey  also concern common 
. services  provided for  a  number of enterprises;  ·  '· 
,. 
1 Re~lation (EEC)  No  2615/ch,  OJ  No  L  271,  15  <htober  1980. 
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(c)""degressive aid  over  a  three-year period to  improve the  management 
··  and  organization of  SMBs  and  to  encourage the  establ~shment or.,cievelopment 
of consul  tancy  firms  or  bodies  in th0se  fields..  Activities of'·such  · 
firms  or  bodies  may  include •temporary assistance to  enterprises for 
implementing their recommendations; 
(d'). degressive aid over  a. three-year period  t.o  encourage the  SMEs  to  get· · 
to'gether  in order to establish or develop' common  services; 
(e)  aid  for  the organization of information .seminars  designed  to  enable 
SME  management  to adapt better to  changes  in ,production methods; . 
(f)  degressi  ve  start-up aid over  a  three-year  per{o~ for  bodies  responsible 
for collecting information relating to  product  and technological 
innovation and  its. dissemil}ation among  enterprises  in the regions· 
covered  by  the programme,  which may  incl:ude  experimental  work  on such 
innovation; 
..  ~' : 
(g)· ·encouragement  of the  implementation of product  and  technological. innovation· . 
I  ,,;,lin  sr.rEs  by  means  of aid  for  the  drawing'-!rip  of feasibility studies•;  ',•'' 
('h)  ·tetter accens  for  SMEs  to risk capital; 
·. 
·'···(i)  for  craftworkers,  in addition to the above,  aid to  improve  the techilical  :. 
(j) 
,·, 
1 •  r  .~  • 
'I  .'; 
and  economic  information available to  them,  their mastery of the  . 
technologies  specific to their trade and. the  mar~eting of their products; 
measures  to  boost  exports  from  the Medi  terrane~-. r.egions  to non-EEC 
Mediterranean countries  (industrial  prod~cts,  and also services, 
building and  public works).  These  meas;ures  w'ill  involve seeking out 
partners,  arranging exhibitions  and dembnstraiions  and  providing 
assistance on techniques  and  know-how.  They will  cover  the mission 
·expenses  of technicians  in non-EEC  countries and  the cost  of training 
courses  for  technicians  from  those countries  in SMEs  in the regions 
'covered  by  the  programme; 
(k) estaqlishment  or  extension of business advisory' services: 
for  opening. up  possibilities,  through. direct contacts at local level,· 
for  economic  ventures  by  giving ad  vic~ about  access to available public 
aids  a.J?.d  services  1  particul.arly those provided ·for under  the special 
programine,  and  · 
for  contributing to the success  of these ventures  by  helping existing 
or potential enterprises to take advantage of such aids  and  services. 
'· 
,. ·•  •,. 
.  ~~ 
•, 
.. 
.. 
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V.2.  Promotion of rural  tourism 
After agriculture,  rural  tourism  is t_he  sector most  likely to .help,, 
maintain a  minimum  population in sparsely populated areas.  ·It can 
-provide  inhabitants of rural areas,  particularly fanners,  wi1;h 
additional, sources of income,  contribute  tow¥ds restoration of'· 
buildings,  and  make  it easier to maintain  a.i1  :adequate .level  of 
services,  local  craft's  and  infrastructure~ 
In view of the  objectives of the  integrated Mediterranean programme, 
measures  similar_to those  provided ·for urider the abovementioned 
specific measure  will  be  established,  employing' increased resources. 
These  measures will  involve: 
(a)  construction· or conversion of small hotels,  preparation of farm 
holiday  acco~nodation 1  camping and  caravaning sitesj 
(b)  establishment  and development  of joint services  or bodies 
responsible  for  promotion,  publicity,  stimulating touris:f; 
interest  and  coordinated management  of tourist  accommodation 
and  facilities,  inch1ding the  organizat~-~n of infonnation 
seminars  for the .staff concerned.  ·· · 
In the  case  of regions  on whose  territorY the  level of tourist 
activity is unbalanced  in favour  of coastal zones,  these  •,. 
bodies may  also  be  'responsible  for measures·. to redress  the  \ '.· 
balance,  including studies of app;ropriate tourist itineraries·. 
'I'hey  may  also have  the  task of organizing children's holidey 
centres and  open-air school classes; 
·'', 
(c)  in the  regions  cove'red by point  (b)'.  second  subparagraph, 
development  of transport.undertakings enabling tourists staying 
on  the  coast to have  easier access  to inland tourist  zones  and 
also to provide  transport  to children's _holidey ·centres  and.  ,, 
open-air school  classes. 
V.J  Promotion of renewable  sources  of.energ,y_ 
Renewable  sources  of  energy may  be  developed1·oti  the basis· of 
decentralized ventures.  Such development' has :the  twin advantages  of 
exploiting  loca~ resources having a  captive market  a.iui_  of promoting . 
local  employment  in craft industries:· and SMEs. 
Consequently,  bearing in.mind  the  objectives of the Mediterranean 
programme,  the Corrununity,  which  already provides assistance in the 
inland areas .of the Mezzogiorno  for· the  pr~otion of renewable  sources 
of energ;Jt  will participate,  under this programme,  in _the  following 
operations:  ·  · 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
installing mini-turbines using low-head falls;  wind-powered-
generators;  equipment  utilizing solar energy;  installations to 
recover energy from  biomass  (e.g.  use  of.-olive oil and  wine· 
residues,  other food-processing waste, .the b;y-products  of wood 
processing,  vines,  nut  and fruit trees,  etc.);  and  the  equipment 
for and  work  involved in exploiting geothermal  energy;  · 
dissemination of information,  including demonstrations,  on the 
prospects offered by mini-turbines  and alternative sources of 
energy.  Feasibility studies for potential private users  wishi_ng . 
to  proceed  themselves with  installations, related to such energy ·: 
sources;  .·  ..  l 
organization of basic technical instruction to ensure additional 
local  jobs  linked to the maintenance  of mini-turbines; 
the  use  of solar panels to heat  water. 
... 
·  ... .  ; . 
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. VI.  INFRASTRUCTURE 
· {a)  Infrastructure to develop  job-creating act~vities  • 
. This kind of infrastructure is given priority und&J;'  t;he  ERDF 
and is eligible for additional Community assistance under the 
.. ··programme. 
'  '· 
The  following types of infrastructure are .c;:overed: · 
.- the development  of small  industrial 'zones,  possibly involving 
. a4vance factories in areas having priority ranking; 
·~communications infrastructure between these priority areas 
·  .. ·and.' the main network:  ·road links,  telecommunications and 
data-processing networks; 
infrastructure and  equipment directly related to the 
development  of rural tourism;  .·, 
~ buildings and major  equipment  for training and research 
institutes in industry,  the services .sector,  agriculture and 
~'  . fisheries;  ' 
. - port infrastructure,  referred to in the chapter on fisheries.  .  -~ 
Gi  'ven.·· the different deg:i;ees  of develbpment. of the regions covered 
.by the. programme,  the measures relating to infrastructure concern, 
for the areas.of the Provence-Alpes-cates  d'A~. region not 
;:curr~ntly,.covered by the ERDF,  only the development  of small 
·industrial· areas. 
{b)  Infrastructure directly related to agriculture. 
1  '  .  . 
This. involves  farm  roads,  mains water supplies. and ·electricity 
networks;  these measures are lW  ted to· the inland areas of 
·  ·.  Corsica,  Provence-Alpes-C6tes  d 'Azur a.:rld  LanguedoC.:.Roussillon 
and,  compared  ~ith the provisions in Regul~ti~n (EEC)  1760/78, 
.. qualify for additional Conmruni ty assistanc·e under  th~ .Programme. 
;. 
·,  ·1  ld b  de·rlsed bearing in mind.  water management  r.:~qu.irements.  · ·  · Such measures whou  . e  .... 
,;_··  ', 
·'·  ... 
'.: ··.~ 
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VII.  BACK-UP  MEASUimS 
.rl'hese  measures  apply  throughout  the  regions  covered by  the  p;r:ogramme. 
VII. a.  Advisory services,  technical assistance and vocational 
training 
'~. 
'l'he  effective dissemination of information and  optimwn  utilizatio~· 
of manpower  as  a  factor in the  development  process,  which  can be 
achieved  through the  prov~s~on of technical assistance  and 
vocational  training,  are essential adjuncts, to the measures referred 
to above.  . . 
While  the priority requirements  as  regards agricultural advisory 
services have  generally been met,  the  same  is. not true  of technical 
assistance.  In order to facilitate the recruitment  of technical 
assistants,  notably in the  fisheries· sector,  temporary Community  aid. 
is needed  for  launching the  operation and  helpinc- to  pay salaries. 
Lastly,  with regard to non-agricultural vocational  training,· it is 
necessary to: 
step up  Community  assistance  for  s u.pplementary vocational .training 
measures to facilitate and  provide  the  baclc-up.for the activities 
included in the  integrated programme  (in particular ,for trairiing 
middle management,  and  for development  and.multi-activity traini~); 
encourage  the  progressive developnent of activities designed to 
increase awareness,  provide  information and, promote  local 
initiative in the various fields  covered by''the  integrated 
programme.  ' 
.·~  ' 
,  ; 
.. , 
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Vli.b~  He search 
H.esearch  i9 of cardinal  importance  under this progrmnn1e.,  'l'he  ·c 
proposed  measures  reflect  the  policy which  the Corrunimhon  intends to. 
pursue.  ·they  are  concerned in particular with  a~ricul  ture  1 
fisheries,  renewable  sources  of  enere.;y1  the  environment  and  industry. 
'l'1l8  =practic.al  scope  for  implernenUng the many  raeasures  envisaged  and· 
lnaking  them  a  success depends  primarily  on the. contribution made  by 
research.  · 'l'his  contribution JOust  not  be  restr:·~cted to the 
publication of research results;  an appraisal must  .also  be  made  of,. 
their feauibili ty and  evidence  mu~t be  furnished 'of the  econouiic 
. advantages· they will produce  when  applied in practice..  In addition, 
. this contribution must  enable  thcru  to  be  applied directly on  a  lar£:e 
.>.scale,  but  in a  manner  that  t.aKes  account  of the ·variqus distinctive 
features  in eacii  reg-ion. 
Agricult  Llre 
·,;' 
'l'he  l:onununi ty'  s  programme  for coordinating agricultural re'search 
'already cives  special attention to the  problems  of iniproving 
productivity in a  wide  range  of enterprises.  Bfforts. in this 
· direction 111ust  be  supplemented,  extended  at;J.d.  streng~hene<i under this 
.prov-amme,  if necessary by ad  hoc  measures.enallling the urgent 
practical problems  which  Hill undoubtedly ··arise ·during implementation 
.to be dealt  with rapidly.  In addition,  the  Commiss,ion will take  all 
the  ne'cessary measures,  in particular as  regards  the budget,  to ensure 
that research - both basic and  applied - mal~es an increasing 
contribution towards attaining the  programme's  objectives. 
Pisheries 
.Provision must  be  rnade,  under  the  Conuniss~on 1 s  .initiatives~  for  the 
coordination of national research progranm1es;  aid; ~or joint 
.biolo[\'ical,  technological  and  econowic  researchproirammes .on 
fisheries and aquaculture  and  on the  processing of .:the· products  of this 
sector;  and  Community participation in r~search prograrrunes  drawn.up 
by.internationai bodies. 
·'· 
',  '': 
... 
'.•  I 
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Other  sectors 
.•..  The  Community's  research polic,f,  set  out  for  the  period 1984-87  in 
the outline programme  submitte!l by  the Conunission to the Council, 
provides  for  a  nwober  of measures and  initiatives which  can play an 
"f}  ·,.! 
important  role in the  development  of· the Mediterranean regions to  · · .. ,, 
which priority is given.  These  include research designed  to refine 
and develop biotechnology and  information te.chnologies to  promote 
industrial competitiveness,  the use  of new  t~clmologies (such' as  .•· .,,. 
remote  sensing)  and  research measures  coveriJ::ig  land.use  plann~ng, 
pollution,  conservation of resources  and  renewable·sources of 
energy. 
Of  the  research projects to be  carr~ed out  ~der the  pror,rrum~e in 
conjunction with the above  measure~,  special mention should bemade 
of that concerning the  environment.  'rhis will be  concentrated on 
·,the  management  and use  of l:imi ted  water resources. 
VIII.c..  Conunission initiatives 
These  measures will cover the various research studies ,specified in 
this integrated programme  and will embrace: 
'  ;~ 
preparatory studies and measures  .. for develdpnent  pr,ojects 
(in particular,  feasibility studies and  technical 'projects;  sect.oral 
analyses  and market  surveys;  reports by experts;  environmental  · ·. 
impact  assessment  of economic  actiVities);.  a  study defining the 
biotopes of Community  importance to be  preserved; 
<  ' 
- pilot  experiments  in the different fields covered by the  integrated 
programme; 
investigations and  studies for appraising development  projects.· 
•  I 
,··  ... Integrated  IVledi terranean Programme 
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Estimated costs of the integrated  progr~~e for  the French regions1 
---------------------~----~----------~--~-------------------,----------~--~--~------~----------~-
Measux-e. 
~~~~~-1 
f~ysi~. imRrovements 
Repe..reelling 
Irrigation 
Land  improvement 
Socio-structural 
directives 
~-,.,.., 
Cessation of farming 
Compens-atory  allowance 
Specific measures in 
~d  areas 
Livestock farming 
Crops 
1 
2
T~e total  amo~t of these 
Measures· descr~  bed  as '!br 
nextending the duration o 
Present  level 
of assistance 
so% 
25% 
'25~; 
Level  of  assistance 
proposed  in the programme 
'so%· 
50% 
50% 
50% 
50% 
so% 
5o% 
Cost  to  the  pro@)amme 
(million· ECU 
~ 
28 
176 
32'· 
25 
49 
,..  2 
'IYpe  of  measure 
New  measure 
Broadening the geographical 
coverage 
New  measure 
Increase. in premium  and  rate 
of Community  contribution; 
measure to assist young 
farmers 
Increase in the levels of 
Community  contribution 
Mea.Sure  to assist young 
farmers 
Extension of the measure  tc 
other products 
27  I  New  measure 
20  New  measure 
costs in 1982  and  thei~breakdown are approximate firi,res.  · 
adening .the geographic  coverage",  "extension" measu:tes,  "increasing 
planned measures" rel  e  to existing measures;. 
the 1evejl  of .assistance"· and 
... ·'""  ~~.- ,  .• 
.•  y  ••  --' ·-r:. 
Measure 
Specific~measures in 
lowland  areas 
Fodder  and  protein crops 
Irrigated crops 
Unirrigated or partially 
irrigated crops 
1  ~ 
35%  for works. 
Present  level 
of assistance 
. -•:· 
35-50%
1  (wine-growi~) 
-:no 
:Level of  ~ssietance 
J)roposed  in t_he_  programme 
50% 
50% 
50% 
'·. 
~ :'t 
··cost· 'to  the  profuamme 
(million ECU 
25 
16 
83 
GJ 
8 
6 
36 
18 
'I';rpe  of~ measure 
New  measure 
New  measure 
New  mea~e + 
Broadening the geographical 
coverage 
Supplementary measures 
Supplementary measures  and 
increase in the level of 
assistance for infrastructw:'e 
New  measures ""for  port 
facilities-and protected 
· mar~ne zqnes  · 
New'  measures,  reinforcing 
existing measures  and 
increasing.the ·level.of 
assistance 
Idem 
· 50%  for premiums  • 
. 3Tne data relating to ~ort ~Fastructure inyolvingJa cost to the  programme  of 2  ~~jillion EcU 'are -~ven  ·in ~he chapter  o~ infrastructure. 111  - ·._. 
..  ... 
Measure  Present  level  Level  of assistance 
'  ·of assistance·  Eropoeed in the  proB!amme 
INCREASING  THE  MARKET 
VALUE  OF  PRODUCTS 
Processing and marketing 
of agricultural and  35%.  .  .  45% 
fishery products  25%  (fishery 
products) 
.. 
,.  ... 
Support for. producer ·  25%  50%. 
groups  .  .. 
.  • 
> 
I 
.. 
'  '  r,  .. 
...  .. 
"  ..  ..  .. 
.  ~  -.. 
..  .  -~~ 
•  .  '• 
. .  .  ..  . . 
•,  . . 
·':::_,  '•  ~;  \_ 
'• 
:  -" -. 
' 
. 
cost  to  the proij)amme 
~million ECU 
[!] 
60  (17  for fishery 
products) 
3 
.......  .. 
··\  . 
. 
,. 
:  •. 
..  . . 
:  .. 
. 
.·. 
ll:Ee .  of  me~ur~ 
.. 
Increasing the level of 
assistance.  Measure  lim 
to products covered  qy 
specific measures  (inclu 
no~.Annex II products) 
The  D!P  provides fo.r  fin 
at the proposed rate,  as 
as possible on  top of th 
financing under Regulati 
(EEC)  No. 355/77  ·  . : . · 
-I_pcrease  in levels 
Extension to products  · 
. covered .  by the  pro~amme 
. 
. " 
.  ~-
. 
~  ... 
::.- -· 
.•f 
.  .  .  . 
..  ..  . . 
-
eel 
ding 
ance 
ar 
n Measure 
1- -------------- I 
NON-AGRICUL'IURAL  SECTOR 
SMEs  and  craft industries 
Sectoral analyses, 
information seminars 
Productive investment 
Advisory activities,  joint 
services,  gather~ng and 
dissemination of. 
information on innovation 
Present  lev-el 
of a.Ssistance 
7o% 
7o% 
5o%  (public 
expenditure) 
max.· 3o%  (investment) 
degressi  ve  rate 
(average =  55%) 
112 
Level  of  assistance 
proposed in the  pro~a:nme 
7o% 
7af. 
5o%  (public expenditure 
where public aid is higher. 
than under the existing aid 
scheme) 
deg.t;'~ssive rate-
- (a,verage  =  55%) 
Implementation of 
innovation--
7o%  (cost of studies)!  70%  (cost of studies) 
Risk capital  1o%  I 1o% 
Business  adVisory services  1  - 5o% 
·t 
Mediterranean third-country  1  - 50%  (public  expend~  tUre) 
markets 
Cost  to  the  oro~~e 
(million ECU 
~ 
....... 
261 
> 
·- .• 
-" 
T;ype  of  measure 
Broadening the geographical 
-coverage 
Supplementary aid  and 
broade~ng the _geographical 
coverage 
Broadening the geographical 
coverage 
Broadening the  geographical 
coverage 
Broadening the  geographical 
coverage 
. ·New  measuz_-e  -
New  measure 
' " 
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Me-asure 
· ,,. · ··-- - Pi-e sent  level  Level  of  as~i-~t-fu.ce ;:-: 
Rural  tourism 
Investment  in 
accommodation 
Tourist promotion 
Transport undertakings 
Renewable  sources of 
enere;y 
Installations and work 
Dissemination of 
information and studies  .. 
Basic technical 
instruction 
,Heatingb~_solar_panels 
I  INFRASTFCCIDRE I 
General infrastructure 
·of assistance  p1'QI)os~_Q,__in the  progran:Ine 
50%(puplic· 
expend.i ture ) 
degressi  ve  rate 
(average=55%) 
5CJ%(public 
expenditure ) 
50%  (public expenditure) 
degressive  rate(average=55%) 
50%  (public expenditure) 
(measures  applied in 
the inland areas of 
_the Mezzogiorno) 
30% (investment)  130%  (investment) 
50% (public 
expenditure) 
70% 
10% 
50% (publi.c expenditure) 
70'/o 
10% 
50% (public expenditure) 
ma.x.30% (investment) 
40%  of  public  !50% 
expenditure under ERDF 
quota section and_50% 
unQ.er  non-quota 
section 
Agricultural infrastructure I 40% 
in inland areas 
-~·5o% 
_·;· 
cost·to the proiDme 
(million ECU 
1  38.j 
.3~  ~5:· 
~l 
25  (including 2  for _ 
fisheries and 
aqua.cUl ture) 
25 
· ... -
'lXpe  of measure -
Broadening the  geographical, 
coverage 
Broadening the  geographical 
coverage 
Broadening the  geographical 
coverage 
Broadening~he geographical 
ooverage 
Broadening the  geographi9al 
coverage  · --
Broadening the geographical 
coverage 
New  measure -
Increasing the  leve~ of 
assistance 
Supplementary  .,measures •  "'!:~  •  114' ... 
_..,.,,· 
:·. 
.. - ....  -'  .. 
Level  of  assistance  I .Cost  to  the Erog;:a.mrne 
Measure  Present  level  'TYPe  of measur.e  of assistance  EroEosed  in:the  EroB!~e  (million ECUJ  .. 
I  BACK-UP  MEASURES I  -
..  _:- E1 
··~. 
~"'--:  . 
.  ' 
Advieo!Z  eervices1 traininei 
and  technical assistance  ..  .  .  . 
Agricultural advisor,y 
services - research -
back-up  . - 50%  40  New  measure 
Technical assistance,  .. 
particularly for fisheries  - .  50%  3  New  measure 
Training arid  labour 
market  50%  50%  58  Supplementary measure 
-
'  ·•  -·  I  RESEARCH I 
J 
..... 
.  . 
Fisheries  - - ..  50%  1  New  measure  ..  ..  ..  .. 
'  - .. 
Agriculture  a.i:id  other  ·• 
sectors  50%  50%  8  Supplement'ary measure 
.. 
. .  . . 
Total  IMP  cost  1  135  :  .. 
.. 
..  ., 
...  .  '  .. 
.,  .  . 
...  .. 
. ·~  . 
·•  .. 
..  . .  .. 
.. ....  115  -
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AN-NEX  V 
RA'l'ES  OF  COMMUNITY  REFUND 
.·. ,•  ' 
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Interdepartmental  Working  Party 
Integrated  Mediterranean  Programmeo 
Comparison  of  the  rates of Community. refund ·uoed  in 
present policiee  and  those  to 'pe  used  for  ..  the 
corresponding integrated  programme  mea·sures 
.  I  • 
.,'• 
·I' AGRICULTURE 
-
Area of aid in HiPs  Corresponding structural  !  _.Rates  of  Community  refund 
Fr=c·  (3  "'gi~n;r I  policy measure  Greece 
IMP  1 .Struct. pol. 
PU3LIC  (  INV2ST~NT 
(  AI J 
Reparcelling  !  - 75  -
I 
Infrastructure  75 
I 
Reg.  1760/78  ~I,  FR) 
Reg  •. 1975/82  GR)  40 
"" 
Irrigation  I  75 
i  Reg •.  1362/78  (I~ 
I 
Dir.  79/17 3  (FR 
Reg.  1975/82  (GR)  50 
! 
""" 
Agricultu~al advisory 
services .  75 
I 
' - ·Reg.  270/79  (:i:)  -
'  -;r •  .,  "  SOCIO-:SCONOMIC  AREA  - INCO!-lE  SUPPORT 
.:.-/ 
"' 
I- Dir.  72/160  (RR~ I,  FR) 
Cessation of farming  75 
25 
Compensatory  allowance  I Dir. 75/268  (GR,  ! 1-FR)  ·. 
75 
.  50  I  ,, 
k 
For  France: .  Provence-C8te -d 'Azur  1  Languedoc-Roussi llon  1  Cors-ica. 
Italy  (Vezzogior"no)  · 
H'.P  I Struct. pol.  DiP  1 Struct. pol.[ 
-
65  - 50 
. 
65  50 
40 
I 
- I  50  50_J_  ___ 
I 
65  I 
50  -
50 
'•' 
-
65  50 
65 
"' 
65  .  50 
50 
.-
-
40 
I 
I 
!  50 
' 
-
25 
25 
I 
j 
5 
$1 
0  ....  I· 
I 
I 
I 
; 
I 
I 
I 
i 
; 
I 
~ 
-rl 
'E 
c 
() 
0 
a! 
-o 
4)  .... 
a!  .... 
+'  c 
Q) 
~ 
Cll  ....  ...... 
.....  '  -o 
!D 
Q)  .... 
a! 
c:; 
~· .~ 
~ 
,-1 
.-I'' 
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Rates of Community refund 
Area  of aid  in mPs  Corresponding structural  Greece  ~-- Italy. (Mezzogiorno)  ·I  France  ( 3  regions) 
policy measure  IMP  -~ Struct. ·  p~l  IMP  -~Struct.  pol  lMP  ·  IStruct.  pol 
SECTORAL  RISTRUCTUR:mG  MEASURES  AND PRODUCT  REORIENTATION  MEASUR!S 
Inland  areas 
~ivestock farming + 
land  improvement 
Other  products 
.  Lowland.areas 
Livestock farming 
-
'ri:L.ne  growint;  -
. . 
' 
-Other crop products 
Assistance  for  the 
"form_ation of ;producer 
___IT_()_  \U)S .  -' 
Reg.  1944/81  (I) . 
50 
Reg.  1975/82  (GR) 
50 
50 
Reg.  1944/81  (I). 
.. 
50 
Reg.'  45%80  (GR, I,FR) 
Dir.  78  627  (FR) ·  ... - .  -
50 
-::'1,,:  - ,··· .. ·  50 
-Reg.  1360/JB: (·I 1 GR,J:t~) 
50  50 
50  40  -
- 50  - 50  -
50  50 
- 40  -
30 
50  50  35%  works 
30  30:  5f$  ,.-'  conversion 
..  -- premium  .  .  . ·~· 
- 50  - 50  - .· 
50  50 
25  '25.  25 
I 
I 119 -
- ..  .I 
. Rates  of  Comm~nity refund 
Corresponding struc"tural  -
France  (.3"  regions) 
Area of aid  in IMPs 
Greece  Italy  (I•;ezzogiorno) 
policy measure 
DlP  jstruct.  pol  Il·iP  '  I  Struct.  pol  IMP  IStruct.  pol 
..  --
50  50  50  Forestry 
Reg.  269//§  (FR~I)  50  50  50  Reg.  1975  82(GR  .. 
.  .... 
-
INCREASING  THE  MARKET  VALuE  OF  PRODUCTS  . 
Processing and  60  60  45  marketing 
"Reg.  1361/78 ·  50  ..  .:·  ..  35  .  I  50  . 
I  -
·-'j  • ~~ 
Area  of aid 
in IMPS 
I  FISHERIES I 
Processing and 
marketing 
Restructuring of 
-~ 
r. 
fishin~ and  ~ulture 
.-- - ...  · 
AqUaculture pilot 
projects  -. 
.·-71  .. 
N9n-productive investments  .  .  ;:  .  .  ..  :.,.>:  ~- .. 
'!·RAINING  .Aim 
LABOUR  J<!ARJCET 
Public sector 
Private -sector 
.. 
- 120  -
. Corresponding structural 
policy measure 
IMP 
60 
Regulations .355/77-
. .  1361/78 
50 
- c  Regulation 31/83  -
60 
-
75  ..  .. 
..  - . .. 
, . 
.. 
. 
. I 
55  . 
75-
.  .. 
"'·  .-
.,n 
:  -~: ·') 
. Rates of Comm_uni ty refund 
-
Greece  Italy JMezzogiorno)  France  (3  regions) 
Struct. pol.  DiP  Struct.  pol.  DiP  Struct. pol;' 
; 
60  50 
50  50.  25-35 
' 
-.  50  50 
~ 
35:-40  35:-40  25 
' 
. 60  60 
·.-
-
65  50 
- ,_  ...  - .,  ..,.  ·.- -
I  •  I 
Rate of Community  refund - 'f.  of total public expenditure  .  .  .  . 
--
~- I 
- .I  I 
- ·ss  :50 
.• I 
·!  I - 50  ..  _  '  65  ' ..,.  121  -
Aid levels for the principal measures  relli.ting to 'sME  ~d 
oraft induatri  ea  ~  rural  touriam,  renevabl  e  aouroea· of 
. energy and·  in.~a.atructure 
INFRASTRtiC 'lURE 
.- France 
- ItaJ.y  .. 
:...  Gre~ce 
.'  ' 
ERDF  non-quota..mea.au.res 
. SME · a.nd  .craft industriea 
...;  sectoral  analyses 
-.productive investment 
advisory activities 
(management·,  organization) 
services  common  to several 
enterprises 
- ga~.hering and d.hsemination 
of. innavation information 
- implementation of innovation 
- new  serv~ces 
relocation of activities 
.  (Greece) 
'  ' .  ~ 
Rural  tourism 
at)~d.iea 
investment  in accommodation 
..; tourist services 
- arehit~otural heritage 
Renewable  sources  of energy 
investments 
dissemination of information 
and demonstration 
Present. ERDF  levels 
a  maximum  of 40;(;  of publio 
expend! ture in th~  ERDF quota 
section  .  . 
50%  of publio  expenditure 
_i~ !h! ~o~-gu~t! !e~t!_o!! ·- _ 
70%  of their ooat 
50%  of. public expenditure 
but not ·exceeding 30%  of 
cost of investment 
degresaive aid 7dl>  of fir.st · 
year'  a  expen<;li tll;l'.e  but not 
exceeding  5~ of ex.pendi ture 
over a  three year period 
70%  of oost of f~a.sibility 
studies 
50%  of public  expenditure 
but not  exceeding 3at:.  of 
coat of investment 
same  rate as advisory 
activities 
50%  of public  expenditure 
for public  inves~ment  . 
other oases,  30%  of oost.  '. 
of investment 
70%  of orga.niza..:tiona'. 
operating coats· 
Level  propo,sed  in IMP 
50% 
65% 
75% 
- ----.- - .- - - - -
) 
l  same  level 
...  ·  ;' 
,:  I 
same  level as 
advisory .aotivi  ties 
50%  of publfo 
expend! ture 
·''  70%  of their costs 
same  level 
same  level 
5.0%  of publio 
expendit1ire 
same  level 
same  level 
.~.  . . ·. 
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A  N  N  E,'X  E  VI 
COM.MUNrrY  GRANTS  AND  LOANS  TO ·THE  ME.'DrrERRANEAN  RElJIONS 
..  , 
'•.' ···-
Community grants and loans to the Mediterranean regions:  1982 
Community aid per irihabitant 
-
\  I  EC s:; 
EMS  and! 
EAGGF  ESF2  earth-- Total  Region  ERDF  Energy 
Guidancr  Grants  guake  grants 
Section  J.nteres 
SUOSHtl.  S 
ITALY 
Mezzogiorno  (21  m inhab.)  7,7  29,5  13,4  - 6,1  4,1  54,7 
Central  Italy ( 10 m inhab.)  1;4  - 1,8  o;3  0,1  - 3,5 
Ligilria (1.8 m inhab.)  _O.l_  ___  - 7  7  - 0.4  - 7.9 
GREEx::E 
Whole  countrv (9.')m  inhab.)  1,7  . 23,6  6,4  -.  0,2  - 31,8 
.·.-. 
" 
FRANCE 
Mediterranean (5.9 m  inhab.)  6,.0  - 6,  7  (O, 1)  - o,i  - 12,9 
M{di-Pyrenees + AqUitaine  3,5  9,5  :  0,1  - .  I 
13,1 
(4:·.8  m inhab.)  .  ·- ·, ..  _  :...; 
'  .. 
EIB  NCI 
48,3  7,7 
7~7  -
- -
.  35,1 .  13,1 
17,9  -
1,2 .  -
TABLE  1 
ECU  per inhabitant,  1982 
ECS::  Euratom Total 
Loane 
0,9  - 57,0 
2,6  2,8  13·, 1 
- - -
1,2  - 49,4 
- - 17,9 
.. 
- - 1,2 
. I 
..... 
1'\) 
y 
~EAGGF Guidance  Section:  direct  m~sures, 'plus  ~irective~ 627/78  and  173('7~. .  .  _  .  . 
Only part  of ·the ESF  can be calculated on a  regJ.onal .basJ.s;  data are avaJ.l.able,  however,  for 'the  whole  MezzogJ.orno  and for Greece. 
-~  '.  .. ...  d-
TABLE  2 
Community grants and loans to the Mediterranean regions:  Italian regions  1982 
Abruzzi 
Basilicata 
Calabria 
Campania 
Molise 
Puglia 
Sardinia 
Sicily 
Lazio  (Mezzogiorno) 
Yarche  (Mezzogiorno) 
Mezzogiorno  (not  ~ 
elsewhere included)  · 
TdrAL:  _MEZZOOIORNO 
Lazio  (non-
'Mezzo~iorno) · 
Marche  ~non- · 
Mezzogiorno) 
Tusoany 
Umbria 
TOI'AL:  LAZIO  +  CENI'RE · 
Liguria 
~GGF  I  ERDF 
f--iuidanc 
Section 
22,1 
25,9 
15,6 
8,7 
3,2 
12,8 
37,0 
7,9 
9,4 
5,8 
-12,6 
161,0 
0,6 
1,2 
7,8 
4,4 
14,0 
0,5. 
28,2 
10,2 
65,9 
298,3 
7,7 
53,4 
32,2 
67,4 
14,2 
5,7 
37,2 
620,5 
ESF2 
10,6 
4,5 
15,3' 
38,0 
3,9 
31,6 
17,1 
15,  7· 
6,?. 
1,7 
135,8 
280,9 
4,1 
6,2 
4,6 
2,6 
17,5 
13,0 
EC OC  I Energy  I  EMS  · I Total I  EIJ33 
.·.3,0 
3,0 
Interest Grants 
ubsidie 
0,9 
0,1 
0,1 
0,6 
5,2 
12,2 
30,0 
5,1 
--~9,7 
-
3;0(4) 
1,7  I  85,2 
,,  -- 0, 5  ,_  '  -
0,1  -
0,6 
0,8 
66,1 
41,5 
109,0 
345,1 
14,8 
127,8 
91,5 
121,3 
30,3 
13,2 
188,6 
1- 149,2 
. 8,2 
7,4 
12;5 
7,0 
35,1 
14,3 
31,0 
25,7 
75,5 
51,4 
109,4 
45,3 
172,7 
504.3 
1  015,3 
4-,4. 
49,1 
23;4 
7.6.9 
million  ECU 
Ncr3 
IECSC  !Euratom !Total 
· Loans'  Loans 
37,8 
37,8 
86,8 
162,4 
19,2 
19.2 
22,3 
3,7 
26.0 
28,0 
. ·28.0 
31,0 
25,7 
75,5 
70,6 
14?,2 
45,3 
210,5 
591.1 . 
,  196.9 
32,4· 
71,4 
27,  1· 
'130.9• 
N 
"" 
~EAGGF,  Guidance  Section:  direct measures  only. .  .  .  .  _ .  .  . _  . 
Only .part  of the ESF  can be calculated on  a· reg~onal bas~s;  data are·  ava~lable,  however,  for the· whole  Mezzog:~:orno 
~Including· 115.8 million IDU  in "special loans ..;.  earthquake"  (86.8 million ECU  under·,the  N9I;  29.0 million  ECU  from the  EIB). 
Earthquake. interest· _subsidies. 
'..;.. I 
'  I 
'•: ./-~ 
.  . . ~ -.... 
.  TABLE  3. 
Community  grants and loans to the Mediterranean regions:  GREEK  REGIONS  1982 
million ECU 
~GGF  ERDF  ESF  ECSC  Energy Total  I  EIB  NCI  ECSC  Euratom  Total 
uidanc'  grants.  grants  Loans  Section ·  --r---- ··- ~---· f---
Eastern Greece and  ·.  0,3  20,8  :  - 1·, 5  22,6 
I 
35,5  ...  - - - 35,5 
Islands 
I  Central  and  Western  0,7  26,2  :  - - 26,9  1fl,5  - - - 10,5 
Macedonia 
Peloponnese and Western  3,1  44,4  :  - - 47,5  62,1  - - - 62,1 
Greece 
Thessaly  0,0  25,2  :  - - 25,3  4,8  - - - 4,8 
Eastern Macedonia  0,3  19,1  0,1  - - 19,5  - - - - -
Crete  0,5  26,1  :  - - 26,6  - - - - -
Epiru5  . 0,6  12,9  :  - ,- 13,5  ·'  c 18,7  - - ·  ..  - 18,7 
Thrace  0,1  18,3  :  - - . 18,4  - - - - -
Eastern Aegean  Islands  0,2  18,3  :  - 18,5  - - - - - ., 
Mul  t iregional  o10, 1  13,2 ..  60,3  - - 83,6  202  124,9  11,0  - 337,9 
·- '  -. 
..  ..  '  TDrAL  GREECE  15,9  224,6 .  60,4  - 1,5  302,4  :  333,6  124,9  11,0  -·  . 469,5 
------
1  ~cl  uding 14.5 million ECU  for indirect measures. 
·  .. 
..... 
N 
\.n ;  ;--
Commtmity  grants and loans to the Mediterranean regions:  FRENCH  RIDIONS  1982 
EA.GGF 
ESF2  ~sc  Total  Edsc  Guidancf  ERDF  Energy  EIB  NCI 
c:: ..... +; ..... ,.,  grants  grants  loans 
' 
Corsica  8,6  29,9  0,3  - - 38,8  - - -
Provence-Alpes-
2,2  0,7  3,0  102,9  Cote d'Azur 
. - - - - -
Languedoc-Roussillon  - 24,5  9,3  0,2  - - 34,0  2,6  - ·~ 
-. 
Sub-total 
- •. 
35,3  39~2  --0,5  - 0,7.  75,8  105,5  - - -
Mediterranean  c 
Aquitaine  8,0  11;6  r  - - 0,6  ....  . 20,3  .  - - -
Midi-Pyrenees 
- ·i-
8,8  33,7  0,2  -- - 42,7  5,~  . - -
-Su~total  16,8  45,3  0,2  - 0,6  63,0  . 5,6.  - -
---:·  ., 
TOI'AL  52,1  84,5  0,7  - 1,3  138,8  111,1  - -
--.  --
· ~EAGGF Guj__dance  Section:  direct  measur~s only,  c;-nd_Directives  6Z7/7.~-.ir:d 173/79 • 
. ESF  data· cannot  be calculated on a  regl.onal  basl.s _1n  France.  ·- · 
-.'.·. 
,• 
~LE  4 
million  ~U 
Total  Euratom loans 
- -
- 102,9 
- 2,6 
-- ' 
r- --105,5 
- -
t•  ; . 
- 5,6 
- 5,6 
- 111,1 
_. 
N  o-
·-:-.· ·:' -=· 
·:._:  -.·.  ~-
TABLE  5  .· 
·.·.  milli n  .I!XJU 
~~~ a~d~  ' 
EAGGF  ESF2  ~:rth-_  Textil  s  .  4  ERDF  ~sc 3  Energy  uak:e. 
NCI4  1  Guidan< r 
nteres  Art.  Total  EIB  msc  Eurato1  Tot  a.: 
C>.  . ;  ,.;  grants  R11bsi.rli  8  375  '.~tra.nts  iLoans  Loan: 
6oinmunity grants.·and roans to the Mediterraneaxi regions: ·  from the launching-: of the instruments to· end 1982 ' · 
(cumulative figures) 
· Abruzzi  76  136  30  .,.  1  12  - .255  452  '  - 2  - 454 
Basilicata  58  55  16  - 1  3  4  137  113  - - - 113 
Calabria  59  262  37  - - 23  - 381  344  8  - - 352 
Cam,pania  41  783  87  - 1  11  ,.  3 
926  763  16  74  - 853 
Mohse  21  36  7  - - 5  - 70  130  - - - 130 
Puglia  122  228  72  - 2  111  - 535  .  1  194  90- 376  - 1  660 
Sardinia  87  199  64  - 2  25  2  380  547  40  15  - 602 
Sicily  80  484  73  - 8  77  - 721  927  51  11  - 989 
Lazio  89  124  36  8  4  29  1  290  449  - - 62  511 
Marche  48  49  25  - - - - 122  115  - 33  - 148 
Tuscany  73  3  31  - 1  2  - 110  102  11  152 .•  - 265 
Mezzofiorno  (not  elswhere  47  356  584  - 2  72  - 1  061  1  359  450  - - 1  809  ' 
inc  uded) 
37  Umbria  - 8  -
,•  - - 45  20  - 62  .  - 82 
-
Liguria  13  - 49  5  1  - - 67  61  - 211  - 272 
I 
Total - Italian regions  !!51  2  716.  1  119  13  23  370  _10  5 100  6 576  666  936  62  .  .8  Z40 
Corsica  14  45  3  .;..  - - - - 62  - 1  - -- -·  1 
Languedoc-Roussillon  125  60  :  - - - -- 185  23  - 5  -
.;.· 
28 
Provenct:Al;pes-Cote  d'Azur  50  2 ·.  :  - 3  - - 55  323  - 172  -495 
Midi-Py enees  .  47  98  .  9  - - - - 154  86  2  - 88 
Aquitai  e  . .  .  34  71  2  - 1  - - . 107  111  - 2  - 113 
-Total  - French regions  270- 276  ·.  14  - 3'  - -
~  . - 563  544  . - 181  - 725  -. 
I 
Total· -'Greek regions  33  475  ::·  90  - .2- - - 600  493  125  11  - ·629 
' 
1Direct measures  only.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .... 
ESF  data can be calculated only partially on  a  regional basis;  data are available,- however,  for the whole  Mezzogiorno from 
1978  onwards and for Greece from ·198·1.  ·  ·  ·  · 
3ECSC  grants for redeployment  and research 
4rncluding_ 443.8 million:EX;U in "special loans - earthquake"  (383  million :EX;U  under the  NCI;  60.8 million ECU  from  :the  EIB). 
·i· 
•ci 
.·.  _;: 
·.•·  ·:.:. 
" 
..... 
N  .. 
--.1 I 
UK3 
IRL 
GR 
D -
F 
NL 
B 
L 
DK 
EUR  10 
~ 
TABLE  6 
Commnnity  grants and loans by Member  states:  cumulative  commitments  1973-82 
;EAGGF  I ESF 
Guidance  ERDF  jE:xJ SC 
1 
~rants 
S~ction 
1  020,2 
543,3 
322,7 
48,0 
856,8 
929,5 
200,2 
150,6 
10,4 
"'t4i,6 
1  987,5  2 807,1 
1  658,2  1  733,3 
523,0  455,4 
91 ,0.  474,8 
627,1 
1  186,4 
135,2 
147,4 
3,3 
153,7 
386,5 
1  168; 2 
98,7 
72,1 
7,  1_ 
84,2 
4223,316512,817287,4 
19,7 
404,9 
0,3_ 
180,8 
152,6 
4,0-
47,8 
7,6 
817,7 
Energy~S  ~Textil¢s 
- :~nt eres  Art.  1 Total 
~ubsidies 375  ~rants 
53,7 
54,5 
9,9 
3,2 
38,2 
·:- 55,2 
8,0 
4,1-
0,1 
3,8 
527,5 
272,5 
11,6 
1,9 
0,5 
6  427,3 
4  394,2 
1  583,8 
617,0 
2  089,4_. 
3  493,8 
4?>6,_1 
422~5 
28,5 
383,3 -
EIB  NCI 
7  380,2  1  120,5 
4  030,0  139,2 
1.600,7  228,8 
492,8  124,9 
- 579,7 
2  388,4 
61,6 
561,3 
~~ .·_. 
640,7 
77,9 
114-,1 
million  IDJIJ 
EX: SO  Total 
Euratot4 loan-s 
1  222,2 
2  430,5 
28;,9 
11,0 
131,5 
.-1  676,8  77,1 
1 .413,9  544,0 
161,0  -
"170,9  424,0 
--_ ·203,2 
55,0 
34,4 
9  854,4 
6  599,7 
1  858,4 
628,7 
2 333,6 
4  424,2 
222,6 
1  156,2 
237;6 
809,8 
263,9  800,0  14,0  ~9 919,1  017  735,4  11  805,4  17 373,4 h 211,0  128  125,2 
~~; 
..... 
N 
00 
1
Grants for redeployment,  social measures  in the steel industry and coking coal only. 
<?This  relates to specific measures in the  energy sector ( 1979-82);. an amoWlt  of 33.2 million EX:U·  could· not  be b_roken  down  -- -·· 
by oonntry 
3Ex:cluding  supplementary measures for the United Kingdom  (amounting to 3  24i .5 million EX:U). 